
gadgets / apps / gear

Code your own apps. Build a games console. 

Design a new car, then print it out. Take pictures 

in the dark. Give your house a brain.
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play 2015 a year’s worth of games, movies, music and more

my other car’s 
an apple

We test-drive CarPlay

run plus run
The watches that’ll train  

you to take on a triathlon

sub-£150 tablets
Slim, powerful and half  

the price of an iPad Mini



Let the voice of Naim take you  
inside the music

Mu-so is our frst wireless music system. Finely tuned by our specialist engineers 
in England, its powerful digital brain delivers the most exceptional quality in 

sound, commanding 450 watts of power through six custom-designed speakers, 
to create an experience of music that has to be heard to be believed. 

 
naimaudio.com

Features: Airplay, Bluetooth®/aptX®, Spotify Connect®, UPnP™ (access your stored music),  

Internet Radio, USB, Analogue and Digital inputs, Apple iOS and Android App for complete control.

John Lewis     |     Selected Apple stores     |     www.apple.com     |     Specialist Naim retailers A
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 8 The Hot Four
  ● Aston Martin DB10
  ● Carbon Flyer
  ● Devialet Phantom
  ● Imagination Technologies Creator CI20
 14 Vital Stats Land Rover Discovery Sport
  In case your school run is knee-deep in snow
 18  Gigapixel The Kinematics Dress

3D-printed couture from the future
 21 Icon Akrapovič Full Moon
  The wildest-looking motorbike we’ve seen
 22 Choice
  The vinyl renaissance continues, but which  
  are the most geektastic LPs you can buy? 
 26  When to buy what

Save a bundle in 2015 by shopping for the 
right gadgets and gear at the right time

 28 Names to drop David Babbs
  The man turning online opinions into  
  real political change   
 30 Games
  We get a sneak preview of Halo 5: Guardians
 32 Apps
  Mountain-spotting and stock-trading

 64   First test Google Nexus 6
A super-big phone with Lollipops of fun

 66 Approved Stuff-approved apps for…
  …next-level learning and crossing the road 
 76   Long-term test Apple CarPlay

A test drive of iPhone’s in-car entertainment
 79 Group test Multiroom hi-fi
  There’ll be music, sweet music everywhere
 84 Versus TomTom Multi-Sport Cardio vs   
  Garmin Forerunner 920XT
  Which fitness watch to wear for a triathlon? 
 86 Tested Games
 ● Far Cry 4
  ● Never Alone
 90 Tested Mercedes AMG GT S
  Stuff tests the roaring £100k sportscar 
 91 Tested Apple iMac With 5K Retina Display
  A feast for your eyes: 14.7 million pixels 
 98 First test Sony PlayStation TV
  Stream your PS4 to a TV in another room
 105 Group test Cheap tablets
  Five of the very best sub-£150 slabs 
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Looking to buy 
something but 

need a bit of 
advice? Turn to 

our Stuff Top Tens: 
our expert listings 

of all gadgetry, 
from p119

cameras

Olympus  
OM-D E-M1
★★★★★

Ace autofocus 
p133

headphones

Philips Fidelio 
M2BT

 ★★★★★
Wireless 

wondercans

Pebble Steel
★★★★★

It’s still our top 
smartwatch 

p134

wearables

p92

p48
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p38

 68 On screen in 2015
  This may be the Year of the Sheep, but don’t  
  go following the herd – here’s Stuff’s pick of  
  how to spend your screen time
 92   Design  
  High-end hi-fi we really wish we could   
  afford – they look as good as they sound
 100   Techspedition
  Stuff gives Open Bionics’ revolutionary   
  3D-printed hand a shake and finds out what  
  it takes to build an affordable robotic limb 
 109   Fashion
  For something a little more street than   
  a reindeer jumper knitted by your nan  
114 Media hoard  
  New films, music and books reviewed  
 138 Next big thing? Cinematic reality 
  A start-up that plans to put whales in the sky 

 42    Photography
Notographer to protographer in three pages 

 45  Smarthome
Host a smartbulb party, geofence your 
central heating and build DIY multiroom audio

 48  Music
Don’t just learn an instrument – build one

 53  5 of the best… Raspberry Pi projects
  This tiny computer’s a slice of the future
 54 Coding
  Make your own games console, learn   
  programming and build the Button of Power 
 58 3D printing
  Home-facture a pair of glasses, a model 
  of your run and a dinosaur showerhead 
 62 5 of the best… Creator CI20 projects 
  Make your developer dreams a reality   
  with the Pi’s faster, better-equipped rival

p42



£299.99 
from authorised retailers

Buy direct from bowers-wilkins.co.uk/T7

Two-year warranty 

Free delivery

T7 Bluetooth Speaker
with Micro Matrix™

Or in layman’s terms,
it sounds great.
It has taken Bowers & Wilkins 50 

years of acoustic knowhow to make 

the T7. And thanks to high-resolution 

streaming via Bluetooth aptX® and an 

incredible 18 hours battery life, you’re 

guaranteed best-in-class performance 

wherever you are.



 
PEFC/16-33-1007

PEFC Certified

This product is 

from sustainably 

managed forests and 

controlled sources

www.pefc.orgPEFC/16-33-197

WelcoM

Will Dunn, Editor / willd@stuff.tv / @willydunn

Haymarket is certified by BSI to 
environmental standard ISO14001

this month  
in stuff’s  
digital edition

www.stuff.tv   facebook.com/joinstuff   twitter.com/stufftv   google.com/+stufftv
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When some wide-eyed tech evangelist starts bleating 
on about how important it is that everyone Learns to 
Code, it’s easy to roll your eyes. After all, it’s just a kind 
of building, and we’re not constantly being told that it’s 

important for everyone to learn carpentry, are we? There is a 
crucial difference, though: when you muck about with bits of 
wood, you get nice furniture, but when you muck about with 
wires and components and chunks of machine-language, you 
get inventions. Making a beautiful chair is tremendously satisfying 
(I imagine, I haven’t done it yet), but making something that hasn’t 
existed before – a button that controls the internet (p57), a heating 
system that knows where you are (p47) or a new kind of musical 
instrument (p50) – is another kind of brilliant. 

Of course, this is also a magazine about all the amazing things 
that other people have invented, from robot hands (p100) to 
watches that turn you into a triathlete (p84). There’s useful stuff, 
like the best tablets for under £150 (p105), but there’s also plenty 
of impractical stuff, like dizzyingly attractive, completely-out-of-
our-price-range hi-fi (p92) – because if you’re going to invent the 
Next Big Thing, you’ll need something to spend your billions on.

1 …this great mag landing on 
your doorstep before it hits 
the shops, every month.  
2 …an extra year’s free 
subscription (p116).
3 …exclusive reader offers.
4 …a slightly higher 
resolution universe. 
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“Shiny skin from the screen; oily bits from the 
pits,” director Sam Mendes didn’t say about a 
new Aston being unveiled as the star car in the 
24th Bond film, Spectre. Had he spoken thus, 
he would have been referring to the trend for 
car manufacturers to trickle down technology 
from the racetrack but focus-group their look 
on cinema-goers. And without really knowing 
what’s underneath the DB10’s shapely body, 

unveiled at the name launch of the new film, 
we’d happily sign up for one. Except we can’t: 
Aston Martin is only making ten DB10s and all 
ten are to be used – and no doubt very much 
abused – in the making of the film. The styling, 
luckily, previews the next production DB, but 
they’re not saying if that will be called the DB11. 
As hot as… imaginary lava 
£tba / astonmartin.com

No, Mr BoNd, I spectre you to drIve
Aston Martin dB10
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Four

#2

Soon our skies will be thick with drones:  

a buzzing, swirling mass of UAVs which, 

once commandeered by rogue AI, will 

terrify us in our homes and engineer our 

demise, as foretold by the flocks of 

‘organic drones’ in Alfred Hitchcock’s The 

Birds. So here’s one more to add to the 

flock, but it’s not quite like the rest: it’s 

smaller, cheaper and less hovery than 

most. Made almost exclusively from 

carbon fibre, with a helping of carbon 

nanotubes thrown in for good measure,  

its delta wing design helps it slice through 

the air using twin electric motors and  

it features no other fragile moving parts.  

And yes, it’s basically a carbon fibre paper 

aeroplane, but one that’s smartphone  

app-controlled via Bluetooth and has  

an onboard VGA camera.

As hot as… a thousand flapping wings
US$150 / indiegogo.com

stiff 
competition

carbon flyer

1 It’ll bounce
A rugged plastic nosecone will 

help it survive the tree/wall/

heron interference events 

that scupper other drones.

2 It’s no slouch
The highly aerodynamic 

shape helps it reach 40mph  

at a gallop. For its size, that’s 

very, very quick.

carbon fly-oxide

1

2
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folk separater
devialet phantom

It looks like a piece of set from a David 

Lynch sci-fi movie, it costs over a thousand 

pounds and it’s exclusive to Harrods. For 

some people, we need not reveal any more. 

A certain faction just metaphorically left 

the room. For those of us left, you might 

want to know that it’s a wireless speaker, 

it’s French and it uses a patented 

combination of analogue and digital 

amplifiers to create an “ultra-dense sound 

with physical impact”. Ah, yes, a few more 

of you have gone now. There are two 

versions – the 750W Phantom and the 

3000W Phantom Silver – as well as Dialog, 

a £250 Wi-Fi bridge, and the Spark iOS  

and Android app for music control. Still  

a few hangers-on? OK, you can connect 

several Phantoms to create “the most 

intense moment you ever experienced”. 

Just one of you left, eh? We have a winner!

As hot as… the breath of a spice worm
from £1400 / harrods.com
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Imagination Technologies – the British 
company that provides the graphics grunt 
for iPhones, iPads and almost everything 

else with a screen – is getting into the 
shed developer game. Its Creator board is 
pricier than a Raspberry Pi, but your shed 

project gets a faster processor, game-
worthy 1080p graphics, Bluetooth 4.0, and 

more ports than Greece. Better still, it 
comes preloaded with either Debian Linux 

or Android KitKat, so you can start the 
gadget-building process by simply 

plugging in a keyboard and a monitor. 
Wanna know what to do with it? Head  
to p62 for our favourite CI20 projects. 

Went with a Raspberry anyway?  
Head to p53 for a bunch of extremely 

clever things to do with your Pi.  
As hot as… your app-controlled smartshed

£50 / store.imgtec.com

hot 
Four

#4

Pi are squared
Imagination technologies 

Creator CI20
1 It’s a brainbox

A dual-core 1.2GHz MIPS 
processor and 1GB of RAM 
make this a proper little PC 

with a lot more grunt than a Pi. 

2 It’s a graphics guru
The PowerVR SGX540 

graphics chip will push 1080p 
video at 60fps, and it’ll easily 
handle most Android games.

3 It’s a telly upgrade
The CI20 sports an infrared 

receiver, so you can use it as a 
set-top box with an IR remote 

(or perhaps an HTC One).

4 It’s a proper PC
While the Raspberry Pi runs 
limited ports of Android and 
Linux, the CI20 runs full-fat 

versions of both.

It’s a wHatnow?

1

2

4

3



So Pure. So Stylish. 
Solo.

Arcam’s world-class reputation for state-of-the-art home cinema and  
high performance Hi-Fi systems has now been applied to a soundbar. 

The new Solo bar and sub have been designed to make Arcam’s  
legendary sound quality accessible to a wider audience, setting a new 
standard for music and movie reproduction from a soundbar.

For more information on these landmark products

or to fnd your nearest stockist visit www.arcam.co.uk Bringing music and movies to life
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V I T A L S T A T S

Land Rover Discovery Sport
from £32,395 / landrover.com

drIVe uS To The 
dISco Tech

● It’s got nice ICE.
Normal people will probably  
be interested in the potential  
for seven seats, but for us it was  
the discovery – if you’ll pardon  
the pun – of seven USB ports  
that really got our current flowing. 
Once you’ve charged all seven of 
your phones, pick one and connect 
it to the Disco’s hugely impressive 
17-speaker Meridian sound 
system. There are lots of very 
expensive home hi-fi systems that 
don’t sound anything like as good 
as this, but that doesn’t mean you 
should try to use the Disco Sport  
in your living room. It’s too big for 
your bookshelf. 

Sporting a mixture  
of augmented reality,  
high-end  hi-fi  and smart 
driving assistance, Land 
Rover’s new SUV is one 
futuristic spaniel-carrier

● It’s well AR’d.
Physically being near a car is  
so 2014 – this year’s motors  
are all being displayed in 3D digital 
showrooms. In the case of the new 
Discovery Sport, you can go into a 
shop and use a Durovis Dive virtual 
reality headset (with an iPhone  
5S as a screen) to virtually nose 
around a full-size, 3D Disco that 
isn’t actually there. 

Ghost-nav
Jaguar Land Rover 
recently revealed plans 
for an AR windscreen, 
complete with ‘ghost car’ 
to follow. Sadly it’s still 
in development, so you’ll 
have to practice ghost-
racing in Forza for now.

● It’s more impressive 
in real life, though.
The Discovery Sport is well ahead 
of its competitors in terms of 
wading across rivers (it has a 
600mm wade depth, wading fans), 
scrambling up sand dunes, using 
smart, skid-free hill descent and  
– as in our initial test drives – racing 
along snow-clogged lanes like they 
were stretches of the A316. But 
because you’re more likely to  
drive it to the South Hams than the 
South Pole, its main engineering 
innovation is a rejigged rear 
suspension system that makes it 
capable of aggressive cornering 
and a fun, roll-free drive. 

And Soon…

The InControl  
app-nav offers 
CarPlay-esque 

Android and 
iPhone mirroring



Steady increase

Sony a7 II

Sony has been churning out variations of its a7  
full-frame mirrorless camera range so fast that  

it’s already onto a second version of the original 
model barely a year later. The new snapper takes 

the same Sony E-Mount lenses as its brethren,  
or A-Mount via an adaptor, but now includes 

in-body five-axis image stabilisation to steady 
any lens. Plus it’s brought in some of the cinematic 

picture profiles from the a7s for video fans and 
improved the autofocus by 30%, apparently. The 

changes aren’t only under the skin as the a7 II has 
had some ergonomic tweaks, gaining a little  
more chunk around the grip, and moving the 

shutter button further forward. Keep it up, Sony.
£1500, £1700 with 28-70mm kit / sony.co.uk
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Step on up

Dremel IDea BuIlDer

One of the first big names to jump into 3D 
printing, Dremel has downed its supremely 
versatile hand tools and picked up a roll of  
PLA filament ready to extrude up a storm.  
The Idea Builder has a 3.5in touchscreen 
interface, 230x150x140mm build volume,  
an SD card slot and 4GB of internal memory. 
Yes, it looks like one of those step-on 
toolboxes rather than a tasty chunk of the 
future (even Dremel reps have admitted it 
looks like “an early microwave”) but getting 
some more established names into the 3D 
printer space can only be a good thing. Next 
question: how will they convert their classic 
ad formula? “You squirt molten plastic out of  
a hot nozzle… Dremel squirts molten plastic…”
US$1000 / dremel.com
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Ugh, it’s naked. Put it in 
something already.
Take it easy for a moment, Dr Design. 
Sometimes important advances in 
technology come not in the form of 
server-melting global keynotes and 
pavement all-nighters. Sometimes, some 
exceedingly clever people just drop you 
a line and say, without wanting to take up 
too much of our time, that they have just 
reinvented the humble hard drive. 

I don’t need a reinvented hard drive. 
I have an SSD and it’s turbo-shizzle!
Well, then this is going to make you cry. 
It has read/write speeds that average a 
very standard 150MB/sec. But dry those 
tizzles off your schnizzle and try to 
understand: a quietly magnificent 
rejigging of conventional hard drive 
technology has paved the way for big 
capacity drives for little money. Seagate 
is the first company to market with a 
shingled magnetic recording device 
(SMR), in the form of this Archive HDD – 
consumer prices are expected to be 
around US$300 for 8TB of secure, low-
power, dependable data platter.

Doesn’t seem that cheap...
Oh, just you wait. Once the other storage 
megacorps get involved, the prices will 
drop, paving the way for huge home 
servers at low prices. Which, considering 
the amount of videos, pictures, high-res 
audio and other digimatter you’ve been 
building up, can’t happen soon enough. 
Shingled magnetic recording may not 
have launched in a shower of fireworks, 
but it’ll save us from a time when 
terabytes cost terabucks.  

£tba / seagate.com

Last mile laughs

Mini Citysurfer

It is a truth universally acknowledged that a car manufacturer in possession 
of a good fortune must sporadically attempt to re-engineer something. 

Mountain bikes, sledges, skateboards – we’ve seen car badges appear on 
them all, with mixed results. Historically, Mini has not been afraid of frivolous 

extension, but there must be some quality control behind this little  
range-extender, a folding electric scooter with an in-hub motor  

capable of bezzing it up to 15mph for a range of up to 15 miles. 
£tba (concept) / mini.co.uk

? Wtf is a 
sHingled 
Hard 
drive?

Cans for us commoners

B&O BeOPlay H2

It wasn’t long ago that the common people could no more expect to walk into a 
B&O emporium and be treated like a customer than they could a Lamborghini 

showroom. And yet a few notes fewer than £200 will see you walking home 
with these latest B&O headphones, designed by a man named Jakob Wagner. 

In your choice of Carbon Blue, Silver Cloud or Feldspar Green with custom-
designed 40mm drivers. Where has this change come from? Have the B&O 

faithful asked for more affordable products? No! It’s us. We’ve shown the  
desire to level up our OEM nasty-buds and B&O has come to meet us. 

£170 / bang-olufsen.com



THE RASPBERRY

THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR URBAN ADVENTURES

www.icandyworld.com
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The bigger picture in tech

this season,  
prints are in  

You might think you’re looking  
at a dress, but you’re actually 
looking at a kind of 3D-printed 
chainmail from the future. The 
Kinematics Dress, developed by 
Jessica Rosenkrantz and Jesse 
Louis-Rosenberg of American 
design studio Nervous System 
(n-e-r-v-o-u-s.com), is made 
from thousands of interlocking 
hinges, which are printed from 
rigid plastic; but because of the 
freedom of movement each 
component has, the dress itself 
moves and flows like fabric. 
What’s even more amazing  
is that the whole dress was 
printed as a single piece.
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blackberry’s new 
idea: old phones
Because there’s a roaring 
second-hand trade in  
old, keyboard-tastic BBs 
and not such a roaring  
first-hand trade in any of 
their other phones, the 
BlackBerry Classic is a new, 
old phone. Will Apple follow 
suit and bring back the iPod 
Classic? No. No, they won’t.

smartwatch  
face-on
Google’s Lollipop-based 
update of Android Wear 
finally brings the promised 
ability for developers to 
create and sell their own 
unique, distinctive watch 
faces via Google Play. 
Because, while they can 
park our cars and track our 
fitness, it’s obviously still 
important that watches 
get us noticed. 

facebook wants 
to make you pretty
You love photographing 
your own face and putting  
it on Facebook, which is 
super, but – don’t take this 
the wrong way – Facebook 
is going to auto-enhance 
those pictures when you 
upload them from now on. 
See? See how much they 
can improve you?
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akrapovic full moon
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£tba (concept) / akrapovic.com

What is that? If you squint a bit,  
it almost looks like a motorbike…
No need to get your eyes tested: 
it’s a concept bike by Akrapovič. 
You know, the Slovenian exhaust 
manufacturer. They don’t usually 
make full motorbikes, so they’ve 
teamed up with their compatriots 
at Dreamachine Motorcycles to 
build the Full Moon – to show off 
all the top tech they have at their 
disposal when crafting their fancy 
pipes for your car or motorbike. 

Where’s the back wheel, then?
It won’t embarrass you by dragging 
its rear end along the ground like  
a dog with worms, if that’s what 
you’re worried about. The back 
wheel’s just hidden – it’s still all 
present, correct and rolling. Unless, 
that is, you’re parking it, at which 
point the hydraulic suspension 
allows the bike to ‘sit down’ as if 
resting on its haunches. So there’s 
no ugly kickstand, and it’s easier  
to get on and off.

So why’s it called the Full Moon?

Not because of its generous hind 
quarters, as you were probably 
thinking. Oh, you weren’t. Well,  
the name refers to the gigantic 
30in front wheel made of carbon 
and polished aluminium, which is 
completely exposed (aka mooning) 
so that we may appreciate its 
beauty. But really, this bike all 
about the pipes at the back – it’s  
just a big exhaust with an engine 
and a wheel on the front.

How fast does it go?
What’s your hurry? This bike’s 
built for style, not speed. After  
all, how could you appreciate its 
flowing lines if it was travelling  
past you at 200mph? Besides, 
Akrapovič isn’t saying how fast 
it will go. But sitting out in full  
view, the S&S Knucklehead 
1524cc engine and two custom-
made Akrapovič exhausts built 
into its hornet-sting-like tail  
sure look nice.

for parking, the 
bike ‘sits down’ 

on its haunches
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C H O I C E

The resurgence is in 
full swing, so jump in. 
But play it or save it?

gEEky vInyl

1 Lazaretto 
The rest may be TV or film-related, 
but Jack White’s latest album has 
to be included here for pushing the 
boundaries: sides that play inside-
out, dual intro grooves and even 
tracks hidden beneath the label.
£20 / emp-online.co.uk

2 Batman: The 
Animated Series 
Hewn into the shape of Batman’s 
calling card, this LP-sized single 
features Danny Elfman’s main  
title and end credit music from the 
impressively stylish cartoon noir. 
US$25 / mondotees.com 

3 Transformers: 
The Movie 
Is this the soundtrack from the 
original Transformers film on 
transparent electric blue vinyl, 
 or is it a robot in disguise? And 
what about your record player?
US$50 / amazon.com

4 I Saved Latin! 
Fans of one Wes Anderson film  
are generally fans of them all.  
This tribute album features 
accomplished covers of songs 
featured across his films from 
Rushmore to The Life Aquatic.
US$26 / alr-music.com

5 Guardians Of 
The Galaxy 
Featuring screen-printed cover 
art by Tyler Stout and pressed  
on purple infinity stone-coloured 
vinyl, this reissue should be first in 
line for your coveted shelf space. 
US$50 / mondotees.com

6 Ghostbusters: 
Stay Puft Edition 
This marshmallow-scented, 
artwork-packed 30th anniversary 
edition features Ray Parker Jr’s 
best work, plus Run-DMC’s rap 
from the second film.
£36 / ghostbustersstore.com
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Now you see it

Zeiss VR One

Better paint black hexagons on your eyes 
because in 2015 they’re going to get a kicking. 

Oculus Rift, the Kickstarted premium VR 
headset, will finally become real enough that 

you might get to experience it. Meanwhile, 
the availability of me-too devices – which 

we’ve already seen from Samsung and 
Google – will increase. Including this one from 
Zeiss, that accepts a variety of smartphones 
and has an all-encompassing VR One app for 

playback of VR content. What’s interesting 
about it, of course, is that what lens-maker 

Zeiss doesn’t know about optics could be 
etched on the back of a photon, so the VR One 

ought to be a decent entry into the world of 
smartphone-powered virtual worlds. 

€100 / zeissvrone.tumblr.com

Never bean better

Chemex OttOmatiC

Not all cats go doolally over catnip. Approximately 
a third of them simply watch with mild horror as 
their furry brethren embarrass themselves with 
a display of helpless, mewling, rolling plant-love. 
So it is with humans and coffee. Those of us not 
endowed with a genetic love of the stuff can  
only watch as our sisters surround themselves 
with bags of the stuff in various forms. They fill 
cupboards with assorted delivery systems, each 
reportedly superior. Like this Chemex Ottomatic, 
with its hourglass receptacle design. The water  
is heated to an exact temperature for brewing, 
and then the hotplate holds the coffee at  
a lower specified temperature to keep it perfect 
for longer. Just don’t go rolling in it, OK? 
US$350 / chemexcoffeemaker.com
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Passive light reflector

Sugoi Zap jacket
A fancy brake light is one thing, but when it comes  

to grabbing the attention of a Daihatsu-driving 
dunderhead, the Zap jacket has an almighty trick  
up/on/around its sleeves. The entire fabric of the 

jacket reflects light. By day, it’s a reasonably visible  
red or yellow (or non-visible black); by night, car 

headlights make your entire top half light up like the 
Beachy Head lighthouse. Sugoi’s second trick was  
to ensure that the Zap’s fabric was still flexible and 

comfortable enough for a long day in the saddle, 
despite its crushed-glass reflectiveness. 

£75 / sugoi.com

Drop everytHing 
anD DownloaD...

We Stuffers range from those who stay up till the wee hours, wracked with insomnia, to 
those who set multiple alarms just to be roused from their nightly coma. For the latter, 
Wakie could be the answer. available on android and Windows phone since September, 
it’s now also on ioS. Your dread-inducing alarm tone is replaced by a call from one of 
Wakie’s 1.5 million users from around the world. once you’re up, you can do the same 
for someone else. Sort of like a chatroulette alarm clock, but without the, well, you know.

wakie £free / Android, iOS, Windows Phone

Active light sender

LumicYcLe inSight
This bike light is also a brake light. Inside is a 3-axis 
accelerometer, but the clever bit is the software that 
determines whether you’re braking or just bumping 
over Britain’s rough and mottled roads. It pumps out  
a healthy 50 lumens in light mode, but fires out 200 
lumens of LED action when braking is sensed. The 
battery lasts for 10 to 24 hours depending on the lighting 
mode, and is rechargeable by USB, 12V car adaptor or 
one of the lithium-ion battery packs that Lumicycle 
uses for its super-powerful off-road front lights. 
£80 / lumicycle.com

nigHt

Day



WIRED

   “A TENSE, THOUGHT 
           PROVOKING THRILLER”

MTV

“SMART, STYLISH    
  SCI-FI”

IGN

“SMART, GRIPPING  
  AND DISTURBING”

TOTAL FILM

“INTELLIGENT, 
 GORGEOUS -   

ESSENTIAL VIEWING”

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY
ALEX GARLAND THE WRITER OF

28 DAYS LATER

THERE IS NOTHING MORE HUMAN THAN THE WILL TO SURVIVE

IN CINEMAS JAN 23www.exmachinafilm.com /ExMachinaMovie
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As with train tickets and slightly brown bananas, you can save  
a fortune on gadgets simply by buying them at the right time

2015: WHen to buy WHAt
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TVs

January’s CES show is always 
overflowing with new TVs, 

which means that come 
February the shops want to 

clear the shelves for incoming 
stock. This often means you 
can buy a top-of-the-range 

last year’s model for the price 
of a mid-range one. Look out 

for big bargains on big screens.

LapTops 

Looking to do your work on the 
beach or in the park with an  

ice cream in your hand? Luckily 
for you, laptops see a price drop 

at the exact time that 
temperatures start to peak. 

Just be prepared for some 
screen glare and try to keep  

the sand out of your new 
gadget’s ports, eh? 

Bikes 

At this time of year fewer 
people are rushing out to buy 

bikes – well, it’s a bit rainy, isn’t 
it? It’s also just a month after all 
the bike brands start showing 
off their new gear – and yes, 
that means last year’s stuff 
gets a decent price drop. If 

buying from a shop, ask them 
to throw in some accessories.

second-hand 

gadgeTs 

With everyone trying to recoup 
the excesses of Christmas and 
clearing out last year’s gadgets 
to make way for new ones, ebay 
is awash with cheap used tech 

at this time of year. If you’ve 
managed a more restrained 

Christmas than most, this is the 
time to finally treat yourself.

cameras 

As soon as spring has sprung, 
it’s time to buy a new snapper. 

Make your choice of camera 
ahead of time and then keep  

a close eye on prices – 
fluctuations can be sudden.  

You can then put the cash you 
save towards another lens, a 
tripod or some more storage 

for all those lovely photos.

Trading in your  

oLd iphone 

If you’re planning to pick up the 
new model in September and 
have an old phone lying about 
(or can borrow one for a bit), 
trade in your current iPhone 
before the end of August for 
the best possible price. Once 

everyone starts doing the 
same, values will plummet.

FiTness Tech 

By the end of the summer, the 
time for working on your ‘beach 

body’ has run out and people 
are already looking forward to 
gorging on Halloween sweets 
and Christmas dinners. This is 
when retailers will be offering 
deals to move stock that the 
slobbing masses aren’t going 

anywhere near. 
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Handy if the boiler breaks and you need a bath

SouS-Vide Supreme  
immerSion Supreme

Uh-oh. Here we are again. This is why you have a dusty racing 
quad in the garage, and 200 meticulously painted Chaos Marines 
in the spare room. Last year you got into sous vide cookery, the 
geekiest kind of cookery. But you couldn’t stop there, with your 

chestnut-infused sprouts. You have to just take things a step 
further, consigning your self-contained water oven to haunt the 

lower kitchen cupboard while this more advanced machine will  
sit in any large container of water,  holding a perfect cooking 
temperature and poaching whole beasts for up to 99 hours.

£420 / sousvidesupreme.com

Must be Quite Awesome

meridian explorer daC 2

USB DACs have become USBiquitous. They are handed out by 
Friends of the Earth fundraisers. Dentists give them to children 
who have been good in the chair. Any geek worth their weight  

in Burr-Brown chipsets should have one plugged into every 
available port for audio routing. But that doesn’t mean that all 

DACs are created equal and the likes of this, the newest iteration 
of Meridian’s Explorer, will be slightly more exclusive. It’s the first  

to roll with Meridian’s MQA format, promising hi-res audio at 
compressed file sizes and streamability. It’s a format you’ll see  

all over the place in 2015 and it’s worth getting a handle on it.   
£200 / meridian-audio.co.uk

Zero-maintenance bike?

8Ball YeatS

The humble bicycle is often pitched as the perfect, dependable urban 
runaround. And yet it’s festooned with failure points: tyres that pop, bearings 
that scrunch, gears that clunk. Step in low-volume British bike builder 8Ball, 

who reckon they’ve put together a “zero-maintenance bicycle”. Sealed 
Sturmey Archer drum brakes and hub gears hang on a steel frame, with 

long-lasting leather saddle and handlebar grips, all of which should make for 
a few years of not using any WD40. But it’s the addition of new-school solid 
tyres from Korean company Tannus that really raised the peak on our Rapha 

riding cap: claimed to be lighter than puncture-resistant pneumatic tyres, 
they should be about as poppy as a Leonard Cohen album. 

from £800 / 8ballbikes.co.uk
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If there’s one thing the politicians 
who will be jostling for your vote 
this year can agree upon, it’s that 
David Babbs has them worried. 
His organisation, 38 Degrees, is  
at the forefront of ‘clicktivism’, 
giving millions of people easy 
digital access to their MP, and by 
the simple acts of emailing and 
signing digital petitions, they’ve 
pestered politicians into changing 
the law. They even took the 
government to court, and won.  

38 Degrees is not a political  

party, but we have more  

members than the big three 

political parties put together.

We don’t have members in the 
same way – we don’t charge 
people money to join, and each  
of our campaigns is optional. It’s 
up to our members whether they 
sign a petition or get involved, 
rather than having to sign up  
to a ‘party line’. The big political 
parties tend to be fairly cagey 
about reporting how many 
members they have, but for 

Labour and the Tories I think  
it’s somewhere in the region of 
100,000 each, with considerably 
less Lib Dems. We have over  
three million members. 

We wouldn’t be able to do what 

we do without the internet.

Without email and social media, 
communicating with three million 
people would be very difficult  
– it would mean stamping a lot  
of envelopes. This kind of mass 
communication makes everything 
possible at speed and at a scale 
that would be hard to imagine 
using traditional means, from 
communication to fundraising. 
Often when people donate to  
38 Degrees it’s to fund a specific 
goal: to get some adverts in  
a newspaper, or to hire legal  

experts to challenge a decision  
by a company or the government. 
Often you need to move quite fast 
to do those things, and thanks  
to the internet we can quickly  
get an email out inviting people to 
donate. Within 24 hours, we have 
the money in the bank account 
ready to spend on the tactic. 

The internet is like a town centre, 

in a way: there are areas that feel 

like public spaces, but actually 

they aren’t.  

So, if you go into a shopping 
centre, it can feel like a public space 
where you should be able to say 
whatever you like (within reason, 
obviously) – but if you start 
handing out leaflets, for example, 
security guards will show up and 
you’ll be asked to leave. And that’s 
true of a lot of the internet. For 
example Facebook isn’t a public 
space, it’s owned by a company. 
One of our long-term worries  
is whether we’ll always have 
freedom of speech in these areas. 
This is something I think about  
a lot, because one issue we 
campaign about is how to get 
companies like Facebook to  
pay their fair share of tax. 

There’s a group of coders calling 

themselves Democracy Club. 

They’re  building a set of tools to 
help citizens get more involved  
in the next general election – 
they’re making things like having  
a free, open-source repository  
of campaign leaflets, so you  
can compare what different 
candidates are saying, and the 
promises they make during the 
election can go into a database  
so we can see if they break them.

One MP has said he thinks political 

parties are a bit like HMV – they’re 

an outdated business model. 
At the moment, we have a 
democracy based around a time 
when the most high-tech thing 
you could do was to elect a man 
who had a horse and send him  
to London. Surely modern tech 
opens up greater possibilities  
for listening and conversation?

“Ed Balls”

In what may have 

been a brilliant  

piece of social  

media strategy, but 

was more probably  

a ham-fisted attempt 

to search for his 

name, Ed Balls simply 

tweeted “Ed Balls”. 

Over 30,000 people 

retweeted him, and 

continue to do so. 

“Internets”

George W Bush, 

whom you may recall 

from his time running 

America, repeatedly 

referred to “internets” 

during his time in office. 

Maybe they have 

more of ’em in the US.

“A series of tubes”

...is how the 82-year-

old senator for Alaska, 

Ted Stevens, described 

the internet. He also 

complained that 

someone on his  

staff had sent him  

“an internet”, and that 

it had taken over a day 

to arrive, proving that 

handwritten letters 

are still better.

“The inTerneT is like a Town cenTre: 
There are areas ThaT feel like public 
spaces, buT acTually They aren’T”

politicians: 
not great at 
the internet

names to drop #13

David babbs 
the man who’s 
digitising 
democracy
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Wireless HD Audio System

High defnition sound, simple setup,  

and wireless play with the touch of a button. 

 All your music  

in all your rooms,  

 wirelessly. 
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While Halo 5’s single-player 
campaign is still under heavy 
Spartan guard – unsurprising 
considering the game isn’t due 
for release until Christmas – 
Stuff picked up a battle rifle 
and took three of its multiplayer 
maps for a spin. 

With no perks, power-ups or 
killstreak bonuses, players must 
rely on a faster trigger finger to 
prevail. The Spartan soldiers do 
have some new talents, though. 
They’re more nimble, now able  
to sprint and clamber up onto 
ledges, from which you can leap 
into the air to use their other new 

weapons: the Mario-style 
ground pound, which can kill 
enemies instantly, and each 
gun’s smart scope, which causes 
thrusters to temporarily suspend 
your soldier in mid-air while you 
look down the sights. They’ve 
also got a new boost-assisted 
dodge, and a charge that knocks 
opponents to the floor and 
depletes their shields.

Halo 5’s new game mode is 
the incredibly tense Breakout,  
in which each player only gets 
one life and the last man standing 
wins the round. The first four-
man team to five is victorious. 

The map was more like a futuristic 
obstacle course than the kind of 
complex multiplayer maps we’ve 
become accustomed to, with 
fewer places to hide and much 
better sightlines.  

These might not sound like 
revolutionary additions, but  
Halo has never really been about 
pushing boundaries. It knows 
what it does and does it better 
than anyone else. For existing 
fans, it’s shaping up to offer 
exactly what they want, while 
those extra attacks and evasive 
manoeuvres will give all players 
something to think about.

first play Halo 5: guarDians Xbox One

Due
late 
2015

semag
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before

Kind of a cross between Lemmings and 
Chuck Rock, in Before you take charge 
of a Neanderthal tribe. The name of the 
game, much like back in caveman times, 
is to survive. You’ll need to hunt for food, 
avoid predators and find somewhere to 
shelter from the elements, before deciding 
how to explore the world you call home. 

tacoma

While Adr1ft’s space station has certainly 
seen better days, Tacoma’s appears to be 
in much better nick, even if it is deserted. 
Developer Fullbright made the rather 
introspective Gone Home, so you can bet 
Tacoma will be more thinky than shooty, 
but its Bioshock-in-space aesthetic 
means it’s a place we can’t wait to explore. 

aDr1ft

Considering most of Gravity was put 
together inside a computer, it’s fitting 
that 505 has made what is essentially 
an unofficial game of Alfonso Cuaron’s 
movie. Floating in space with a destroyed 
space station and malfunctioning suit for 
company, you must try to stay alive long 
enough to fix the damaged escape pod.

february

● evolve 

● tHe orDer: 1886

● resiDent evil: revelations 2

marcH

● battlefielD HarDline

● blooDborne

● blaDestorm: nigHtmare

may

● tHe WitcHer 3: WilD Hunt

2015’s most WanteD inDie games

first looK  classic beat-’em-up goes next-gen 

incoming

street figHter v PS4, PC

In Street Fighter V you play a hotshot 
town planning executive. Using all your 
skills and experimental red-tape blaster 
you must decide where to put the 
streetlights, when to schedule bin 
collections and whether to grant a 
road closure for a cul-de-sac’s Chinese 
New Year street party. Only joking. You 
play Ryu, Chun-Li or one of Capcom’s 
many famous Street Fighter characters 
and have to hit people in the face really 
hard with your comically oversized limbs. 
If you haven’t played a Street Fighter 

game since the days of the SNES, there 
have been some changes. Players now 
get an EX meter which, when full, can 
be used to temporarily electrify body 
parts for increased damage, while 
the revenge meter builds up as you 
get hit until it unlocks more powerful, 
potentially match-ending moves. You 
can even hit your opponent so hard they 
smash through the scenery, with the 
next bout beginning right where they 
dusted themselves off. Now all you need 
to do is remember how to do a Hadouken. 
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1 Space Expedition: 
Classic Adventure
£1.99 / iOS
Screw on your space helmet 
and get transported to 2055.  
This puzzle-adventure has all 
the foreboding atmosphere of a 
deserted off-world colony with the 
charm of a good gaming homage. 

4 PeakFinder Earth
from £0.66 / Android, iOS
Heading to the mountains this 
winter? If you have even a passing 
curiosity about the big rocky 
nobbles, this app will brighten up 
your visit with information on the 
surrounding peaks based on your 
GPS position. It even works offline.

7 Bux
£free / iOS
Think you could handle stock 
trading, but aren’t ready to bet the 
house on your theoretical skills? 
Bux lets you trade fake shares 
in real stocks in real time. You 
can even switch to actual money. 
Proceed with caution, dear Wolf.

2 Endless Doves
£free / Android, iOS
Its beguiling GameBoy-style 
graphics are enough to warrant 
a download, but the tricky 
tappy-up style is also a nice twist. 
The two-thumb control has your 
sleeping flyer swooping to and fro 
through ever-changing landscapes. 

5 Football Manager 
Handheld 2015
£6.99 / Android, iOS
This year’s update brings a new 
match engine, a Scouting Agency 
feature to help you spot present 
and future talent and a new world 
ranking. Prepare to be hooked 
back in for another season.

8 GoodReader
£2.99 / iOS
Trying to view a PDF on your 
iPhone or iPad can be a frustrating 
affair. GoodReader opens up your 
attachment and allows extensive 
annotation and editing, and ties 
in neatly with the likes of Dropbox 
and Google Drive. Problem solved.

3 Rytyu
£1.49 / iOS
If you bemoan the lost art of letter 
writing, Rytyu allow users to select 
a faux-handwriting typeface, tap 
out a letter on their phone and then 
print it out in a neat folds-into-an-
envelope form to pop in the post. 
Or you could just pick up a pen...

6 Five Nights At 
Freddy’s 2
from £1.90 / Android, iOS
Unhinged animatronic animals 
are on the loose again. This horror 
survival game involves a variety 
of distraction tactics to stop the 
homicidal mascots turning you 
inside-out. Play with the lights on.

9 Pip
£free / Android, iOS
For when you only have a few 
moments, use Pip for one-touch 
preset replies. Choose from the 
ominous “call me”, current location 
or “running late”. The short-form 
mechanic would certainly work well 
on keyboard-free smartwatches.

This month’s mobile must-downloads

APP SPOTLIGHT
Wire
£free / Android, iOS

There are plenty of 
messaging apps, so not 
often does a new one garner 
much excitement. However, 
the sharp-looking Wire puts 
the emphasis on design and 
providing clear voice calls – 
plus it’s backed by Skype’s 
Janus Friis. The difficulty 
will always be shepherding 
friends onto a new service to 
make it useful, so only time 
will tell if it can get anywhere 
near WhatsApp and the like.
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The writing’s on the tablet

Nokia N1
In the brave new ‘post-Microsoft’ world that Nokia now inhabits, the N1 tablet gives an exciting 

glimpse of what’s to come. Its single-piece aluminium design and 7.9in, 2048x1536 screen make it 
more than a little Apple-esque, but there’s plenty to set Nokia’s new offering apart. For starters, it’s 
one of the first devices to use the new Type-C USB connector, designed to replace both micro and 

full-sized USB plugs in one go, while inside is a 64-bit quad-core Intel Atom processor along with 2GB 
of RAM. Then there’s a fresh helping of Android Lollipop, fronted by Nokia’s Z Launcher which serves 
up apps based on your location, call logs and time of day. You’ll also be able to search apps and web by 

doodling the first letters on the screen – handy if you’ve amassed a vast hoard of apps. 
US$250 / n1.nokia.com (due date tbc)

The month’s best concepts, start-ups, 
crowdfunded projects and plain crazy ideas

Pro-level microphones and audio recorders 
aren’t often portable, satchel-friendly kit. 

But Mikme is a compact Bluetooth and 
USB-equipped mic and audio recorder in one, 

promising top-notch audio with 8GB of storage 
to record up to 180 hours of silky sounds. Its iOS 

and Android apps will allow you to record and 
mix up to eight tracks and then share your 
creations with your long-suffering friends. 

We’re familiar with smartwatches, but 
smart earrings? ‘Fashion’ and tech collide 
with these clip-on fitness trackers which 

detect your heart rate through your earlobes 
(it’s one of the best spots, apparently) and use 
that to track your activity on your smartphone 

throughout the day. Interchangeable covers 
are promised so you can match them with 

both of your outfits.

It’s been 25 years since the birth of the Game 
Boy, but people are still making accessories 

for it. Well, at least these guys from the 
Netherlands are. Using a screwdriver, the 

hdmyboy can be sandwiched between the 
two halves of your portable gaming relic in 

10 minutes, ready to play in crisp-but-blocky 
HD on your TV using its attached NES-style 

controller. Time to relive the ’90s.

start menu

Hdmyboy
hdmyboy.com / €125

ear-o-smart
earosmart.com / CA$150

mikme
mikme.com / US$180

seeking funding (kickstarter)seeking funding (kickstarter) seeking funding (kickstarter)

Back to lifeW-ear-ables Studio on the go

StatusStatus Status



What the past 31 days have brought us by way of geekery 
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I WAs
mEsmErIsED 
BY A PhonE 
CAmErA
…which isn’t as 
weird as it sounds. 
Swipe up and down 
the screen on the 
Oppo N1 and its 
camera flips over 
to face forwards 
or backwards with 
a smooth, robotic 
movement. The 
rest of the phone, 
not so much, but 
the robo-cam, yes.

I shoutED
At mY
BoIlEr…
…and for once it 
actually listened, 
thanks to the  
Nest thermostat, 
which now accepts 
Google’s voice 
commands. Just 
say “OK Google, 
turn the heat up 
to 19 degrees” 
near your phone, 
and bam – nice 
and cosy. 

I usED  
A roBot 
vACuum 
ClEAnEr… 
…for something 
other than geeky 
kicks. Neither my 
mountain bike nor 
I had considered 
being temporarily 
unable to use a 
standard vacuum 
cleaner before we 
set off towards fun 
and fracture. Next 
time, we will. 

I sAW thE
uK’s fIrst 
CArPhonE
It’s the Vodafone 
Transportable VT1, 
which was used to 
make the first ever 
UK mobile phone 
call. I saw it in 
person. It weighs 
5kg and has terrible 
processing power. 
On the plus side, 
it’s as lethal as a 
medieval mace. 
So there’s that.

I rACED  
A roBot 
AnD lost
Bobby is an Audi 
RS7 with a brilliant 
robot brain. I was in 
a standard RS7 with 
my mushy human 
brain. I drove around 
the Ascari circuit 
in Spain as fast 
as I could; Bobby 
went two seconds 
faster while I was 
whimpering in his 
passenger seat.

Esat Dedezade
staff writer /  
rotatographer

Will Dunn
editor / radiator

Fraser Macdonald
consulting editor / 
bone destroyer

Tom Parsons 
reviews editor / 
bot racer

I got A  
nEW joB
…checking 
passports at the 
border of Arstotzka 
on the new iPad 
version of indie 
favourite Papers, 
Please, which has 
been redesigned  
for touchscreen. 
Protecting your 
glorious nation 
from spies, thieves 
and ne’er-do-wells 
has never been so 
finger-friendly.

Tom Wiggins
deputy editor / 
open to bribes

Mark Wilson
features editor / 
heavy breather
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It has a long list of streaming features that 

seems incredible for its £200 price tag, while the 

large-scale and subtly dynamic sound is even 

more impressive considering its small footprint.
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YOUR MONTH JAN

A ROOM
WiTH A 
STeW
In which we are 
served just what 
the mind craves in 
January, that being 
a huge plateful  
of masterfully 
prepared 
sardonicism. 
Stewart Lee holds 
court at Leicester 
Square Theatre in 
London for almost 
an entire month.

DYiNg LigHT
Zombie games – 
you’d have to be 
brain dead to get 
sucked in, right?  
But this one has 
some interesting 
dynamics: time-
specific zombie 
characteristics, 
open-world 
exploration and 
unpredictable 
human NPCs.

DARk  
iNTeLLigeNce
The first book in a 
new series from  
sci-fi superstar Neal 
Asher, set back in  
the Polity universe. 
Expect some 
searching questions 
about the power  
of AI in amongst  
the railgun action.  

A MOST
WANTeD
MAN
This stark spy 
thriller, directed by 
Anton Corbijn and 
starring the late 
Philip Seymour 
Hoffman, is well 
worth a few hours 
of your time. But 
you’ll have to watch 
Our Man Flint to 
cheer yourself up 
again afterwards. 

2015 NORTH
AMeRicAN
iNTeR-
NATiONAL
AUTO SHOW
Going to Detroit  
in winter is not  
a popular choice  
for, well, anyone. 
But the chance to 
see the unveiling 
of a new Honda 
NSX is a rarity worth 
braving the chill 
for. Probably.

MORTDecAi
Ewan McGregor, 
Gwyneth Paltrow, 
Paul Bettany and 
Jeff Goldblum! This 
ought to be good 
unless Johnny Depp 
is in it. Oh, he is. Still, 
fingers crossed that 
this crime caper is 
hoot-worthy. 

H SO T fU fT



 FULL SOUND
 ALL-IN-ONE SOUNDBAR AND AUDIO SYSTEM

Libratone DIVA is a complete TV soundbar and wireless music system 
with built-in subwoofer in one sleek, integrated solution. Packing 225W 
of digital power and FullRoom™ technology, Libratone DIVA brings your 
music, movies and TV soundtracks to life. Be prepared to enjoy the 

performance of a lifetime! Libratone.com

COLOUR UP  

WITH A FREE  

COVER! 

Buy a Libratone DIVA and get a 
free extra wool cover from our 
vast colour range with online 
registration. Go to libratone.com 
and see our full range of colours.

LIBRATONE DIVA – SOUNDBAR WITH BUILT-IN SUBWOOFER

£649.95 SRP
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Under normal circumstances, a walk among the 
tombstones could be quite pleasant. You get nice 
trees and landscaping, maybe even a little pond. 
But in this case there’s also Liam Neeson with a 
gun, and that’s not a good sign. Just ask the crims 
who get Liam all wound up in A Walk Among The 
Tombstones, a gripping action thriller set in New 
York City’s drug-trafficking underworld. Now, we 
could easily offer you the film on DVD or Blu-ray 
as a competition prize, but how about we flesh it 
out a bit? Like, £1250 worth?

So here’s this month’s full prize: a WD 2TB 
My Cloud personal cloud storage solution (RRP 
£150), a pair of Vibe Audio BlackDeath QB69 
car speakers (£150) and BlackDeath On-Ear 
headphones (£40), a Roberts Revival DAB radio 
(£150), a Timex Ironman Global Trainer watch 
(£250), an Olympus LS-100 voice recorder 
(£300), and a 100-DVD collection (£210) including 
A Walk Among The Tombstones.

HoW to eNter
For a chance to win this £1250 package of 
techie tremendousness, just scamper 
over to stuff.tv/win and answer 
the following question:

WHat are tombstoNes 

usually made of? 

A …  Stone 
B … MDF
C …  Out-of-date houmous

that’s gone, like, really  
hard and crusty, urgh!

Terms & conditions 1 Open to UK residents aged 18 or over. 
2 Entries close 11.59pm, 11 February 2015. 3 Prizes are as stated.  
4 Prizes are non-transferable. 5 Only one entry per person.  
6 For full Haymarket terms & conditions see www.stuff.tv/legal
Promoter: Haymarket Media Group, Teddington, Middx TW11 9BE

Hurry! 
Competition 

Closes 
11 february

2015

Packaging © Entertainment One UK 
Limited 2015. All rights reserved.

WIN £1250 WortH of tech WIth
a Walk amoNg tHe tombstoNes

out
19 JaN  

oN dVd &
blu-ray



PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

On-ear headphones
Best portable on-ear headphones up to £ 100

AKG Y50

meet the new

Y50

     awake your inspiration
Channeling 65 years of AKG expertise, the Y50 delivers pure studio sound. 

Sound that frees your imagination. Sound that unlocks your creativity. 

Sound that inspires. Find out more on AKG.com
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January! We meet again. Your darkness once struck fear 
into our hearts, but not this year. No longer do we need 

to escape existential ennui with the mirage of a gym 
membership. We have a new purpose: wallet-friendly, 
brain-upgrading, gadget-pimping projects. Where we 

once bought, now we build: cameras, dinosaur-shaped 
showerheads, even homemade nuclear reactors…
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BIGSHOT CAMERA kITTH
E

k
IT

■  There’s no running out 
of juice mid-photo with the 
Bigshot – backing up its 
standard battery is a manual 
power generator. This is the  
first part you build, fitting the 
gears, dynamo and hand crank 
together and turning the handle 
to make sure the whole lot’s 
running nice and smoothly.

£45 / bigshotcamera.com

■  Now it’s time to fit the 
printed circuit board (PCB) 
module. The PCB holds the 
camera brains – the electronic 
components that compress  
and store images – while also 
giving you visual and auditory 
feedback. Screw it into place, 
then click it into the connectors 
for the dynamo and battery. 

■  It might not have a hefty 
30x zoom lens, but the Bigshot 
does have plenty of shooting 
options. Its lens wheel lets you 
shoot ‘wide-angle’ and ‘3D’ 
photos alongside regular stills. 
Push the wheel into the PCB 
module, screw the lens cover  
in place, then rotate it to snap  
it into each lens setting.

■  Last up is the LED flash. It 
can only go into the PCB module 
one way, so you can’t really get 
this bit wrong (can you?). Turn  
it clockwise to lock it into place, 
attach the wrist strap, then 
head over to the Bigshot 
website’s ‘learn’ section to  
swot up on how it all works. 

It’s time to have a break from bokeh and take your camera on a wild 
ride from infrared photography to light painting. But first, the ultimate 
learning project for any budding snapper: building your own camera
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I BUIld... IR-hacked dSLRs
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2 3 4
4 Optrix XD5S
Tis waterproof case is indispensable when 
you fnd yourself anywhere near the water. 
You can swim and snorkel your way around, 
knowing that your phone is safe and that 
you’ll get some killer underwater shots.
US$100 / optrix.com

3 The Glif 
Tis is one of the smallest and handiest 
pieces of kit I own. Te screw-mount lets 
you attach your smartphone to a tripod, 
allowing for a little extra stability for those 
potentially tricky long-exposure shots.
£20 / studioneat.com

2 SKRWT
It’s amazing what this app can do. Ever fnd 
yourself with an image where the lines are 
distorted? No problem. Just run the image 
through SKRWT and you can straighten up 
that building or fx that wonky horizon line.
£1.49 / iOS

1 VSCO Cam
Tis lets you perform almost all the tweaks 
you could want to an image. It has a series 
of fantastic (yet natural-looking) flters to 
make colours pop and give images extra 
punch. My picks are the E, N and S series. 
£free / iOS, Android

The first time I saw an 
infrared photograph,  
I realised I was peeking 
beyond the limits of  
human vision. Places I’ve 
visited a thousand times 
before suddenly become 
alien landscapes waiting  
to be explored.

I’ve converted countless 
cameras to infrared, ranging 
from cheap point-and-
shoots to high-end DSLRs. 
Camera manufacturers place 
a series of infrared filters 
over the sensor. This is 
because invisible IR radiation 
can negatively affect the 
proper metering of visible 
light exposures. Regaining  
a camera’s lost IR sensitivity 
is as simple as using a 
screwdriver to extract the 
sensor from the camera and 

remove any IR filters. The 
entire project takes two or 
three hours and costs no 
more than £20.

Unlike the long exposures 
(10-30 seconds) required to 
take a photo by screwing an 
IR filter over the lens of an 
unmodified camera, this 
‘thorough’ conversion 
enables to you to freeze a 
moment in time or record 
videos in infrared.

The beauty of infrared 
photography lies in its ability 
to reveal certain aspects of 
organisms and materials 
that we could never 
otherwise detect. So the 
usually blue noontime sky 
appears as dark as night, 
and vegetation appears 
bright white as though 
covered in snow.

Using my IR-hacked 
Canon 550D, I created World 
In Infrared (worldininfrared.
com). It’s a project aimed at 
the discovery of the world  
as seen in the spectrum of 
near-infrared light. 

Infrared photography can 
offer groundbreaking shifts 
of perspective on a range  
of issues too. One of my 
favourites involves race.  
The skin pigment melanin is 
effectively rendered invisible 
in the presence of infrared 
light. Covering the aftermath 
of the Ferguson protests,  
I realised the power of 
infrared photography lies in 
its ability to see people as 
‘humans’ rather than ‘black’ 
or ‘white’. I discovered skin 
colour is merely a ‘pigment’ 
of your imagination!

Steven Saphore / stevensaphore.com
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Martin Kimbell reveals how to make glowing tornados… 

create a light tornado
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Julien Douvier shows us how to make DSLR cinemagraphs that trump any app

make a pro cinemagraph

1

2

4

1 Equipment
A tripod is more important than the camera 
used. In a cinemagraph, only part of the image 
is moving, with everything else still. If it’s not 
perfectly steady, there will be movement 
between the animated and the still parts of 
the image, which will make it look bad. I use  
a Canon EOS 600D with a variety of lenses. 

3 Shooting
You need to be aware of two things: the 
duration of the loop, and the ‘moving surface’ 
of the image (or the number of pixels moving). 
The best way to get a small file is to make  
a short loop (less than four seconds) with  
a small moving surface. Don’t touch the 
camera while filming, and find stable ground.

2 Choosing your scene
The best approach is to film something that 
is already ‘looping’ by itself; water movement, 
elevators, or something moving with the 
wind like leaves or flowers. In some cases, 
you can also create a ‘fake’ loop by repeating 
a movement backward and forward, like  
a bird tilting its head from left to right.

4 Editing
I use Sony Vegas Pro for video editing, but 
you can use any editing software. To ‘freeze’ 
a section of the video, open in Photoshop, 
duplicate it to give you two layers, right-click 
the top one, select ‘rasterize’, and make 
‘holes’ in it with masks to reveal movement. 
Finally, export it as an infinitely looping GIF.

Ingredients
The light in this 
image is created  
by an LED hoop, 
which I built using  
a hula hoop, 
battery pack, 
switch, speaker 
wire and LED 
diodes. I connected 
each LED diode  
in parallel with the 
speaker wire, using 
a pin to create a 
small hole in the 
wire for each leg  
of the diode. For 
this shot I used a 
Bronica SQ medium 
format camera 
with 400 ISO film. 

Setting up
I usually take  
my light-painting 
photographs at 
night in complete 
darkness, but for 
this shot I wanted 
to try using much 
more ambient light. 
It’s very helpful  
to have someone 
with you to throw 
the hoop. The 
angle of the throw 
isn’t too important, 
but the aim is. 
Different styles  
of throwing give 
different results, so 
prepare to do some 
experimenting.  

The shot
From experience  
I knew that to get 
the LEDs bright 
enough I’d need an 
aperture of around 
f5.6 at 400 ISO. 
Keep taking light 
meter readings 
until it’s dark 
enough to give  
you a long enough 
exposure time to 
throw the hoop.  
In this case it  
was ten seconds, 
though some light 
paintings need  
as long as 5-10 
minutes to achieve 
the desired effect. 

What’s a cinemagraph?
 
Cinemagraphs are still photos that have 

one small, moving section that loops infnitely. Still don’t get 
it? Watch this one in action in the Stuf iPad app. 

LEVEL UP WITH 
Pixelstick 

US$325 / 
thepixelstick.com
Don’t have time  
to make your own 
hoop or wand? Tis 
light-painting 
stick has 200 
LEDs and reads 
your SD card to 
create technicolour, 
long-exposure 
animations. 
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■  You’re waiting for the Internet 
of Things to arrive, but you don’t 
have the technical know-how  
to make your own smart-stuff. 
Not to worry – Littlebits make 
click-together components, 
and this kit contains 14 modules 
– sensors, switches and so on 
– that make it easy to create 
your own smarthome setups.  

US$250 / littlebits.cc 

■  Light sensor (1): attach this 
to your window to make sunrise- 
controlled curtains. All you need 
is a weight on the curtain cord,  
a pin to hold the weight up and 
the servo (2) to pull the pin out. 
When morning rays hit the light 
sensor, it prompts the servo to 
pull out the pin, the weight drops 
and your curtains open. 

■  Temperature sensor (3): 
stick this in your fridge to  
make it a smartfridge. Using  
the threshold (4) bit to set a 
maximum temperature and  
the cloudBit (5) to connect  
to the internet, you can have 
your fridge text you if someone 
leaves the door open and it 
starts to get a bit too warm. 

■  Synth speaker (6): link 
this to the MP3 Player (7)  
and the cloudBit to get a sound 
notification when something 
happens on Twitter: an eagle’s 
kra-kawww for a retweet, 
perhaps, a murmuring of 
pigeons for a favourite and a 
curlew’s cry for a new follower.

You don’t need to move to a newbuild flat in Smartville, Clevershire  
to experience the benefits of an automated abode. A teaspoon of 
tinkering and a sprinkling of sensors are all you need to get started…
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Te next level up from a disco ball, create a light display for your tunes

aIn’t no party lIke a smart BUlB party

After a smoke alarm and a 
broadband router, the third 
most important device in  
your living room is a set of 
internet-connected lightbulbs 
that can go from nought to 
disco at one tap of a screen. 
Tis project works with Philips 
Hue bulbs, although with a bit 
of tinkering you could get the 
same efect with other similar 
bulbs such as Lumen. 

1 Disco-fy the ceiling 
Firstly you’ll need to physically 
install your new Hue bulbs, a 
process that is literally as easy 
as changing a lightbulb. Te 
more the merrier – a mixture 
of lamps and ceiling lights is 
good, and a light strip is ideal 
for this. You’ll need at least  
two Hue lights for your  
insta-disco to be anything 
other than mildly tragic. 

2 Sing the Hues
Install the free Hue app, create 
a Hue account, log in and grant 
remote access to your Hues. 
Now install the Hue Disco app 
(from £1.99, Android/iOS),  
and turn on some music.  
Huey Lewis and the Hues?  
Te Moody Hues? Hue Laurie 
Sings the Hues? Feel free to 
send your own Hue playlists  
in to Stuf Towers.

3 Party time
Adjust the microphone 
sensitivity in Hue Disco until 
it can hear your tunes, and 
move the ‘change’ slider to 
set the rate of boogie. Te 
app can sync your lights with 
your music – well, the timer 
anyway. It won’t automatically 
start phasing through shades 
of purple when Prince comes  
on, which is a shame.

The ultimate smarthome 
project? An unlimited supply 
of free, clean energy. Which 
might sound like sky-pie, 
unless you’re Dr Jonathan 
Howard, who built a fusion 
reactor in his London flat. 

“I was enchanted by the 
plasma,” says Howard, who 
began making designs after 
seeing an amateur reactor 
on YouTube. “Live plasma 
has the most beautiful, 
mysterious light. 

“My reactor is based on  
a 1964 design; I added a 
microwave ion gun, and  
some features to improve  
the vacuum. Basically it’s  
a steel chamber, and in the 
centre there’s a small cage 
with a very high voltage 
running through it. You inject 
deuterium gas, and the 

electric field pulls the ions 
towards the cage, where  
they strike each other at 
enormous speed and fuse. 

So you need a vacuum 
chamber, and the vacuum 
has to be almost as strong as 
the vacuum of outer space. 
To make that you need a 
turbomolecular pump –  
I bought a small one on eBay 
for about £40. Then you 
make a power supply that 
can deliver 40,000 volts,  
and for that you need large 
capacitors and very powerful 
diodes. I got those by buying 
some ex-military equipment 
and stripping it down. Then 
you need deuterium gas.

My neighbours didn’t 
know I had a reactor in the 
second bedroom, but a 
fusion reactor is so much 

safer than the fission 
reactors in things like nuclear 
submarines. It can’t go 
critical, it can’t explode,  
it doesn’t produce 
radioactive waste. I think 
we’ll see large power stations 
that are fusion-based in the 
next 50 years, with smaller 
units used for things like 
hospitals and villages. 

The thing is, though, we 
don’t know what’s going on 
inside the plasma field at an 
atomic level. And because 
we can only make macro 
observations, it’s only really 
possible to proceed by trial 
and error, and there’s a large 
community of amateur 
fusioneers doing just that.  
If you go to fusor.net you’ll 
find people who can point 
you in the right direction.”

Dr Jonathan Howard / jonathanhoward.org
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now that the weather will be reliably horrible for months, it’s time to automate your boiler

geo-fence yoUr central heatIng
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1 Assemble ingredients
You’ll need either a Nest or a 
Honeywell smart thermostat, 
an iPhone or Android phone,  
and you’ll need to create an If 
This Then That account (just  
go to IFTTT.com and sign up  
if you haven’t already).  

DIY multiroom 
audio
If you’re tempted 
by the multiroom 
setups on p79 but 
don’t fancy buying 
new speakers (or 
you’d rather not 
spend £500 on 
getting the same 
song playing in  
two rooms), there 
is another way: 
D-Link’s Music 
Everywhere is a 
plug that connects 
any speaker with  
a 3.5mm socket to 
AirPlay or DLNA. It 
even extends your  
Wi-Fi network. 

The iTunes way:
Connect each of 
your devices – 
your lounge hi-fi, 
your kitchen radio 
and your bathroom 
gramophone,  
say – to a Music 
Everywhere. When 
playing from 
iTunes, click the 
AirPlay button and 
you can play the 
same song to  
both speakers.  
Use Apple’s free 
Remote app to 
control the volume 
on each speaker  
as you waltz from 
room to room. 

The XBMC way: 
Again, connect 
your speakers to a 
Music Everywhere, 
but this time use 
XBMC for Mac/
Windows/Linux as 
your media player 
and control your 
tunes using the 
Official XBMC 
Remote app (£free 
/ iOS, Android). For 
more geek points, 
store all your music 
on a hard drive 
that’s controlled  
by a Raspberry Pi 
running XBMC, and 
enjoy some classy, 
clutter-free music.

2 Prime your trigger
Activate the location in Nest  
or Honeywell channels on IFTTT, 
then click ‘Create a recipe’. Click 
the blue ‘this’ and select the 
Android/iOS Location. On 
‘Choose a trigger’, select ‘when 
you enter an area’, and move the 
circle so it creates a circle with 
suitable radius over your home. 
You want the heating to turn on 
when you’re 15 minutes away.

3 Set controls to cosy
Click the blue ‘that’ and pick  
the Nest or Honeywell channel. 
You’ll then be given a device  
to select, and a temperature  
– when you enter the circle 
specified in the trigger, it’ll start 
warming up to this temperature. 
To make sure you don’t leave it 
on, repeat the recipe but set it  
to turn the heating right down 
when you get to work. 
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■  Put back your saucepan 
drumkit and homemade 
maracas, because this is a 
serious DIY musical instrument. 
The Korg MS-20 Kit contains 
everything you need to make 
your own synth, plus it all just 
screws or fits together, so 
there’s no need to break out  
the soldering iron. 

korguk.com / £1080

■  This isn’t some cheap, 
licensed re-issue either: the 
Korg engineers who worked  
on the original have made  
sure that, once assembled,  
the MS-20 Kit sounds exactly 
like the 1978 analogue synth it’s 
based on. Even the packaging 
and manual are the same as 
they were back then.

■  Early MS-20s were known 
for their distinctive distortion, 
while later ones had a different 
filter that mellowed the sound. 
The MS-20 Kit comes with  
both types of VCF circuit, so  
you can choose how you’d like  
it to sound. It’s just a case of 
moving a pin on one of the 
circuit boards.

■  OK, so the MS-20 Kit isn’t 
exactly the same as the original. 
There’s MIDI in and a USB 
connection, which means you 
can connect it to a computer 
and use a sequencer to play it.  
If you’d done that in 1978 your 
bandmates would’ve thought 
you were a time traveller.

Even if you’re clueless about clefs or about as melodious as machine 
gun, the tech is here to teach you a new tune. From instrument kits  
to the best music-making apps, here are Stuff’s greatest project hits
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I BUIld... modular synths
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1 Build your guitar
The Loog might be a guitar 
aimed at kids, but that doesn’t 
mean it’s just a children’s guitar. 
It comes in bits but all you need 
to put it together is a Phillips 
screwdriver and about 15 
minutes. With only half the 
strings of a normal guitar it’s 
supposed to make picking up 
the basics approximately half  
as difficult.

2 Size it up
Even though there are only 
three strings, the principles  
of playing it are no different to  
a full-size axe. The strings are 
tuned to the same notes as  
the first three on a six-string:  
G, B and E. That means you can 
use normal tablature to learn 
chords, and what you pick up 
can still be applied when you 
make the step up.

3 Here comes the hard part
The Loog has Guitar Hero-style 
coloured blobs on the neck to 
help position your fingers, plus 
there are seven video lessons 
available on the company’s 
website that take in the basic 
principles of playing it, stringing 
it and tuning it. If you’d rather 
not watch them in front of  
your PC you can pay US$9  
to download them.

I started building modular 
synths in the early 2000s  
as there were, and still are, 
very few manufacturers 
producing banana-jack-
based modules. Bananas 
are a simpler, more robust 
connector than the popular 
mini-jack, and more often 
found on scientific test 
equipment. I quickly found 
that I preferred the gear  
I built myself to anything 
available, and now perform 
almost entirely on 
homemade kit. 

I started by trying to  
sort through the piles of 
information that have 
accumulated on the internet. 
It can be a steep learning 
curve, and it can be quite 
intimidating seeing what 
others have done. Rather 

than waste too much time,  
I started with a very limited 
set of tools, a decent 
soldering station being key. 
Time proved that you can  
do almost anything with  
a concise setup.

I found very early on that, 
once I had determined the 
ergonomic layout of a 
module, I had no need for 
verbal references on the 
panel. As a result, all of my 
work has no labelling of any 
kind. I find it much easier to 
use the instruments without 
labels. While modular synths 
might resemble control 
panels in a nuclear power 
plant, I don’t think they 
should be approached  
that way. No other musical 
instrument is littered with 
these indicators. 

The most extreme synth 
I’ve made is a 24-band 
vocoder. A kind fellow in 
Russia reverse-engineered  
a 1980s Soviet Bloc design 
for modern components  
and offered circuit boards  
for the project. Otherwise,  
I primarily make synths  
for people I know from the 
underground, experimental 
US music community.

For an absolute beginner,  
I’d suggest looking at Ray 
Wilson’s Music From Outer 
Space (MFOS) site. He  
offers a wide range of  
circuit designs and probably 
the best documentation 
available. It’s the closest 
thing to having someone 
holding your virtual hand  
as you go wading into what 
can be murky waters.

Matthew Regula / truecolorofvenus.bandcamp.com
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could you teach yourself how to play the guitar in just two months?

rocksMith 60-day challenge

1 The time has come
It was only a matter of time 
before somebody combined 
Guitar Hero with a fully-stringed 
axe – this is Rocksmith. It’s 
now available on Xbox One  
and PS4, with a special Real 
Tone USB cable that plugs into 
any standard electric guitar,  
or you can buy a bundle that 
includes an Epiphone Les Paul. 
Not bad for a computer game.

1 Time for a trip 
to the attic
Remember that 
Kinect sensor 
you’ve got buried 
away? Go and get 
it. You might not 
use it to play darts 
any more but you 
can use it to make 
sweet, sweet* 
music (*sweetness 
not guaranteed). 
Synapse (£free / 
synapsekinect.
tumblr.com) is  
a piece of software 
that allows you to 
turn your Kinect 
into a kind of 
turbo-theremin.

2 Surrender 
to the music
Before you start 
making noises, you 
need to plug the 
Kinect into your 
computer, fire up 
Synapse and stand 
in front of the 
camera with your 
hands in the air and 
your elbows bent 
at right angles, a 
little like you’re 
surrendering to it 
at gunpoint. That’ll 
help the app lock 
on to your joints 
and bind a red 
skeleton graphic  
to your body.

3 Trigger-happy 
sounds
As well as 
Synapse, you’ll 
need Ableton Live, 
Quartz Composer 
or something else 
that can pick up 
Open Sound 
Control (OSC) 
events. There are 
pre-programmed 
movement 
triggers available 
to download from 
synapsekinect.
tumblr.com to get 
you started with 
gestures, such as 
nodding your head 
to queue samples.

4 Now you’re 
a one-man band
After that, it’s a 
case of setting up 
your own triggers 
and sounds. You 
can map different 
movements to 
commands, filters 
and settings, so 
the height of your 
left arm could 
correspond to  
the volume of  
a sound, while  
its distance from 
your body could 
affect the filter 
applied. It’s a bit  
like being a musical 
marionette.

2 Got a spare 60 hours?
Rocksmith breaks down songs 
and separates out parts to 
make them easier to play. Like 
Guitar Hero, it knows when you 
hit the right note in time, so as 
you get better it throws tougher 
sequences at you. Ubisoft 
reckons it’ll take you from total 
n00b to bonafide guitarist in 
just two months, provided you 
put in a decent hour a day.

3 Tips and tricks
It might take you more than 60 
days to get there but Rocksmith
has plenty of techniques to 
keep you coming back when 
you’ve nailed the basics. Just 
because you can buzz your  
way through Blitzkrieg Bop
doesn’t mean you can pull off 
hammer-ons, pinch harmonics 
and two-hand tapping. Those 
will take a bit more practice.
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Caustic 3
Android lags way 
behind iOS when it 
comes to apps for 
music-making, but 
Caustic 3 is one  
app that can claim  
to compete. It is 
admittedly quite 
complicated, but with 
up to 14 machines to 
ft into your virtual 
rack-mount synth 
there’s plenty to  
get to grips with.
£free / Android, 
£6.99 / iOS

Auxy
If you’re partial to a  
bit of Kraftwerk, this 
is the app for you. 
Auxy turns each  
note into a coloured 
square, which can 
then be lengthened 
or moved up and 
down to change the 
pitch. Tis creation 
from a Swedish 
start-up makes even 
random jabs at the 
screen sound like  
you meant it. Result.
£free / iOS

GarageBand
Apple’s own 
multi-instrument 
composer app is 
brilliantly versatile, 
allowing even 
beginners to make 
vaguely tuneful 
ditties using the 
smart instruments 
that keep everything 
in shape, while more 
pro musos can record 
up to 32 tracks 
straight onto  
your iPad.
£2.99 / iOS

Figure 
Made by industry big 
dog Propellerhead, 
Figure splits bass, 
drums and synth  
into coloured bars. 
Te sounds change 
depending how you 
touch each one and 
what patterns you 
draw, with more 
specifc settings 
changed using the 
dials above. It’s 
compatible with 
SoundCloud too.
£0.69 / iOS

Guitar Tuna
Playing a guitar and 
being able to tune it 
are two very diferent 
things. If you don’t 
quite have the ear  
for the latter, this 
incredibly useful app 
uses your phone’s 
microphone to tell 
you if each string is  
in tune, and it’ll even 
teach you a few 
chords if you’re  
still struggling  
with the basics.
£free / Android

Musyc
Musyc from Fingerlab 
makes composing  
a tune even more 
abstract, as the 
sounds are created 
by the movement of 
diferent shapes on 
the screen. You pick 
the ingredients and 
the tune changes 
depending how they 
interact with each 
other. Tis is music 
meets science, with 
an added arty twist.
£free / iOS

Animoog
If you’ve been tinkering with tunes for a while, Animoog 
may just be the professional step up you’re looking for.  
It is pretty pricey, but in this case you get what you pay  
for, and the legendary synth maker has packed stacks  
of classic Moog sounds into this powerful app. Plus the 
interface looks like a radar screen dotted with UFOs. 
£20.99 / iOS

Loopy
Tis simple-to-use app lets you create up to 12 separate 
audio loops, recording using the phone’s microphone, from 
other Audiobus-compatible apps, or by importing existing 
audio fles. Ten it’s just a case of manipulating your musical 
collage into something brilliant. Something brilliant involving 
your newly discovered ‘talent’ for beatboxing.
£2.49 / iOS

music-making apps
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RaspbeRRy pi vs imagination technologies cReatoR ci20

Home server
Difculty rating: 
Easy
Te classic ‘My 
frst Pi project’  
is to use one for 
streaming music 
and videos around 
a home network. 
It’s even cheaper 
than a Chromecast 
and everything 
you need is simple 
to install. All you 
need is a USB 
drive of suitable 
size and it will  
play to almost  
any screen.
bit.ly/
pihomeserver

Solar smart 
meter
Difculty rating: 
Challenging
Everyone’s going 
solar these days, 
and that’s a good 
thing. But how 
are your panels 
performing? Tis 
neat hack takes 
the data from your 
of-grid electric 
system, feeds it 
through a Pi and 
beams it out via  
a basic web server 
to wherever you 
are over the net.
bit.ly/ 
pisolarmeter

3D scanner
Difculty rating:  
Fiendish
For the truly ambitious, this 
42-Pi 3D scanner can capture 
a complete 360° image of 
any object up to and including  
a human-sized one. It’s not 
cheap – you’ll also need 42  
SD cards and cameras to go 
with the computers – but 
given you could probably 
program it for bullet-time 
cinematic flming too, it’s  
worth it for the kudos alone.
bit.ly/pi3dscanner

RaspbeRRy pi pRoJects

Dedicated 
Minecraft
machine
Difculty rating:
Easy
If you’re sharing 
your PC with a 
Minecraft addict, 
you’ll be keen to 
get them their 
own dedicated 
computer. Enter 
Minecraft: Pi 
Edition, which 
requires a Pi and 
Raspbian SD card, 
and allows you  
to control your 
block world with 
Python script. 
pi.minecraft.net

piBeacon
Difculty rating:  
Challenging
You’ll need to add a Bluetooth 
4.0 Low Energy (LE) USB 
dongle to make this work,  
but grab one of those and you 
can turn a Raspberry Pi into a 
functioning iBeacon that will 
transmit a message if it spots 
your phone in range. Follow 
the instructions at the link 
below for a simple greeting 
and goodbye when you enter 
your house.
bit.ly/pibeacon

1 2 3 4 5

Te Raspberry Pi was 
expected to sell about 
10,000 units when it went 
on sale two years ago. 
Four million boards later, 

it’s still the tinkerer’s 
choice for most projects. 
Imagination Technologies’ 
new Creator CI20 is 
faster, adds a second 

ARM core to the CPU and 
has features like Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0 and an IR 
blaster built-in, along with 
storage and a pre-installed 

operating system, which 
can be proper, full-strength 
Android KitKat or desktop 
Linux… but it also costs 
twice as much. 
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■  So you dug out your old 
Nokia 3210 to play a nostalgic 
game of Snake but there’s 
less life in it than a Tory MP’s 
60th birthday party. Don’t 
worry. TWSU’s DIY Gamer  
Kit has all the ingredients  
you need to make your own 
handheld console, with Snake
pre-coded for you.

from £65 / techwillsaveus.com

■  Sounds too easy, right? 
Depending on your skill level  
you can buy it pre-soldered,  
or for £10 less do all that 
yourself. There are 40 pieces 
that need to be assembled  
on the circuit board, including 
an 8x8 display and four-way 
D-pad. It should take about  
90 minutes.

■  After about five minutes, 
when you’ve remembered  
how tedious Snake is, 
download the Arduino  
Game Library from the  
TWSU website and you’ll  
be able to install others, such  
as Breakout and Flappy Bird. 
It’ll also allow you to tinker with 
the games’ source code.

■  Once you have the Arduino 
software you can also start 
writing your own games for it. 
There’s a whole section on the 
TWSU website with tips, guides 
and cheat sheets to help. Don’t 
expect Far Cry 4 – it’s only an 
8x8 screen – but it’s a good 
way of picking up the basics.

Learning to code doesn’t have to mean locking 
yourself away for months with a Python 
textbook. Start with these hands-on projects…



Available from

Surface.co.uk

Type Cover 3, Adobe Photoshop and Microsoft Office sold separately. Adobe and Photoshop are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated.

The new Surface Pro 3 is a tablet and laptop in one. It’s thin and light and runs your favourite 

desktop programs, like Adobe Photoshop, Offi ce and Windows. Work from anywhere with 

built-in adjustable Kickstand, Surface Pen, USB port, 12-inch screen, and an optional click-in 

keyboard. The Surface Pro 3. The tablet that can replace your laptop.

The tablet that can
replace your laptop.
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Learn a new language
Using a Raspberry Pi Model B, 
the Kano kit is designed to teach 
the basics of coding using its 
own Blocks programming 
language. It comes with a 
keyboard (including a touchpad), 
case, speaker, Wi-Fi dongle and 
its Kano OS pre-installed on an 
8GB SD card. You just need to 
add a monitor or TV screen.

Time to swot up
It also comes with a manual  
– and you might just have  
to read this one. Everything  
slots together neatly and it’ll 
gradually introduce you to the 
different principles of coding. 
After typing a few commands 
you can dive right into Pong
and start messing about with 
the size and speed of the ball.

Give it a Pi
Kano isn’t just a tool to teach 
coding. Don’t forget there’s a 
Raspberry Pi under there, so it 
can access the internet, stream 
video, run a home server, or  
do any of the projects posted 
online, including a fart detector, 
Wiimote-controlled robot 
butler, and a time-lapse camera 
housed in an old coffee tin.

When I came to London  
I was working on mobile 
apps for lots of different 
clients. I think I did about 20 
different apps and one of 
them was for Dan Hubert.
Later on, Dan had the idea 
for AppyParking and he took 
the idea to the co-founder of 
a start-up I used to work for, 
but he couldn’t do it so he 
pointed Dan towards me.  
I’d just quit my job and was 
going to start freelancing  
but I met with Dan, who had 
started collecting data on 
parking zones from different 
councils, and we started to 
develop AppyParking.

The first thing to do  
when making an app is to 
start brainstorming and 
create some mock-ups of 
different screens. You need 

to visualise the whole thing 
so you can decide where the 
buttons are going to be and 
work out how you see things 
working. Once you’ve got  
all your ideas together, you 
need to prioritise what’s 
most important and work  
on those things first. There 
are lots of online resources, 
such as Cocoapods.org, 
which have loads of things 
you can take advantage  
of that have already  
been implemented and 
tested elsewhere.

Once you’ve made 
something you put it  
out there and get some 
feedback from users. It’s 
important to make a good 
system for them to report 
what other functionality 
they need and what they 

would like to add. I think 
that’s the best way to 
develop an app. Start with 
something very small and 
then keep adding things 
– don’t try to build the 
finished thing straight away 
because you might end up 
with something full of things  
that people don’t like or 
don’t use and then you’ve 
wasted your time.

We’re working on our third 
version now, which we hope 
to have ready by March. 
We’re expanding to 33 
boroughs, adding more data, 
a better API and a content 
management system that 
will allow us to expand to 
other cities more easily. 
We’d like to cover the whole 
of the UK, or at least the 
eight major cities.

Enric Requena, co-founder of AppyParking / appyparking.com
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Block-’em-up 
coding
LearnToMod 
(US$40/year / 
learntomod.com) 
teaches coding 
through creating 
modifcations 
for Minecraft. 
It’ll teach you 
the fundamental 
concepts 
through Blockly’s 
drag-and-drop 
interface, so you 
can learn about 
if-statements, 
Boolean logic 
and event-driven 
programming 
without dealing 
with Javascript. 

Go to gaming  
college
You can use 
LearnToMod’s 
online studio to 
combine Blockly 
and Javascript. 
Tere are extra 
online tutorials 
created by 
staf from the 
University of 
San Diego that’ll 
teach you the 
latter. What you 
create can be 
tested on private 
LearnToMod 
servers, but  
you’ll need your 
own copy of the 
game to run them.

Dungeons and 
creepers
Tere are various 
badges to earn 
with gradually 
increasing 
difculty. 
Controlling the 
weather and 
summoning 
Creepers are 
level-one skills;  
it goes all the way 
up to designing 
mini-games to 
play within the 
Minecraft world, 
plus writing 
the code for 
procedurally 
generating your 
own dungeons.

Arduino is like the gadget-making equivalent of Raspberry Pi:  
while the famous tiny-puter is ideal for creating code, Arduino is  
an amazingly powerful way to get into building your own gadgets.
On Decoded’s Future Tech In A Day course (decoded.com), Stuff was 
shown how to make a live Twitter sentiment-o-meter; an entry-level 
project, yes, but you have to take baby steps before you can build  
a fire-breathing animatronic pony. Here, an adapted design from 
Instructables.com by bigbuttonfun.com will create a button that can 
perform any task that can be automated by web service IFTTT. The 
button sends an email to your Gmail account, and when IFTTT sees,  
it can do whatever you want it to: tweet, text, switch all your lights off 
or heating on, and much more besides. Truly, a Button of Power. 

Step 1 Create the trigger email
Visit futuretech.decoded.com 
and create a unique Arduino 
identity by clicking the button. 
On the ‘Configure your Tech in  
a Day’ page, under ‘Add a new 
Trigger’, select ‘Send an Email’, 
give the trigger a name, then 
enter the Gmail inbox you  
want to send an email to, and  
a message if you so wish. Click 
‘Add the trigger’. 

Step 2 Write the code
Download the Arduino software 
from arduino.cc and create a new 
sketch from the file menu. Copy 
the code at bit.ly/stuffxarduino 
into the sketch, adapting with 
your own Ethernet Shield’s MAC 
address where appropriate (it’s 
on a sticker on the box) and 
ensuring your Arduino’s unique 
identity is referenced. Step-by-
step instructions are available at 
futuretech.decoded.com/api/

Step 3 Build your button 
1 x Arduino Uno (£25)
1 x Arduino Ethernet Shield (£30)
1 x AD101 breadboard (£3.60)
1 x 105T switch (£1.50)
10KOhm resistor (a few pence)
4 x jump wires (£2)
1 x USB wall plug
1 x Ethernet cable
Place the Ethernet Shield on top 
of the Arduino Uno, making sure 
the pins line up, and push them 
together. Assemble components 
as shown in the photo. Connect 
to your computer via USB and 
upload the sketch, then hook  
up to your router via Ethernet. 
Now, pressing the button on the 
breadboard will send the email. 
Now use the USB wall plug.

Step 4 Create your IFTTT recipe
Now you can formulate recipes 
on IFTTT.com for when an email 
lands in your account. Building 
recipes is simple; so get thinking.
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■  Congratulations! You’ve just 
bought a 3D printer. The only 
thing standing between you  
and geek glory is a four-hour 
build of ‘moderate’ difficulty.  
But that’s a good thing, right?  
All you’ll need is some pliers,  
a screwdriver, zip ties, wire 
cutters and a healthy supply  
of patience. Time to get building.  

£475 / robosavvy.com

■  The early parts of the build 
include attaching the motor and 
power adaptor to the Printrbot’s 
base, and installing its ‘X’ axis 
rods. This part controls its ‘left 
to right’ movements, with  
the ‘Y’ covering ‘forward and 
backwards’ and the ‘Z’ looking 
after the ‘up and down’ of your 
3D-printed dreams.  

■  Now attach the Printrboard 
(the printer’s brains) to the  
base, and connect the extruder 
base to the Y Arm, along with 
the auto-levelling probe. This 
sensor means you shouldn’t 
need to faff around levelling the 
printing bed. Finally, connect  
the power cable and thermistor 
cables, plus the fan extension.

■  After you’ve attached the 
motor to the Y arm and tucked 
the wiring inside, it’s time to 
download the free Repetier 
software for sending objects  
to your Printrbot. Then calibrate 
your auto-levelling probe in the 
software, and get printing. We’ll 
have a bottle opener, please…  

As fun as solving 2D printing’s paper jams has been, it can’t compete 
with the geeky joy of rendering in the third dimension. Here’s how  
to take your first steps – starting with a homemade 3D printer 

For full instructions on how to 
build your Printrbot and demo 
videos, go to help.printrbot.com
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1 Find a landmark
‘Scan The World’ is creating  
an archive of the world’s 
sculptures and monuments for 
3D printers by crowdsourcing 
the scanning process. All you 
need is a camera and access to  
a favourite landmark. To find out 
which ones have already been 
scanned, go to myminifactory.
com and filter by continent. Hint: 
Stonehenge is still available… 

2 Make your scan
Your landmark needs to be well 
lit and have a strong contrast 
with its background. Stand  
a few metres away from the 
object and take a photo. Now 
move slowly around the figure, 
taking a photo every step or 
two. Aim to shoot about 40-50 
photos in total, including some 
close-up shots of finer details 
like hands and fingers.

3 Receive your print
Send all of your photos to  
stw@myminifactory.com using 
a web service like Dropbox or 
WeTransfer. Their designers will 
then use them to create a 3D 
model, which will be test-printed 
then hosted on MyMiniFactory 
for 3D printer owners to print 
themselves. You’ll then be sent  
a 3D print of the monument for 
your mantelpiece.

Most vehicles contain over 
10,000 parts, making them 
a very complex jigsaw 
puzzle. The creation of 
a new one typically requires 
seven years of development 
and billions of dollars of 
investment. 

We wanted to pit a 
computer-controlled 
machine against the 
complexity of building  
a car to reduce the number 
of separate parts needed, 
which in turn makes the 
process faster. We call this 
‘direct digital manufacturing’. 
Our first 3D-printed car, the 
Strati, was assembled at 
Chicago’s International 
Manufacturing Technology 
Show last September.  

The Strati has a vastly 
reduced part count: we only 

need to add 49 components 
to the 3D-printed body in 
order to have a running and 
driving car. It was created in 
three stages: additive 3D 
printing, subtractive milling, 
and rapid assembly. 
Currently, the Strati requires 
40 hours to print, ten hours 
of milling and approximately 
one day of assembly. Soon 
we’ll be able to do the whole 
process in a day. 

To design and engineer 
vehicles, Local Motors uses  
a process called co-creation. 
For the Strati, we held a 
competition called the  
3D Printed Car Design 
Challenge. It was a crowd 
favourite, and the winner 
Michele Anoè came to 
America to see it made  
live at the IMTS show.

Everything on the car  
that could be integrated into 
a single material piece has 
been printed. This includes 
the chassis/frame, exterior 
body and interior features. 
The mechanical components 
of the vehicle, such as the 
battery, motors, wiring and 
suspension, are sourced  
from Renault’s Twizy, an 
electric-powered city car.

The first moment I saw 
the full 3D-printed car was 
incredible. It made me feel 
like a hundred years of 
complexity melted away, 
leaving room for ingenuity, 
local manufacturing and 
rapid tech adoption. I then 
knew flying cars and other 
machines would someday 
be available to everyone… 
but now much sooner!

John B Rogers Jr, CEO of Local Motors / localmotors.com
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Run to the hills
Record your run with a GPS 
tracker like Strava. Your route 
needs to start and end in the 
same place and undulate lots,  
or you’ll just end up printing  
an unimpressive circle. At home, 
export your run as a .gpx file. 

Make it 3D (part one)
Now download Processing 
(£free / processing.org), with 
the GPS data library and the 
toxic libraries from Thingiverse 
here: bit.ly/printyourrun. Put 
your .gpx file in the same folder 
as the .pde file from Thingiverse. 

Press ‘print’ to play 
Open the .stl file in your printer’s 
software, choose a ‘fine’ setting 
with 25% infill and print. After 
two hours, you should have 
your run immortalised in ABS or 
PLA plastic. Well, it’s better than 
getting ‘yet another’ gold medal.

Make it 3D (part two)
Still with us? Now, open the .pde 
file in Processing and within the 
code rename the .gpx file to 
match yours. Run the sketch 
and it’ll create an .stl file, the  
kind that most 3D printers will 
happily gobble for breakfast.  

2 Order your frames…
Got your lenses? If you  
don’t own a 3D printer,  
head to shapeways.com  
or sculpteo.com and search 
for ‘eyewear kit’. You’ll get a 
choice of a few frames (like 
the ‘Wire’ glasses above) 
that will be 3D-printed in 
your choice of colour and 
sent to you. If you do have a 
3D printer, go to step three…       

1 Lens be having you
Archives such as Thingiverse 
have lots of 3D-printable 
glasses frames. But as there 
are no standards for frame 
sizes, you might struggle  
to find lenses that fit.  
That’s wear Eyewear Kit 
(eyewearkit.com) comes  
in. It specialises in delivering 
lenses for 3D-printed 
frames, from £24 a pair.   

3…or print your frames
Instructables has designed  
a pair for 3D printers –you  
can download the files at  
bit.ly/3dprintedglasses – or 
if you fancy designing your 
own, scan the lenses with 
Autodesk’s 123D Catch 
(£free / iOS, Android, 
Windows) and follow the 
instructions. Warning: this 
requires 3D modelling skills. 

4 Welcome to the future
Going a step beyond its 3D 
rivals is the Formlabs Form 1+ 
(€2800 / formlabs.com), 
which can now print in clear 
resin. This opens the door  
to printing lenses, and a 
Formlabs staffer did just 
that. Once it was printed, his 
monocle just needed sanding 
down and delivering to a 
Shoreditch hipster. 

create a unique marathon memento: a 3d-printed route map

Learn how to rustle up the world’s geekiest face furniture
3d printed glasses

print your run
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Still think 3D printers are nothing  
more than frivolous ornament 

factories? Think again…

Wrench
Many 3D-printable 
tools have separate 
parts that need 
assembling, but  
this one comes fully 
formed straight out 
of the printer. Best 
printed in ABS plastic, 
which is stronger 
than PLA – just 
remove the supports 
with a knife and you’ll 
use it to tinker with 
your bike in no time.   
bit.ly/ 
3dprintedwrench

Superhero 
Cookie Cutters
Before you ‘3D print’ 
(bake) some biscuits, 
give them a touch of 
Superman or Batman. 
For speedy printing 
choose ‘perimeters’ 
rather than an ‘infll’ 
(the density of the 
print), and remember 
that 3D-printed 
objects aren’t 
dishwasher-proof.   
bit.ly/ 
superherocookies

BabyNES
Te Raspberry Pi  
isn’t short of novelty 
cases, but that 
doesn’t mean we 
don’t want one that 
turns into a tiny 
Nintendo. Designed 
for the B+ version, 
this just needs a lick 
of paint, a microSD 
card, the RetroPie 
emulator and a USB 
controller to have  
you directing Mario, 
Luigi et al. 
bit.ly/3dprintednes

XL-RCM 10.0 
Pixxy
We’d only just 
wrapped our heads 
around pocket drones 
when we discovered 
this 3D-printable 
model. Naturally, you 
need to buy a few 
parts like radios and 
motors, but we’ve 
seen no better 
project for making 
you feel like you’re 
living in the future.
bit.ly/pocketdrone

Wii Racing Wheel
You could buy a Mario 

Kart 8 racing wheel 
for £15, but where’s 
the fun in that? Boost 
your geek cred and 
save some beer 
money in the process 
with this simple print. 
Te build time is 
around eight hours,  
so set it of in the 
morning and you’ll 
have a new wheel to 
snap your Wii Remote 
into by sundown.
bit.ly/wiiracingwheel

Floating photo 
frame
Proving that simple 
prints don’t have to 
mean useless novelty 
objects is this fne 
starter project. Te 
printed bracket just 
needs the addition  
of a single screw,  
and it’s easy to swap 
your seedy stag-do 
snaps out for artistic 
sunrises when the 
parents are over.
bit.ly/foatingphoto

T-Rex Shower Head
A potentially tricky print, but a rewarding one if your 
showerhead has recently had an unfortunate run-in with 
the bathroom foor. Just print without supports and make 
sure your machine is perfectly calibrated, otherwise you’ll 
get leaks and general shower mayhem.  
bit.ly/trexshowerhead

OpenRefex camera
Yes, you can now print a camera (lens not included) for  
a total cost of around £20. A plastic, flm camera, but a 
working, homemade snapper nonetheless, complete with 
mirror viewfnder and mechanical shutter. Along with a 3D 
printer, you’ll just need a vinyl cutter and a series of screws 
and bolts (for a full list, go to the link below). 
bit.ly/3dprintedcamera

3d printed objects
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DIY Ouya
Difculty rating:
Easy
Imagination 
Technologies, 
designers of  
the CI20, are 
known for their 
PowerVR graphics 
processors. Te 
SGX 540 on the 
CI20 is the same 
as the one in the 
iPhone 4S and  
the original iPad 
– which is plenty 
powerful enough 
for playing original 
PlayStation games 
and the like.
bit.ly/diyouya

Steam 
Machine
Difculty rating:
Hard
Limelight 
Embedded is  
a piece of Java  
code that lets you 
stream games 
from your PC to  
a Pi using Nvidia 
Gamestream. It 
requires an Nvidia 
card and a bit of 
know-how, but  
as it runs slowly  
on the Pi it could  
be a perfect ft for 
the CI20.
bit.ly/
CI20steammachine

Robot Butler
Difculty rating: Challenging
Remote-control robots are  
a popular DIY project for Pis 
and other prototyping boards. 
And because the CI20 has 
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi built in, 
you won’t need to seek out the 
extra connectors and boards 
that will allow your drone army 
to be commanded by, say, a 
PlayStation or Wii Bluetooth 
controller. Simply add a robot 
chassis, a motor controller and 
an input device like a Wiimote.
bit.ly/robobutler

ImagInatIon technologIes 
creator cI20 projects

Home lighting 
controller
Difculty rating:
Easy
Tere are plenty 
of LED lights 
available that can 
be both powered 
over USB and set 
to change colour. 
Te beauty of the 
CI20 as a lighting 
controller is that it 
can be controlled 
over Wi-Fi or 
Bluetooth – so 
mount it on the 
ceiling and control 
it from your phone.
bit.ly/
lightcontroller

Media centre
Difculty rating: Easy
Video playback on the Pi is 
fne, but its weak processor 
can slow down menu screens 
and user interfaces if you want 
to use something like XBMC 
as the client in a home setup. 
Use Pi for the server, sure, but 
the CI20 should be a perfect 
set-top box: it’s fast and it 
runs Android. Tat means tons 
of apps for accessing local 
DLNA servers and streaming 
services like Netfix.
kodi.tv

1 2 3 4 5

Intel GalIleo

Intel’s hobby board is a bit 
more expensive than most, 
but comes with an x86 Quark 
processor on board – which 
makes it hella powerful for 
homebrew projects. 
£60 / intel.co.uk

arduIno

Te open-source Arduino  
is the community choice for 
controllers. It’s a simple kit 
that’s as useful for teaching 
kids to turn on an LED as it is 
for powering a 3D printer.
from £10 / arduino.cc

nucleo

One of the hidden gems in the 
hacker’s toolbox, the Nucleo is  
a low-cost, Arduino-compatible 
controller that’s simple, cheap 
and easy to hook up to Wi-Fi 
modules and sensors.
from £15 / uk.farnell.com

other boards
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48 hours with the 
Google Nexus 6

Good
Meh
Evil
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In the past, Google’s Nexus devices have been about embarrassing their 
rivals by offering superior stuff at a fraction of the price. But with the latest 
version of Android (version 5.0 or ‘Lollipop’) the Big G has gone upmarket, 
with the iPad-like Nexus 9 and the big, powerful, 2K-screened Nexus 6. 

As with other Nexus kit, the 6 is made by someone else: Motorola, in this 
case, and accordingly it feels like a big Moto X. That’s promising – the Moto X 
is our favourite phone at the moment – but at 6in this is a thumb-stretching 
behemoth with a back button that’s always tantalisingly out of reach. Will 
the Nexus 6 be too big for its bootloader? Let’s find out...
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Nex big thing
Prepare your palms: the new Nexus sports Android Lollipop 
and a staggering 6in screen. But will bigger be better? 

£500 / google.co.uk/nexus

2 Dragon teeth
Under the hood is a Snapdragon 
805, the same chip that powers 
the Galaxy Note 4. It’s a quad-core 
2.7GHz processor with 3GB of RAM, 
but this doesn’t feel excessive: 
gaming at the full QHD resolution 
requires a lot of juice. Well, it does  
if you’re playing something with 
proper 3D graphics rather than 
matching lines of sweeties.

3 Screen of dreams
The huge OLED screen offers 
terrific contrast and black levels, 
achieving the sort of vivid picture 
that makes £2000 TVs whimper 
with jealousy, and it’s a great size 
for watching Netflix. That said, it 
might be a little too vivid – reds are 
a bit too red and greens aren’t very 
subtle. Unfortunately, there’s no 
way to tone down the colours.

1 Give it a big hand
While the sheer size of the Nexus 
6 will put some off straight away, 
there’s nothing wrong with the 
design. Its back is plastic, but it’s 
fixed in place (for better or worse) 
and part of a rigid shell rather than 
the slightly flimsy-feeling rear of  
a Samsung Galaxy. The sides are 
smooth aluminium, and the curvy 
back makes it comfy to hold.
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24hrs 25hrs 26hrs 33hrs 40hrs

Tech specs

n Touchy feely
The design overhaul 
extends to the way the 
icons and menus move 
and respond. The cold, 
clinical and efficient style 
of previous Androids has 
changed into something  
a bit more… human?

n Symbol-licious
Google has stripped out 
as much ugly signposting 
as it can, pushing it a bit 
closer to the less geeky 
style of iOS. Function 
buttons are replaced  
with a more minimalist 
triangle, circle and square. 

n End of an era
The Nexus 6 feels a little 
less peppy than a Kitkat 
Nexus 5. We didn’t get 
much lag, but Android L 
seems to be more 
concerned with creating  
a fluid ‘feel’ rather than 
outright snappiness.

n Time saver
The lockscreen 
notifications are among 
Lollipop’s biggest selling 
points. You can see your 
latest emails, texts and  
so on without turning the 
phone on properly, which 
could save a lot of time.

Even if your Android love is deeper 
than the Pacific Ocean, the Nexus 
6 isn’t quite a no-brainer upgrade. 
Have hands like that chap from 
Game Of Thrones? Fine. But those 

with daintier digits will find it a stretch. You 
do get a supremely rich, sharp screen, but 
none of the extra fun that you get from the 
Galaxy Note 4. @wwwdotandrew

Impressive hardware aside, our favourite thing 
about the Nexus is its swish new operating system

Screen 5.96in, 2560x1440 AMOLED  
Processor 2.7in quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 805
RAM 3GB OS Android 5.0 Lollipop 
Camera 13MP rear with OIS and 
dual-LED ringflash, 2MP front 
Storage 32GB/64GB Battery 3220mAh
Dimensions 159.3x83x10.1mm, 184g

stuff says HHHH✩
one of the best super-big-screen 
phones in the world, but it’s not 
perfect and, for a nexus, pricey
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4 Question of endurance
A new, expensive phone should 
offer superb stamina, and perhaps 
we’ve been spoilt recently by the 
Note 4, but the Nexus 6’s battery 
life is just OK. Using the phone a  
lot, it’s not hard to drain its battery 
completely in a day – although 
that big OLED display may have led 
to us watching video and browsing 
more than usual.

5 Lord of the ringflashes
The 13MP main camera has  
optical image stabilisation and  
an attention-grabbing, dual-LED 
ringflash, and it also shoots 4K 
video. All of which is great, but in 
practice it’s a little slow, both to 
focus and to take shots. It’s not 
amazing in low light, so you often 
need to apply some know-how  
to get the shot you want. 

Lollipop in action
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App:roved

● Molecules By 
Theodore Gray
This is perhaps the perfect  
iPad-book, combining friendly, 
approachable writing with 
interactive illustrations and 
videos. Like something you 
might find in Harry Potter, it 
makes the material come alive. 
Tap a molecule on the page and 
it zooms to fill the screen; you 
can then drag its component 
parts about, increase the 
temperature around it and 
scrutinise its vibrations. This  
is next-level learning.

Stuff says HHHHH

£6.99 / iOS

● Crossy Road
It might look like a jolly slice  
of brightly coloured arcade  
fare, but Crossy Road is a hellish 
depiction of every animal’s 
worst nightmare: an endless 
crossing that only concludes 
with a horribly inevitable (if 
amusingly slapstick) death.  
It’s Frogger, basically, but 
infinitely more brutal – hesitate 
for too long before taking your 
next step across the motorway/
river/railway and a screeching 
eagle will end your perilous 
journey for good.

Stuff says HHHHH

£free / iOS (Android soon)

● Framed
The latest blurring of the media 
boundaries, Framed fuses a 
silent noir spy movie with a 
comic book and peppers it with 
path-finding puzzles. Visually, 
the game is all expressive 
silhouette figures above  
subtly animated hand-drawn 
backgrounds, like Sin City
re-imagined as a ’50s pulp  
comic. It’s short and some 
puzzles rely a bit much on 
complex path-finding rather 
than narrative smarts, but 
Framed remains intoxicating.

Stuff says HHHH✩

£2.99 / iOS

● Toca Nature
Telling your kids that something 
is educational is a surefire way  
to lose their interest. So while 
Toca Nature definitely is 
instructive, keep that bit to 
yourself. Instead, tell them it’s  
a fun game in which they build  
a world then fill it with cute 
animals – a bit like Minecraft
minus the zombies. The app 
lacks the depth to keep their 
attention for too long, but it  
looks great and might teach 
them a bit about the natural 
world without them realising.

Stuff says HHHH✩

£1.99 / iOS

FOR 
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Photo 
fixers

● Adobe Photoshop 
touch
You’d be daft to expect desktop 
Photoshop on your phone, but 
this comes close, with many 
familiar tools included. The 
interface is a bit cumbersome 
but it’s hugely capable, and it 
has a more professional bent 
than Pixelmator. Pity the tablet 
version is £4 extra.

stuff says HHHHH

£2.99 (phone), £6.99 (tablet) /
Android, iOS

● Pixelmator for iPad
Even if you just want to  
muck about with its endlessly 
tweakable filters, Pixelmator 
would be three quid well spent. 
But delve further and you 
discover a beautiful, powerful, 
touch-optimised image  
editor, featuring transform  
tools, layers with effects,  
and paintbrushes for adding  
a personal touch.

stuff says HHHHH

£2.99 / iPad

● VsCo Cam
VSCO Cam is so chic and 
serious, it hurts. But the 
minimalism isn’t just for show  
— the bold icons and sliders 
make it very easy to use. Edits 
and filters in the app are also  
non-destructive, meaning  
you can play with, edit,  
remove and re-apply effects  
until satisfied with your 
photographic masterwork.

stuff says HHHH✩

£free / Android, iOS

● snapseed
Although you’re still pawing  
at glass, Snapseed manages  
to make photo editing feel 
tactile. Its rich effects have  
you swiping up and down to  
select a parameter and then 
across your photo to adjust  
its strength. This affords you  
a great deal of control, far  
from the simple single-sliders 
offered by most free rivals.

stuff says HHHHH

£free / Android, iOS

● Pixlr express
Pixlr Express feels like quite  
the oddball, with its quirky,  
icon-happy interface always 
mere seconds away from 
emitting an explosion of  
editing effects. But despite its 
kitchen-sink nature, Pixlr has 
plenty to offer, from an intuitive 
focus-blur tool to the dozens  
of dazzling filters just waiting  
for a thumb tap.

stuff says HHHH✩

£free / Android, iOS

● typic
You can still crop, filter and 
tweak photos in Typic, but  
this app’s primarily about  
adding text and icons to your 
photos. You get four of each, 
and they can be re-sized and 
re-coloured. It’s a touch fiddly, 
but all changes are reversible. 
Android owners, check out the 
broadly similar (but somewhat 
fiddlier) Over.

stuff says HHHH✩

£1.49 / iOS

Want to adjust the hues of your dinner?  
Or crop out that photobombing pigeon? 

From high-end image editors to quick-fix 
filters, here’s our selection of apps to  

make your photos picture perfect

Mini meme  
filters

power 
users

free apps

besT for…

besT for…

besT for…
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Once you’ve finished breaking your New Year’s resolutions, kick back and 

get stuck into the mountainous new crop of things to watch and play.  

Here is Stuff’s pick of the coming year’s tastiest eye-fodder…
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 Crouching Tiger, 
Hidden Dragon:  
The Green Legend

It’s not just TV shows that 
Netflix is making – The 
Green Legend is an own-
brand sequel to Ang Lee’s 
quadruple Oscar-winner 
that’ll launch simultaneously 
on Netflix and in IMAX 
cinemas. The martial arts 
bits are being choreographed 
by the guy who did both Kill 
Bill films, so you can expect 
more beautifully shot, 
balletic beat-’em-up action.

 Chappie

He might look and sound 
like Johnny 5’s South 
African pen-pal but there’s 
more to Chappie than ’80s 
nostalgia. The pointy-eared 
humanoid is brought to life 
by a scientist and begins  
to learn about the world 
around him, but if director 
Neill Blomkamp’s previous 
films are anything to go  
by, he’s fairly unlikely to 
spend the film flower 
arranging and helping old 
ladies across the road. 

 Jurassic World

Because the Jurassic 
Park franchise has 
already used up all the 
largest, most dangerous 
dinosaurs Nature could 
produce, this monster 
reboot features a hybrid 
dinosaur cooked up in a 
lab by scientists who 
obviously haven’t seen 
any films about creating 
hybrid monsters. We can’t 
wait for their next big 
idea, which is obviously 
robot dinosaurs. In space.

Netfix does cinema

Looking for input

Will I be back?
Saved from extinction

Spirit of Bond

 Terminator Genisys

The title looks like a typo 
and the trailer’s full of 
slightly cringeworthy lines 
delivered by a man who now 
looks more like he’s been 
spliced with a tan leather 
sofa than a metal 
robo-skeleton, but Genisys
could be the film that, rather 
fittingly, saves the 
Terminator franchise from 
extinction. If it doesn’t 
succeed, we’ll have to send 
someone back to wipe out 
anything after T2. 

 Spectre

Aside from its title and  
cast (including the new 
Aston Martin DB10), little  
is known of the 24th Bond 
film. Daniel Craig returns as 
007, as does Skyfall’s Sam 
Mendes in the director’s 
chair, while Christoph Waltz 
is rumoured to be bringing 
back Blofeld rather than a 
character called Oberhauser 
as is listed on the official 
documents. Bond always 
has been rather fond of  
a codename or two.
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 Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens

Yes, we know the last three were worse than being stuck in  
a lift with Jar Jar Binks but, crucially, director JJ Abrams’ trailer 
displays the restraint that George Lucas had lost when it 
came to the prequels, hitting every touchpoint – X-Wings, 
Stormtroopers, lightsabers, annoying droid – that a fan could 
ask for. And there’s not a trade dispute in sight.

 Ant-Man

Edgar Wright might have suffered cold feet and abandoned 
ship but Ant-Man has continued his six-legged march to the 
big screen. Paul Rudd plays the man who can shrink in size 
but multiply in strength, a power bestowed on him by the 
original Ant-Man, Dr Hank Pym (played by Michael Douglas). 
Let’s hope nobody pours boiling water down his chimney.

 Tomorrowland

Having cut his teeth in animation for Pixar, Brad Bird’s first 
live-action movie was the cartoonish Mission Impossible: 
Ghost Protocol. His next is almost a combination of the two: 
a sci-fi film inspired by a Jules Verne-type alternative future 
area at Disney’s theme parks. George Clooney and Hugh 
Laurie star in a land “where nothing is impossible”.

 Whiplash

If you’re going out to see Whiplash, sit right in the middle, 
about two thirds of the way back. That’s where the sound  
is best, and – this being a film about drumming – the sound 
is as important as what’s on screen. Do keep your eyes open 
though, or you’ll miss an astonishing performance from JK 
Simmons as the world’s most intimidating music teacher.

JANUARYiNComiNg
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inherent Vice  Dying Light  Whiplash  Enemy  Fortitude

Eagerly ant-icipated

Not so forced

A post-Pixar future

Snares and swears

FiLm

Dolby Atmos
It was 

launched last 
year but 2015 

should be 
when Dolby’s 

noise-
bouncing  

tech comes  
to better  

films than 
Transformers: 

Age of 
Extinction. 

It uses 
upward-firing 

speakers to 
ricochet sound 

off your 
ceiling, giving 

the impression 
that it’s 

coming from 
above. And 
you know 

what? It only 
bloody works. 
Pioneer, KEF 

and Onkyo are 
on board with 
more sure to 
follow, plus  
an Atmos-  

enabled 
Blu-ray of 

Gravity is due 
in February. 
Go on, treat 

yourself to an 
Atmos-pheric 

spacewalk.
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The order 1886  Bloodline  Hyena  Chappie  Battlefeld Hardline  Blackhat  Bloodborne

 Fortitude

Sky Atlantic’s Fargo-esque 
new series takes place in an 
Arctic town where violent 
crime is about as common 
as sunbathing and Cornettos. 
So when somebody is 
murdered a detective flies  
in from outside to help the 
local police chief investigate 
and try to prevent the town 
descending into chaos. 
Worth watching for the 
incredible snowbound 
scenery almost as much  
as the story itself.

 Better Call Saul

Breaking Bad’s 10-episode 
spin-off hits Netflix in 
February. Set six years 
before Walter White’s meth 
antics began, when his 
nefarious lawyer was still 
going by the name Jimmy 
McGill, Better Call Saul
follows Jimmy’s transition  
to Saul Goodman – a lawyer 
who’ll do almost anything  
to stay out of court. The big 
question is: will Walter White 
pop up in the background 
buying biscuits?

 House Of Cards

Fresh from his appearance 
in Call Of Duty: Advanced 
Warfare, Kevin Spacey 
heads back to the White 
House for a third term as 
Frank Underwood in House 
Of Cards. A 12-second 
teaser for the Emmy- 
winning show sees Frank 
and his wife boarding Air 
Force One. Is this the start 
of the Underwoods’ plan  
to scheme their way to 
world domination? We’ll  
know all on 27 February.  

 Wayward Pines

With Twin Peaks not due to 
return until 2016, M Night 
Shyamalan has made his 
own homage set in a small 
Idaho town. Two police 
officers have disappeared 
and Matt Dillon’s Secret 
Service agent must find out 
how. Mirrors are smashed, 
foodstuffs are discussed, 
even the ‘Welcome to 
Wayward Pines’ sign looks 
familiar – so if you can’t wait 
for David Lynch’s real deal, 
this might keep you going.  

Breaking the Bar

Frosty reception

Lynch mob

Poker face

 Bloodline

Another new Netflix original series to binge-watch in  
a weekend and then question what you’re doing with 
your life, Bloodline is from the same trio who created 
Damages. It centres on a family of four siblings in the 
Florida Keys who are forced to face up to some home 
truths when their estranged brother returns. 

Family misfortunes

TV

Tizen TV 
With the 

remains of 
Palm’s WebOS 
powering LG’s 

smart TVs 
(and doing an 
excellent job 
of it) you can 
expect other 
TV makers to 
look to mobile 
interfaces for 

inspiration too. 
Samsung has 

long been a  
fan of its own 
Tizen OS, with 

persistent 
rumours  

that it’ll drop 
Android in 

favour of it, 
but one thing 
we know for 
sure is that 
there’ll be  
a Tizen-  

powered telly 
unveiled at 

CES. Samsung 
is saying there 

will be no big 
surprises, 
though, so 

don’t be too 
disappointed  
if there isn’t a 
whole Tizen- 
toting range. 
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TeCH

Grappling with family

Eject-o-Batz

A new way to knock

Going boldly…

Monster mania

It’ll be magic

Cardboard cover

Pop-in Locke

Oculus Rift

While we’re 
hoping to see 
a finished Rift 
virtual reality 
headset this 

year, Oculus’s 
recent 

acquisition  
of a company 
called Nimble 

VR might 
suggest that 
what we’ve 

seen so far is 
only part of 
the planned 

package. 
Nimble’s 

Sense camera 
uses a depth 

sensor to 
precisely  
track the 

position and 
movement of 
the wearer’s 

hands, and 
even individual 
fingers. It then 
uses this data 

to bring the 
hands into the 
virtual world. 
But why stop 

there? A 
full-body VR 
experience  
is surely on  

its way...

GameS

 Uncharted 4

The male Lara Croft jets off 
to some far-flung corner  
of the world again, but this 
time he’s had his pixels 
polished, learned to use a 
grappling hook and brushed 
up on his fisticuffs. The first 
gameplay video shows 
Drake scrambling across 
sheer rock faces and 
through flooded caves,  
and tangling with nefarious 
henchmen on his way to a 
rendezvous with a special 
guest: his brother. 

 Batman: 
Arkham Knight

While his silver screen 
incarnation prepares to take 
on Superman in 2016, The 
Dark Knight has another 
game to make in the 
meantime – and it seems 
the Batmobile is going to 
play a big part. Gameplay 
videos show the tank-like 
runaround being used to pull 
down doors, pepper baddies 
with bullets and launch 
Batman high into the air from 
some sort of ejector seat.

 Rainbow Six Siege

Tom Clancy’s new five- 
against-five multiplayer 
shooter puts you at  
the centre of a hostage 
situation – either trying  
to rescue one, or doing 
everything you can to stop 
that happening by fortifying 
walls and setting traps. That 
won’t stop the attackers 
blowing holes in the walls 
and floors, which looks like 
the most fun you can have 
with a breaching charge this 
side of 2016.

 No Man’s Sky

We’ve seen plenty of its 
procedurally generated 
universe, but much of what 
you actually do in No Man’s 
Sky is still unknown. You 
start off at the edge of a 
galaxy but where you go 
from there is up to you. But 
for Hello Games to give too 
much away goes against 
the whole exploratory 
ethos of NMS. We may 
not know everything  
about it, but that’s exactly 
how it should be.  

 Evolve

Taking the four-person 
co-op route of its maker’s 
previous game Left 4 
Dead, Evolve pits your 
quartet against a single, 
human-controlled monster 
rather than whole swarms 
of brain-hungry zombies 
– essentially it’s one big 
boss battle. The beast can 
power up by eating wildlife, 
while its main goal is to take 
out the generator before 
the foursome team up to 
take it down first.

 The Witcher 3: 
Wild Hunt

It might have been delayed 
until June but that hasn’t 
dampened our excitement 
for The Witcher 3. The 
delay is due to the team 
underestimating the size 
and complexity of the  
game, but if it means the 
horse-riding, sword-toting, 
beast-slaying, spell-casting 
action is everything we 
hoped it would be, we can 
handle having to wait a few 
more months to dive in.

 Metal Gear Solid V: 
The Phantom Pain

Hideo Kojima turns the 
weirdness right up in MGS 
V, with horses attached to 
weather balloons, cardboard 
box disguises with pictures 
of Playboy models pasted 
on the side and a wolf in an 
eyepatch. It’ll also see the 
return of Metal Gear Online, 
the game’s multiplayer 
mode, complete with stuffed 
toys to distract other 
players. Yep, the weirdness 
has crept in here too.

 Halo 5: Guardians

With its multiplayer beta 
happening right now (see 
p30 for our hands-on 
preview) Halo’s first proper 
Xbox One outing is well and 
truly on the horizon. While 
Master Chief is still the main 
Spartan, Guardians will 
introduce a new character 
called Agent Locke alongside 
him, although whether you’ll 
play as both is still a mystery. 
If the beta is anything to go 
by, it’ll be everything Halo
fans could wish for. 

jurassic World  Batman: arkham Knight  mad men  The avengers: age Of ultron
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 Project Cars

Having out-braked itself 
and missed the apex of  
its release date, Project 
Cars will make it to the 
starting grid a little later 
than planned, but its huge 
range of vehicle types, 
familiar British circuits  
and petrolhead-friendly 
difficulty curve mean 
there’s plenty more than 
just lots of nice-looking 
cars to get excited about 
here. It’ll even let you drive 
around in go-karts.
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Writer’s blocks HAL lot of love

Seconds out, round two

 The Dark Net by 
Jamie Bartlett

Bartlett’s journey into the 
murky underworld of the 
web gets a paperback 
release in 2015. If you 
thought the internet was  
all Facebook ‘likes’ and cat 
pictures, just wait until you 
read about how Bartlett 
bought drugs online as 
easily as buying socks, met 
with neo-Nazis and talked 
BitCoin with anarchists.

 The 2001 File by 
Christopher Frayling

Kubrick’s 2001: A Space 
Odyssey has probably had 
more books written about  
it than there are theories for 
what its ending means, but 
The 2001 File examines how 
Kubrick recruited two NASA 
engineers to design the 
film’s spaceships. Their input 
gave the film a plausible and 
memorable look that still 
stands up today.

 Eyes Wide Open: 
100 Years Of Leica by 
Hans-Michael Koetzle

These days Leica cameras 
cost more than a small car, 
but when the 1914 original 
was finally introduced in 
1925 (after being delayed  
by the First World War)  
it changed photography 
forever. As you might 
expect, this Leica history 
includes lots and lots of 
amazing photos.

 Create And 
Construct Incredible 
Minecraft Cities  
by Kirsten Kearney

Sometimes having total 
freedom can be the most 
stifling thing imaginable. 
Where to start when you 
have no limitations at all? 
This guide shows off some 
of the most extravagant 
Minecraft creations and 
offers guidance for building 
some of your own. 

Twisted web Do you Leica?
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 Fight Club 2 by Chuck Palahniuk

Fifteen years after the film was released, and 18 since Chuck Palahniuk’s original 
book, there’s going to be a sequel to Fight Club. In typical Project Mayhem 
style, it’s not as straightforward as you might expect. Rather than a novel it’ll  
be a 10-part comic-book series, written by Palahniuk and drawn by Cameron 
Stewart, an award-winning artist who has worked for DC and Marvel. And 
rather than obeying the famous rules, Palahniuk has been gassing about Fight 
Club’s return. The story picks up 10 years after it left off, with the narrator now 
married to Marla and with a son called Junior. At the same time, it will delve into 
Tyler’s past to tell the story behind his side of the narrator’s split personality. Oh, 
and if you haven’t read the original or seen the film, sorry, that’s a spoiler.

books
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tecH

They still care a lot Spicy rhymes

Tickets please Undead heat

Here we go again

Over Overgrown

Tidal 
If hi-res audio 
is ever going 
to be a thing 

that more 
than just  

Neil Young  
and a few 

chin-stroking 
audiophiles 
care about,  
it needs its 

own Spotify 
equivalent. 
Tidal has 25 

million songs 
available to 

stream in 
lossless 

quality, with 
desktop and 
mobile apps, 
plus support 
for network 

music players 
such as 

Bluesound and 
Simple Audio. 
It costs £20 
per month 
rather than  

a tenner, but 
you can’t put  

a price on 
pleased ears. 

Well, you  
can: £20  

per month.

 Faith No More

Reforming any band is 
always risky. Well, it is 
unless you have Mike 
Patton as your frontman. 
After releasing their first 
new material for nearly 20 
years back in November, 
Faith No More’s seventh 
album is due in April and  
it’s been completely  
funded and produced by  
the band. It’ll be released  
by them too, and if the 
single’s anything to go  
by it’ll be vintage FNM.

 Dingo

Dingo wants to be the Ebay 
of ticketing apps, although 
the aim isn’t to make as 
much money as possible 
like some sort of touting 
scumbag – it’s to ensure 
you don’t lose out if you end 
up with spares (or want to 
go to a sold-out gig without 
lining the pockets of those 
scumbags). Dingo lets you 
buy and sell tickets for face 
value or less, with payment 
taken care of within the app, 
and no pesky listing fees. 

 Action Bronson

New York’s finest 
gourmet-chef-turned-
rapper has taken some  
time out from making his 
excellent online food show 
F**k That’s Delicious to 
indulge his other first love: 
making great rap records. 
Mr Wonderful will be 
Action’s first album on  
a major label, so expect  
him to throw everything  
but the kitchen sink at it  
to make sure it sounds as 
tasty as possible. 

 Zombies, Run! 
(Season 4)

Those zombies are 
persistent, eh? After 
running away from them  
for three seasons already 
they’re still not tired, so  
the makers have written  
a fourth season. As always 
it’s a story designed to 
make exercising that little 
bit more bearable, with 
Runner 5 (that’s you) 
returning for another spell 
of scampering away from 
the undead. 

 Nokia Here for iOS

Since being removed from the App Store in the aftermath of 
iOS 7’s launch, Nokia’s Here mapping app has been absent from 
iPhones – but after going down well on Android it’ll make its iOS 
return this year. It offers voice guidance and offline caching, 
which means you can download the maps for foreign countries 
before you leave and avoid bankrupting yourself with data bills.

 James Blake

Notorious loudmouth Jimmy B has hardly been able to  
shut up about his new album. He said in November that the 
follow-up to Overgrown was about 70% done and was likely 
to feature thoughtful and mild-mannered warbler Kanye 
West (there’s a chance we’ve got those two mixed up). Could 
the recent 200 Press EP hint at a new Prince-like direction? 
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Day 01

TWo Weeks WiTh aPPLe CaRPLay

£350 / autoaudio.uk.com

Tom Parsons takes Apple’s new iPhone-powered in-car tech for a spin, 
courtesy of Pioneer’s new touchscreen stereo, the snazzy SPH-DA120

I’ve been seriously excited about 
CarPlay for ages now. I’ve been 
lucky enough to drive some fancy 
new cars this year – including  
the likes of the Jaguar F-Type  
and Audi R8 – and while none of 
the in-car tech is what you’d call 
poor, none get anywhere near 
the sort of slick, intuitive, smart 
experience we all get from our 
smartphone every day.

CarPlay promises exactly  
that – to transfer the iPhone 

experience directly to your car’s 
touchscreen – so when Pioneer 
asked if I wanted to test out its 
new £350 CarPlay-running SPH-
DA120 head unit I wasn’t about to 
turn down the opportunity.

I’ve looked into changing the 
stereo in my car a bunch of times 
and had been put off by the 
apparent fiddliness of the job,  
so I was properly impressed and 
relieved when I picked my car up 
from Auto Audio and found the 

whole thing had been sorted with 
no apparent issues.

The distinctly old-fashioned 
slot-loading CD drive and big-
buttoned radio have been replaced 
by a flashy 6in touchscreen, and 
I’m mighty chuffed from the off. 
Turn it on and Pioneer’s own 
interface pops up first, but plug  
an iOS 8 iPhone into the Lightning 
connector (which in my case has 
been conveniently routed to a 
little cubbyhole by my left elbow) 
and CarPlay bursts into life.

If you’re expecting typical 
Apple simplicity, you get it:  
apps are presented eight to a 
screen, with big, easily proddable 

icons. If you’re expecting the 
typical Apple app selection, you’re 
going to be disappointed. Only 
eight of my iPhone’s bajillion  
apps have a CarPlay mode:  
Maps, Music, Podcasts,  
Phone, Messages, Spotify,  
Rdio and Stitcher.

In fairness, having an app for 
music and one for navigation is 
the real priority while on the road  
and those bases are covered,  
but how well? I have to admit,  
the short journey home from  
the garage suggested Apple 
Maps might have turned a corner 
(sorry) – but this was going to  
need longer testing.

Dash of the iTunes

Even fancy in-car tech gets nowhere 
near the sort of slick experience we all 
get from our smartphone every day

Plug in your 
iPhone and 

CarPlay flashes up 
your compatible 

apps on its display 
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Day 10
The system crashes every couple 
of days, and there’s a Spotify issue 
whereby it refuses to play the 
selected track and instead spurts 
out whatever it fancies from your 
iPhone’s storage. The only fix 
seems to be to start the track  
on your phone instead: a no-no 
while driving. For now I make sure 
it’s playing before I set off, but it’s 
clear there are a fair few faults left.

Day 12
Having Spotify built into my car  
is great. The landscape layout of 
the Pioneer touchscreen means  
a lot of swiping to get through  
a long playlist, and you’re limited  
to saved playlists and Spotify 
specials, but it does sound a whole 
lot better than my old stereo, even 
through the same speakers.

Day 14
I’ve seen nothing to alter my  
view that Apple CarPlay (and  
rival Android Auto) is the future  
of in-car entertainment, but that 
future hasn’t arrived yet. It feels 
unfinished, with too many bugs 
and too few apps. I’m glad I’ve had 
it installed and excited to see it 
improve, but if I were you I wouldn’t 
take the plunge just yet.

Day 04
I was wrong about Apple Maps. 
Yes, it’s much better than it was 
and it will get you where you  
want to go with very clear voice 
instructions, but compared to  
a good dedicated sat-nav app it 
falls way short. It has traffic data, 
appearing as little red and yellow 
areas of snarlage, but once you’re 
rolling there are no warnings  
and there’s no apparent traffic 
avoidance. So today, despite  
my better judgement (and the 
pleading of my TomTom), I followed 
Apple Maps onto the North Circular. 
On a Friday. During rush hour.

Day 06
Having Siri as your in-car butler 
should be awesome, but he’s 
regularly mishearing things and  
often not available due to loss  
of data signal. Without an internet 
connection, he can’t even place a 
call to one of your phone contacts.

Day 07
The CarPlay podcast app has come 
at just the right time: the peak of 
my addiction to Serial. I’m almost 
hoping for traffic so I can listen  
to more before arriving at Stuff 
Towers. A hidden benefit of Apple 
Maps’ shortcomings, perhaps?

sTuff says

CarPlay will 
probably turn out 
great, but right 
now it feels as  
if it’s still parked 
firmly in beta
HHH✩✩

Lo n g -T e R m  T e sT

01 Apple style and 
simplicity in-car
02 Spotify and Maps might 
be all you ever need
03 But Maps can’t match 
a proper sat-nav app

04 It is currently still 
riddled with bugs so  
it’s not as seamless  
as it should be
05 Far too few CarPlay-
compatible apps right now

Donut of Truth™

Phone 
compatibility
iPhone 5, 5c, 5s, 
6, 6 Plus
Head unit tested
Pioneer  
SPH-DA120
Fitting
Double DIN
Display
6.2in WVGA 
multi-touch
Amp power
4x50W
Other functions
AppRadio, 
MirrorLink,  
HDMI, aux-in

Tech
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house party
No walls

For years, Sonos has been the undisputed king of multi-room hi-fi. But now 
others are getting in on the audio action – can anyone pinch the crown?

Any good?
Setup is slick and easy, and 
unless you own the CD-ripping, 
1TB-packing Vault (£600), which 
needs to be hardwired, the 
system is happy to run on your 
wireless network. You’ll want to 
make sure your connection is 
strong enough first.

You control what’s playing 
where via an app, and browse any 
music on your home network or 
online via streaming services such 
as Spotify, Tidal and Qobuz. 

But of course, what’s really 
important is how it all sounds, and 
the Bluesound system is on top 
of its game. Hi-res recordings are 
understandably more detailed 
and dynamic than you’ll hear from 
online streams and MP3s, but 
it’s not picky – anything you 

play through it has the same 
full-bodied presentation that 
works with all genres. 

The Duo (£900) and Pulse 
(£600) both have built-in 
speakers, but pick the Node 
(£400), or the Powernode 
(£600), which requires a separate 
pair of speakers, and there’s still 
a strong family sonic signature 
that’s punchy, expressive and 
powerful with a rich but precise 
bass and a refined treble.

Bluesound isn’t cheap, so if 
your multi-room motives stretch 
no further than streaming from 
Spotify, your money may be 
better spent elsewhere. But if 
you have a NAS drive full of hi-res 
music, or like the idea of getting 
one, this is the best-sounding 
multi-room system you can buy.

What’s the story? 
You might not have heard of 
Bluesound, but this new company 
has some serious tech heritage. 
Set up by many of the same 
brains behind respected British 
brand NAD, this is a system that 
is all about putting sound quality 
first, with support for hi-res files 
up to 24-bit/192kHz. That’s even 
better than CD quality, and means 
you get to hear the music just as 
the artist intended it. This is a big 
deal for audiophiles – it’s one of 
the only multi-room systems 
offering this support. 

The five-strong Bluesound 
family aims to fill every sonic 
situation – from ripping to storage 
to playback – but at a starting 
price of £400, it’s much pricier 
than its rivals.

Bluesound  from £400

The app

Control of all players 
and services is dead 
easy through the 
Bluesound app, and 
support for the Tidal 
CD-quality music 
service is awesome

stuff says

The greatest 
challenge to  
Sonos yet seen,  
and the best option 
for audio nerds
HHHHH

Bluesound family tree

Router

PulseDuoVault

+ existing hi-fi + existing speakers

Powernode Node

+ existing hi-fi
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Any good? 
The newly updated Pure 
Connect app makes a great first 
impression, with step-by-step 
instructions bringing Sonos 
levels of simplicity.

Where it does begin to get 
a little tricky is in the way Pure 
Connect doubles up as both the 
control app for your multi-room 
system and local music, and the 
home of Pure’s own streaming 
service – which, if you’re not 
a subscriber, can just get in 
the way. 

You can’t access any other 
streaming services through Pure 
Connect either – you have to use 
the speakers’ Caskeid Bluetooth 
functionality and control the 
music from your app of choice, 
which feels disjointed. Using this 

method is a little more limited 
than just streaming through 
Pure Connect, too – you can’t 
play different songs through 
different speakers. 

Sound-wise, the Jongo family 
is certainly not short on power, 
though for the most balanced 
presentation you can reach into 
the EQ settings and knock the 
bass down a notch or two.

This doesn’t affect its up-front 
and energetic character, which is 
enjoyable and hugely listenable, 
but overall, there’s a touch more 
refinement and clarity needed to 
challenge the best.

At this price, though, there’s 
little to complain about. If you’re 
on a budget and want a flexible 
system, the Pure Jongo setup 
should definitely be on your list. 

What’s the story? 
Pure’s Jongo system was one 
of the first to take on Sonos, but 
with a more affordable price tag. 
Now in its second year, it appears 
to have done a bit of growing up. 
Gone are the colourful grilles, and 
in their place is a simpler, more 
mature, monochromatic look. 

There have been changes 
internally too, including a major 
audio update, improvements 
to the user experience and 
app, and the introduction of 
Caskeid Bluetooth multi-room 
functionality. 

It’s also the most affordable 
option by quite a margin, starting 
at just £100 for the smallest T2X 
speaker. If you’re upgrading your 
existing hi-fi it’s even cheaper: 
only £50 for the A2. 

g r o u p  t e st  M u lt i - r o o M  au d i o

Pure Jongo X  from £50

The app

The focus on  
Pure’s own Connect 
music service is 
understandable,  
but perhaps not 
ideal for Spotify 
users (ie: everyone)

stuff says

Sing with us:  
Jongo, (um) Jongo, 
it’s really quite 
affordable for  
your audibles…
HHHH✩

Pure Jongo X family tree

S3XT6X

Router

T4XT2X

+ existing hi-fi

A2
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Any good?
Setting up is simple and, as with 
every other system, there’s an 
app to act as the control centre, 
offering an easy user interface for 
browsing your music and deciding 
what’s playing where.

It’s not quite as seamless as 
Sonos just yet, with local and 
online music sources not working 
together seamlessly enough to 
feel as though you own all of the 
music there is. Not only are you 
unable to build a playlist with a mix 
of local and streamed music, but 
you can’t build and save playlists 
using streaming services at all. 
You’ll have to have those prepared 
in advance.

File compatibility is pretty good 
and hi-res music is supported up 
to a point too, offering playback of 

files up to 24-bit/96kHz. It will 
actually play tracks of a higher 
quality, but they’re downscaled 
on the fly so you don’t get all of 
the extra fidelity.

The mid-sized M5 speaker 
(£230) is our favourite, offering 
the best balance across the 
frequencies, particularly when 
compared to the larger M7 
(£330). The new M3 (£160) 
provides an even smaller solution 
with a cheaper price tag.

Whichever speaker you opt for, 
we found bass tighter and sound 
better dispersed when they’re 
standing up, but it’s worth having 
a play around yourself.

It a shame Samsung hasn’t 
quite managed that strong family 
sound across its range like Sonos 
has, but it’s not far off.

What’s the story?
It was only a matter of time 
before Samsung took a punt 
at multi-room audio.

The three all-in-one speakers 
have the same triangular design 
that allows them to be used either 
laid flat or stood upright. There’s 
also the WAM-270 Link Mate 
(£260) for connecting to any 
existing hi-fi, and even some of 
Samsung’s new soundbars, home 
cinema systems and TVs can link 
up with the system.

You will need to buy the £50 
wireless Hub, which hardwires to 
your router, but otherwise, prices 
for the various components 
undercut the Sonos equivalents. 
With NFC, Bluetooth and DLNA 
connectivity included, there’s 
even a spec advantage.

g r o u p  t e st  M u lt i - r o o M  au d i o

Samsung M Series  from £160

The app

Samsung’s app is 
clean and simple, 
but segregating 
songs from different 
services makes  
you feel less like  
an all-powerful DJ

stuff says

This is mighty 
impressive – we’re 
already excited 
about the second 
generation 
HHHHH

Samsung M Series family tree

Router

Wireless Audio Multi-room Hub

Soundbars, home cinemas  and TVs

M5M3 M7

WAM-270 Link Mate

+ existing hi-fi
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Any good?
Sonos’s experience shows. With 
eight main products in its line-up, 
it has the majority of situations 
covered, whether you’re starting 
from scratch or just want to add 
multi-room to an existing hi-fi. 

This means you can buy into 
Sonos from £170 (for the Play:1 
speaker), with the comfort of 
knowing that this is a system 
can grow with you, whatever 
your needs and budget.

It only takes minutes to get 
up and running. and a recent 
update means the system will 
work entirely on your home 
wi-fi, though you might consider 
a Sonos Bridge (£40) or the 
wi-fi-enhancing Boost (£80). 

The supporting app and user 
interface have been honed to 

near perfection. Support for 
streaming services is the best 
out there, meaning you can move 
seamlessly between over 40 
services and any music stored 
on your home network.

There is one limitation: Sonos 
only supports up to CD-quality 
files, so anything higher than that 
simply won’t play. Those with a 
penchant for hi-res will need to 
look elsewhere.

When it comes to performance, 
Sonos offers rich, well-balanced 
character that makes for an 
engaging listen. It can’t compete 
with Bluesound’s level of detail, 
but there’s still plenty of insight 
up for grabs here.

The original and still the best 
for most people, Sonos remains 
a thoroughly stylish option.

What’s the story? 
When it comes to multi-room 
audio systems, Sonos has pretty 
much single-handedly shaped 
the market into what it is today 
– so much so it’s hard to know if 
it even truly existed before Sonos 
did. For years it’s set the bar for 
design, sound quality and ease 
of use, and for the most part 
has been left largely unbothered 
by any of its competition… at least 
until recently. 

As a system, it has two big 
things going for it: breadth of 
choice and simplicity of use. In the 
time its rivals have needed to play 
catch-up, it’s been able to launch a 
huge range of products and get on 
side with a long list of streaming 
services, not to mention really 
nailing the usability side of it all.

Sonos  from £170

The app

Still the benchmark, 
Sonos’s app has 
been whittled to 
brilliance: the latest 
update is global 
search across  
all services

stuff says

The challengers  
are stronger than 
ever, but Sonos  
still comes out  
on top… for now
HHHHH

g r o u p  t e st  M u lt i - r o o M  au d i o

+ existing speakers

Connect Amp Play:1 Play:3 Play:5 Playbar

Sub+ existing hi-fi

Connect

Bridge

Router

Sonos family tree
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3 Go ultra
The 920XT’s UtraTrac mode 
only switches on GPS at 
intervals, extending battery 
to 40hrs for ultra marathons. 
We didn’t test this, though...

4 Know your cadence
Advanced features include 
running cadence, vertical 
oscillation and ground contact 
stats. You’ll need a chest strap 
to get your heart-rate.

2 Simple data
It lacks the level of 
customisation offered by 
the Garmin, but the layout is 
clear and you can quickly scroll 
through pace and HR screens.

1 Hearty stuff
There’s a lump on the back – 
the optical heart-rate sensor. 
It’s impressively accurate, 
but you’ll have to get the 
watch strap nice and snug.

V e r s u s  g p s  f i t n e s s  wat c h e s
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These wrist-mounted statisticians will log your every step, stroke and 
pedal to fitness supremacy. But which will be your new training partner? 

● TomTom’s 
MySports online 
hub (actually 
MapMyFitness  
in disguise) does  
a passable job of 
displaying your 
stats, but doesn’t 
offer the level of 
insight available  
on Garmin Connect. 
However, the 
TomTom’s strength 
is that you can 
upload your data 
via Blutooth to 
multiple third-party 
services – such 
as Strava and 
Runkeeper.

● Garmin Connect 
has been updated 
with an overhauled 
‘dashboard’ layout 
which you can 
customise to your 
liking and use with 
multiple Garmin 
devices – if you 
have them. The 
920XT skips the 
most tedious step 
by automatically 
uploading your 
workouts for you 
via Wi-Fi as soon 
as you get home. 
Which is handy.

Logging 
what 
you’re 
jogging

 Trainer 
vs trainer

What’s the story?
After breaking free of its Nike partnership, 
TomTom’s own brand of GPS watches is 
gathering pace. The Multi-Sport Cardio 
does away with a separate heart-rate belt, 
using optical sensors on the back instead. 
It’s the least fussy of the two, and can be 
found for half the price of the Garmin.

Is it any good?
While it is a ‘multi-sport’ watch that covers 
swimming, cycling and running, TomTom is 
insistent that this isn’t a ‘triathlon’ watch. 
In a way, that’s right – you can’t really 
track a triathlon with it. Unlike the Garmin, 
there’s no triathlon mode in which you can 
neatly skip from one discipline to the next; 
you’d have to hit stop on your swim, then 
start logging a separate bike session. It’s 
a shame because such a seemingly simple 
software update would really hit the mark. 
The built-in heart-rate monitor works 
brilliantly, adding just a little bulk over the 
standard version. However, its thick strap 
and stiff plastic protrusion beneath the 
four-way button make it less comfortable. 
Early issues with slow GPS fixes have 
been solved, now clocking similar times to 
the Garmin. The pared down menu system 
is easy to find your way around. It doesn’t 
have Wi-Fi, but you can upload workouts 
via the handy TomTom Mysports app.

What’s the story?
Garmin’s flagship triathlon-focused GPS 
watch has had another overhaul, making it 
sleeker, smarter and more comprehensive. 
Featuring a specific triathlon mode, it’s 
aimed at the athletic elite, but it also 
includes daily step-tracking and inactivity 
alerts to prise you up from the sofa.

Is it any good?
The 920XT’s large face and unashamedly 
sporty looks make it stand out like  
a membership badge for triathletes. 
Thankfully it’s light, not too bulky and 
comfortable enough to wear all day. Its 
star feature is the dedicated triathlon 
mode which allows you to start running, 
then hit enter each time to move between 
sports, counting each bit (including 
transitions) separately. This watch has 
so much included, it’s bewildering – you 
can even use metronome mode to buzz 
at a certain rate to pace your running 
cadence. The open water swimming 
mode is unusual too, combining GPS 
and movement data to make a close 
estimate of your route. It’ll connect to 
other ANT+ hardware, pulling in data from 
power meters and other bike kit. If kept 
updated it’ll get a GPS fix in as little as five 
seconds. It’s a serious tool with everything 
you could possibly need (and more). 

Garmin 
Forerunner 920XT

TomTom 
Multi-Sport Cardio

Price £250 / tomtom.com
Tech 144x168px display ● no Wi-Fi 
● Battery 8hrs GPS+HR, 10hrs GPS only 
● 13.8mm thick, 63g ● Waterproof 50m

Price £420 with chest strap / garmin.com
Tech 205x148px display ● Wi-Fi 
● Battery 24/40hrs (UltraTrac) 
● 12.7mm thick, 61g ● Waterproof 50m

Stuff says ★★★★I

The most powerful training watch there  
is – only the price tag holds it back

Stuff says ★★★★I

The TomTom cuts the fuss out of fitness 
tracking, but we’d love a triathlon mode

V e r s u s  g p s  f i t n e s s  wat c h e s
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laying Far Cry 4 is like 
going into a supermarket 
for bread: to get to the 

bread you have to walk past aisles  
of other goodies, and before  
you know it you’ve bought a kilo  
of chocolate and some luxury 
pastrami. In the same way, you’ll 
set out intent on following the 
game’s story, but on the way  
to a checkpoint you’ll invariably 
run across a radar tower, an 
enemy-held outpost or a herd  
of animals whose pelts you need 
to make a new weapon, and all of  

a sudden your original motivation 
goes flying out the window.

Not that we’re complaining. Like 
all really good open-world games, 
Far Cry 4 places a premium on 
distraction, and in doing so adds 
weeks – or months – of extra 
entertainment. There’s a decent 
enough plot (you don’t need to 
have played any of the previous 
Far Cry games, by the way) but 
the best moments are those you 
create for yourself in the open 
world – moments like riding  
an elephant through an enemy 

outpost, or escaping a horde of 
enemies by leaping off a cliff and 
deploying a wingsuit.

That said, it’s worth pointing out 
that some story missions demand 
a stealthy approach – if the AI 
spots you, you’re back to square 
one – and after all that open-world 
freedom, some segments can feel 
like heavy going. On the plus side 
there’s two-player co-op, so if  
you find a fort you can’t take down 
solo, you can ask a pal to help.

There’s also a team multiplayer 
mode, in which one side is armed 

with traditional firearms while  
the other gets bows and arrows 
(and elephants). It’s pretty  
decent, but before long you’ll  
more than likely be back to  
looting chests, hunting animals, 
crafting weapons and unlocking 
new areas of the map. Because, 
while Far Cry 4 is a well-made 
adventure peppered with colourful 
psychopaths, the real star of the 
show is the vast and beautiful 
playground of Kyrat. We suggest 
you answer its call.
Nick Cowen

Stuff SayS  Bigger, better and more beautiful than ever, this is a glorious timesink  ★★★★★

Far Cry 4
Another holiday doesn’t quite go to plan in Ubisoft’s latest open-world adventure.  
This time, a flamboyant dictator and some elephants may prove rather distracting

PS4, PS3, Xbox One,  
Xbox 360, PC / ubisoft.com

t e St  g a m e S 
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The narrative of Far Cry 4
centres on Ajay Ghale and his 
quest to scatter his mother’s 
ashes in the country of her 
birth, Kyrat. Upon arriving, he’s 
snapped up by the local dictator 
– a pink-suited psycho named 
Pagan Min – from whose 
clutches he escapes. Ajay then 
comes into contact with Kyrat’s 
freedom fighter movement, 
The Golden Path, and that’s 
where the story starts to hinge 
on your moral choices.

The Golden Path has two 
leaders, Amita and Sabal, and 
the two of them have very 
different ideas on how best to 
bring down Pagan Min’s brutal 
rule. Sabal is a conservative; 
while he puts a premium on  
the value of human life, he’s 
also committed to bringing 
Kyrat back to what he sees  
as traditional values. Amita has 
no time for Sabal’s borderline 
sexist outlook, but she’s not 
above taking over Pagan Min’s 
drug-running operations if it 
means schools and hospitals 
can be built.

There’s no clear moral 
compass between the pair,  
and the narrative is made all  
the more compelling by the fact 
that you’re eventually forced  
to pick a side. As with all well-
written ethical decisions, each 
path comes with its own 
compromises and there’s  
no obvious answer. 

The Golden Path:
time to pick a side

If you liked the bow in Far 

Cry 3, you’ll know which 

multiplayer team to join

Combine vehicles, animals 

and explosives for  

creative mayhem

t e St  g a m e S 
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ever Alone shows just how 
far a game can get on pure 
charm. It looks wonderful, 

it’s rich with lore and atmosphere 
and it tells an endearing story. The 
only pity is, it runs out of steam at 
the midway mark and, played solo, 
can be frustrating and fiddly. 

The game tells the story of  
a young Inuit girl named Nuna  
and her companion, an Arctic  
fox. Returning to her village, she 
discovers everyone has fled from 
an evil giant. With her furry friend 
in tow – and the giant on her  
heels – she sets out into the 
tundra to find her family.

Never Alone spins a compelling 
yarn. The narrative takes the form 
of a folk tale and, even though Nuna 
and the fox never utter a word of 
dialogue, it’s easy to warm to them 
as they plough their way through 
the snow. Beset by dangerous 
entities – some spiritual, some 
physical – the pair will have you 
rooting for them. 

Sadly, the game’s mechanics 
and design don’t wholly support 
these adorable characters: the 
platforming feels somewhat 

unwieldy, and the controls can  
be unresponsive. It’s also evident 
that the game has been designed 
with co-op in mind, as it doesn’t 
suit solo play so well.  

Yet there’s a lot to admire about 
Never Alone. The presentation is 
absolutely gorgeous and the use 
of the Arctic environment and 
culture is something special. This 
game digs deep into the roots of  
its inspiration: a real sense of place 
and time is always present. 

It’s just a shame the gameplay 
lets it down. Too often, players will 
find themselves in predicaments 
where the way forward is totally 
unclear, or where the timing of 
their movements and the game’s 
AI trips them up, or where an 
attempt at puzzle-solving has 
them wasting time before finding 
that their first attempt was correct 
and the game simply glitched. 

So we can’t wholeheartedly 
recommend Never Alone without 
putting our reservations on record. 
But the presentation and charm 
make it well worth a go – just find 
someone to play it with you.
Nick Cowen

sTuff says  Some frustrating technical problems, but a beautiful, original game  ★★★★✩

Never Alone
Created in collaboration with native Alaskan storytellers, this platform 
game is a real stunner – but is the gameplay as easy to love as the design?

PC, PS4, Xbox One /

neveralonegame.com

N

Many of the 

gameplay 

shortcomings 

are solved if 

you play with  

a friend

The decidely 

chilly swimming 

sections will 

have you 

turning the 

heating up



Cue the music...

   Q Acoustics.

      Media 4 The real hi-f soundbar 

Sonic wizardry for music and movies
With its 100w amplifer and built-in subwoofer, the Media 4 plays music, 
TV sound and movies with astonishing quality - no extra boxes required!

Simply plug and play - plus wirelessly connect smartphones, tablets and laptops 
using aptX Bluetooth.

Wall mounts with built-in bracket or shelf-mount with supplied anti-vibration feet.

www.Qacoustics.co.uk

AV Forums ‘Highly Recommended’,

July 2014

Trusted Reviews ’Recommended’,

October 2014

Home Cinema Choice ‘Best Buy’,

July 2014

Soundbars & soundbases

Best soundbar £300-600 

Q Acoustics Media 4

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 

What Hi-Fi? Awards 2014, 

‘Product of the Year’
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Will this £100k Mercedes monster do what many others have 
attempted and topple the Porsche 911 from its Teutonic treetop?

■ The AMG GT S is the first car 
to be developed entirely in-house 
by Mercedes’ revered tuning arm. 
There are two versions: the AMG 
GT, which develops 456bhp from 
the twin-turbocharged 4.0-litre 
V8 engine, and the GT S, which 
takes the power up to 503bhp. 
We opted for the latter, obviously.

■ After just a few minutes 
behind the wheel, it becomes 
clear that this machine was born 
to race. Even in ‘Comfort’ mode, 
the suspension feels firm and 
blemishes in the road are soon 
transmitted to the buttock area. 

■ The AMG engineers spent 
months working on the engine 
note alone, and the result is 
impressive: it begins with a deep 
bellow and rises to a howl as it 
reaches the top of its rev range.

■ Despite its menacing 
demeanour, the adjustable levels 
of traction and safety assistance 
make the GT S easier to wrangle 
than expected. But don’t be 
fooled: in Race mode the rear  
will step out, producing the odd 
heart-in-mouth moment. It’s 
entertaining, if slightly scary, and 
becomes even more addictive as 
you tune into its wicked ways.

■ The cabin is very comfortable 
and, bar the firm ride, it’s hard to 
disagree with Mercedes’ claims 
that it could be used every day.

The AMG GT S may not be as precise as its key rival, the Porsche 911 – nor is it quite 
as adept at hiding its track-slaying ways when mooching around town – but there’s 
something very alluring about its animalistic personality. It’s certainly enough to have 
Jaguar F-Type, Audi R8 and the aforementioned 911 owners contemplating what’s on 
their driveways… and should be on anyone’s £100k sports car shortlist. 

Not simply 
 a sports car, 

 but an animal 
Leon Poultney

Angrier Merc cool

stuff sAys  A head-turner that provides driving thrills by the bucketload ★★★★★

Touching functions
An 8.4-inch central screen takes 
care of the infotainment package 
and features a data connection  
so that occupants can check 
Facebook, receive live traffic 
information and use Google Maps. 

Engine 4.0-litre twin-turbocharged 
V8 0-62mph 4.0 sec for GT, 
3.8 sec for GT S Top speed 189mph 
for GT, 193mph for GT S  
Fuel economy 30mpg 
Emissions 216g/km for GT, 
219g/km for GT S Weight 1615kg
Price from £110,495

Born to run
Flick to Sport, Sport+ or even the 
psychopathic Race mode in the 
Dynamic Select control function, 
and the car swings from irritated to 
utterly infuriated, desperate to be 
pushed harder through the bends.
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The new iMac’s 14.7million-pixel 
screen could change the way you 

work... just give it a few years

If you spend your life watching media, be wary before you part with your £2000. 
There’s a distinct shortage of 4K films in the UK: Netflix doesn’t yet stream 4K to 
desktop, and even YouTube’s few ‘4K’ videos look compressed. And before you can 
stream it, you need a broadband line that can tick along happily at 25mbps. We’re 
seduced by that screen alone, but an iMac 5K is an investment for what’s to come.

An astounding 
screen for the 

4K films of  
the future

Mark Payton

Very high five

Stuff SayS More powerful PCs can’t match that stunning screen and body ★★★★✩

Buttoned-up
The iMac’s ultra-sleek 27in 
desktop still sneaks in four  
USB 3.0 ports, two Thunderbolt 
ports, Gigabit Ethernet, an SD card 
slot and – of course – a 3.5mm 
headphone socket. 

Tight-lipped
Despite needing to punch around 
those 14.7 million pixels, our 5K  
iMac stayed soundless throughout 
our test period – thanks to some 
good ventilation running the length 
of the screen base. 

■ The 5120x2880 display is 
astonishing, and OS X Yosemite 
looks nothing short of glorious,  

to the point where we’d swear 
the update was designed purely 

to show off the iMac 5K. 

■ At 221 pixels per inch (ppi), 
it’s actually less dense than a 

high-res phone (the LG G3 has 
538ppi), but this is as sharp as 

any desktop needs to be – to see  
a pixel, you’d need to have your 

nose against the glass.

■ This Mac is a multi-tasker’s 
dream. Forget Cmd-Tab: five or 

six windowed applications can 
run side by side on the huge, pin-

sharp display, at a scale that’s 
perfectly workable and without 

any perceivable lag. This feels like 
a new kind of desktop – one on 

which nothing is ever minimised.

■ At £2000 it ain’t cheap, and 
upgrading the base model’s quad-

core Intel i5 to an i7 is another 
£200. It’s hard to fault the i5 – 

apps flick around noticeably faster 
than on a specced-up Retina 

MacBook Pro, and YouTube 4K 
videos are stutter-free – but 

including the i7 in the price would 
have made it irresistible.

■ Right now, the 5K is aimed at 
specialists: serious photographers, 

4K video editors and others. But 
it’s an enticing taste of where 

desktops are headed.

Tech specs

Display 27in (5120x2880) IPS 
Processor 3.5GHz quad-core 
Intel i5 RAM 8GB Storage 1TB 

Fusion Drive Graphics AMD 
Radeon R9 M290X 2GB  

Price from £2000

t e St a P P L e  i M ac  R e t i n a  5 K  D i S P L ay
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Rega RP8/aPheta
While we wait for the arrival of a metal 
band called Skeletal Plinth, we’re happy 
for the phrase to be the calling card of 
this fine, angular turntable. The plus 
side of the plinth’s minimalist design  
is that it picks up fewer unwanted 
airborne vibrations. The downsides are 
the inability to attach a dust cover and 
the fact that the material (closed-cell 
polyolefin foam, obviously) isn’t that 
smooth and looks a bit unfinished.  
So Rega supplies a surround to  
sit around the plinth. In effect, it’s  
a superb-sounding record player  
wearing secret sexy underwear.
£2200 / rega.co.uk

design
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design

PosH & 
decks

[ Photography Pete Gardner ]

High-end, high-tech hi-fi for those with high 
expectations… and a tolerance of high prices 
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O
f course there are com

pelling 

technical reasons w
hy the Arabesque 

M
inissim

o looks this w
ay. The 

elim
ination of unhelpful standing 

w
aves inside the cabinet, for instance. 

the extraordinarily thin cabinet w
alls 

To offer increased rigidity to counteract 

(w
hich also allow

s the speakers to 

deliver a far larger-scale sound than 

sim
ilar-sized rivals). But frankly, 

Crystal Cable could just say: “They 

look this w
ay because w

e w
anted 

them
 to be as beautiful as possible” 

and w
e’d just say: “Fair enough”.

£10, 000 / crystalcable.com

design
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Digital-to-analogue conversion m
ight 

well b
e the m

ost critical stage of the 

hard-drive-to-ear jo
urney m

usic 

takes, so w
hy hide your DAC away 

like it’s something to
 be ashamed of? 

Korg, hero of the pro scene fo
r decades, 

understands – so the DS-DAC-100 

is a DAC as a conversation piece. If
 

Darth Vader had a stack of b
anging 

tunes he lis
tened to

 during his 

down-tim
e, here’s the DAC he’d 

use to
 get the best out of them.

£400 / korg.com
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McIn
tosh M

XA70 

Yes, six grand is a lo
t of m

oney fo
r 

what, at fir
st glance, appears to

 be 

a m
icro-system w

ith pretensions. 

But the M
XA70 is a M

cIntosh, w
hich 

means it’s coming fro
m a distinguished 

lin
eage of c

ool g
reen-and-blue lig

hting 

and the fin
est VU m

eters ever offe
red 

to m
an. A

nd then you re
alise it’s not 

even a m
icro-system, ju

st an amp 

(admittedly w
ith a hi-res DAC on 

board) a
nd a pair of s

peakers, and it 

starts to
 lo

ok expensive again. B
ut 

plug it in, lig
ht it up and take a lo

ng, 

luxurious lis
ten. It

’s a bargain.   

£6000 / m
cintoshlabs.com
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● A&R 
(Cambridge) A60
Combining a hi-fi- 
is-a-serious-
business aesthetic 
with barnstorming 
performance, 1976’s 
A60 amplifier built  
a company (later 
known as Arcam). 

● Bang & Olufsen 
Beocenter 9500
Back in 1989, nobody 
else’s music system 
was a seductive 
amalgam of polished 
aluminium, smoked 
glass and touch-
sensitive controls.  
So sophisticated.

AurAL trIbutes Hi-fi’s biggest icons

● Technics 
SL1200/SL1210
An absolute donkey 
of a record player, 
able to survive 
baggage-handlers, 
nightclub weather 
systems and the 
indifference of tired 
DJs with equal grace. 

● Apple iPod
Perfect in dimension 
and proportion, and 
as easy to use as  
a pencil, the iPod 
arrived in 2001 and 
changed everyone’s 
relationship with 
music forever at  
a single stroke. 
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24 hours with the 
PlayStation TV

Good
Meh
Evil

1min 2mins 3mins 15mins 20mins 45mins 1 hr 2hrs  3hrs 

Playing H
otli

ne M
ia

m
i in

ste
ad. T

his 

is w
hat t

he O
uya should’ve been

When Stuff gave the 
PlayStation 4 its five-star 
review in October 2013, its 
Remote Play features stood 
out as a sign of a console 
with big plans for the future. 
But unless you’re a Vita 
owner (there are some  
out there, right?) it’s a nifty 
function that’s so far gone 
largely unused. 

Now we have PlayStation 
TV – a tiny box that allows 
you to replicate your PS4’s 
screen on another TV in the 
house by streaming it over 
your home network. It also 
has enough oomph on board  
to play a truly massive 
selection of Vita, PSP and 
PSone games.

So… is it the PS4’s first 
must-have accessory? 

Ah, it
 alre

ady needs an update
. O

f 

cours
e it 

does: it
’s a P

laySta
tio

n

Blim
ey, it

’s tin
y –

 but s
til

l s
olid

 

enough to
 choke a hostil

e donkey

It’
s an absolute

 cinch to
 set u

p: 

power, H
DM

I, d
one

Sham
e no D

ualS
hock in

cluded –
 

got t
o re

tri
eve one fr

om
 th

e lo
unge

It 
to

ok tw
o atte

m
pts

 but it
’s now

 

connecte
d to

 m
y P

S4

Conceded a slo
ppy goal o

n FIF
A. 

Noth
ing’s changed th

ere

So it’
s dro

pping a fe
w

 fr
am

es here
 

and th
ere

, b
ut n

oth
ing cata

stro
phic

Ah, m
y fla

tm
ate

s are
 hom
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All I have to do is stream
Is Sony’s miniature box of game-to-TV streaming tricks the 
sidekick your PS4 needs, or a frustrating missed opportunity?

£85 / playstation.com

2 Better latency than never
With the network doing minimal 
heavy lifting, it streams from the 
PS4 without much fuss, although 
it can take more than one attempt 
to make the initial connection. 
There’s a hint of latency but 
nothing that makes it unplayable. 
We could play FIFA 15 without 
it affecting our finely-tuned  
one-touch passing too much.

3 Game interrupted
Online, we had more trouble. 
Playing FIFA against a friend it felt 
a bit like we (or our starting 11) had 
been for a few pints, with reaction 
times of the players to our input 
noticeably slower. Not great for 
competitive multiplayer, then, but 
great for continuing your Far Cry 4
campaign when you’re kicked off 
the main TV.

1 Livin’ la Vita loca
PlayStation TV is essentially a  
Vita without the screen, controls  
or battery. It’s tiny. You plug it into 
your telly and use a DualShock 3 or 
4 controller to navigate Vita-style 
menus. Sony recommends you 
connect via Ethernet but we used 
Wi-Fi, because this might well  
end up in a room where Ethernet 
cables are not welcome.
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n Ready or not
Sony says it’s working on 
more streaming services 
but you can’t shake the 
feeling that PS TV has 
launched unfinished. As 
it’s been available in Japan 
for a year already that’s 
just not good enough.

n Size matters
The black box isn’t much 
to look at but it makes 
Sky’s Now TV look quite 
chunky. Plus it weighs 
just enough that you 
won’t think you’ve spent 
£85 on a box of random 
wires and magic fluff. 

n Wired awake
When wired it drops fewer 
frames than on Wi-Fi but 
the lag is unnoticeable 
over either. It’s still a more 
solid experience than you 
get with Remote Play on 
the Vita or Sony Xperia 
Z3 Tablet Compact.

n Stingy streaming
It currently only offers 
movies and shows from 
the PlayStation Store, 
and even then they’re 
only in SD. Try to fire up 
Netflix or iPlayer from  
the PS4 and you’ll just  
get an error message.

PlayStation TV’s USP is second-
screen gaming and there’s nothing 
else out there like it. If your TV is 
regularly contested territory and 
you have a sturdy network, this is 

a much easier option than unplugging your 
PS4 whenever you don’t win custody of 
the living room. Whether that’s worth £85 
is a different matter entirely. @wiggowiggo

Your PS4 does way more than just play games, so 
that must be true of PlayStation TV too, right? Er…

CPU ARM Cortex-A9 Core (quad-core)
GPU IMG SGX543MP4+
Connectivity Wi-Fi, Ethernet, 
Bluetooth, USB, HDMI
Storage 1GB
Output 720p/1080i
Dimensions 65x105x13.6mm, 110g 

stuff says HHH✩✩
the potential is there but 
playstation tV doesn’t do 
enough to justify its price tag
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4 Space invaders
As a standalone micro-console  
it does a decent job. There’s a slot  
for any Vita games you already 
own, plus a whole catalogue of old 
PlayStation games to download. 
But with Fez and Hotline Miami 
taking up over 600MB of its 1GB 
storage you’re going to run out of 
room before you can say “there’s  
a card slot for expandable storage”.

5 Any port in a storm
Without any work to port games  
to a non-touchscreen device,  
the transition isn’t entirely 
seamless. Hotline Miami, which 
we’d previously bought for the 
Vita, made references to ‘dragging 
the screen’ which didn’t have much 
effect on our ageing TV. You have 
to wonder if it’s worth buying  
a second-hand PS3 instead.

It’s not just about gaming
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Giving a helping hand
Open Bionics’ open-source designs 
are already being used to 3D-print 
robotic hands for bomb victims in 

Syria, Ukraine and Palestine
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HAMAE
Sophie Charara skips past autonomous camera drones and modular 

smartwatches at Intel’s Make It Wearable final in San Francisco 
to shake hands with the future of affordable bionics

oys, GoPro mounts, creepily 
accurate models of our own 
heads. We’ve had fun with 3D 
printing, but it’s taken a while 
to find something really useful 
and even life-changing. That 
was until we met Bristol-based 
Open Bionics, a company with 
an unusual goal: to build a 
robotic hand, using readily 

available 3D scanners and printers, for a 
fraction of the cost of today’s custom units. 
It’s an exciting goal, because robot hands are 
amazing, but it’s also a noble one: it will allow 
kids who currently use basic prosthetics to 
feel like superheroes. 

The hand is a very, very complicated 
piece of machinery: for mundane tasks like 
drinking coffee and thumbing through email, 
you use 27 bones, 29 joints, 123 ligaments, 
35 muscles, 48 nerves and 30 arteries. So 
where do you start building one?

It began as a kind of bizarre insurance policy. 
Back in 2007, a 17-year-old robotics nut called 
Joel Gibbard decided to back himself up. 

“I decided that physically, if either my eyes 
or my hands failed, then I wouldn’t be able to 

do what I love,” he explains. “My misguided 
logic was that if I was ever to lose a hand, 
I would be able to use this robotic hand 
to make myself a better one. I would have 
something just in case.” 

Bionic handshake

I’m chatting to Joel (above), now 24, just after 
he and his Open Bionics business partner 

Samantha Payne have won the second prize 
of £125,000 at Intel’s first Make It Wearable 
competition in San Francisco. The judging 
panel of celebs ’n’ CEOs gush over the team’s 
noble intention to sell the robotic hand 
directly to amputees for less than $1000 
and make all the designs available free online. 
“And you’ve done all this open-source?” 
asks Intel CEO Brian Krzanich. “Wow!”

▲
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The secret behind Open Bionics’ cheap 
robotic hand? Some seriously awesome 
3D scanning and 3D printing kit that’s 
affordable enough to use at home…

Structure Sensor 
The iPad accessory 
getting interior designers 

giddy is saving Open Bionics time 
and money. Once a hand has been 
ordered online, the team will loan 
out a Structure Sensor for the 
customer to take their own arm 
scan at home. It’s easier, cheaper 
and faster than plaster moulds. 
US$380 / structure.io 

Blender + Robox 
Joel uses the free 3D 
graphics tool Blender – 

“probably the best software I’ve 
ever used” but also “the least 
layman-friendly” – to turn the 
scans into models to send to 
his Robox (see picture, right) 
and LulzBot 3D printers. 
£850 / blender.org, 
robox.cel-uk.com 

Scn it, twek it, 

prin it, fex it

Ninjaflex
A strong but flexible 
filament, the brilliantly 

named Ninjaflex is not only cheap 
but also means the final hand 
will be half the weight of current 
devices. Still, says Joel: “It’s 
agonisingly slow to print, about 
a tenth of the speed of plastic.” 
from £39 / dream3d.co.uk 

1

2

3

The audience whoop and Joel poses for pictures, 
sandwiched between Krzanich, Venus Williams 
and a giant cheque. Everyone wants to shake 
hands, so to speak, with the new prototype, 
which gives me a cheeky thumbs-up across 
the room controlled by electrodes attached to 
Joel’s arm. It’s 3D-printed on an £850 Robox 
printer and made from ABS plastic; the final 
model will be printed from a flexible material 
called, fantastically, Ninjaflex. 

This choice of materials, combined with the 
fact that 3D printing makes financial sense 
for producing custom parts on small scales, 
explains how Open Bionics will be able to sell 
its Asimov hand for just £1200 at launch. Once 
the team starts fitting amputees with hands 
at the end of 2015, Joel hopes to eventually hit 
a target price of £600 including fitting. To put 
that in perspective, existing robotic hands in 
the UK, such as the app-controlled i-Limb Ultra, 
start at an eye-widening £25,000. 

“There are some amazing devices that almost 
no-one wears, because they’re so expensive,” 
says Joel. He decided to design around the 
weaknesses of cheaper materials and forget 
expensive CNC milling and injection moulding 
techniques. Otherwise, he’d just end up building 
one more device no-one could afford. 

Hand signals
While Joel’s Asimov hand is made from cheaper 
materials than the i-Limb and other, even more 
expensive options, the principle is the same. 
Sensors on the skin read electromyographic 
signals – the electrical activity produced by 
moving muscles – and translate them into an 

electronic signal. The hand uses an algorithm 
to decide which motors to activate, producing 
movements in the hand and fingers. 

The next step is sending signals in the 
other direction. The best bionic hands let users 
‘feel’ objects, and ultimately Joel wants to add 
vibration motors, but for now the hand will 
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Micro-manufacturing 
Look out for the review of the 

Kickstarted Robox 3D printer in the 
next issue of Stuff: Open Bionics used 
it to print their latest robotic prototype 

detect pressure by measuring the current in 
each of the motors. Overall, though, he says it 
stands up to its rivals. “Mechanically, the main 
difference is that our hand has three joints 
per finger,” he says. “The existing models do 
away with the final joint and leave the finger 
in an unnatural half-bent position.” 

So the Asimov won’t be made from the 
fanciest components or be packaged, as the 
i-Limb is, with a ‘free’ iPod Touch. But that low 
price and an estimated manufacturing time of 
one to two weeks (versus an industry standard 
of 12 weeks) is good news for anyone who 
needs a prosthetic hand. And it’s especially 
good news for kids who need them: growing 
children need a new fitting around once a year. 
With a five-figure cost each time, very few 
people can afford to keep replacing them. 

Iron Man or Power Ranger?
The Open Bionics duo are most animated 
when they chat about customisation. Because 
it’s not about fashion, it’s about “turning a 
weakness into a strength”, as Samantha puts 
it. “Bionic hands are the ultimate wearable 
technology,” she says. “We could 3D-print a 
child a bionic hand that can do things the other 
kids can do, like pick up a pencil case, but also 

“worried he might break it”, but the huge grin 
on his face shows you everything you need to 
know about the work of Open Bionics. 

Prints around the world  
There’s a lot of work left to do for Joel, 
Samantha and their UWE and Bristol University 
interns. A miniature robotic hand is due to 
go on sale to universities as a research tool 
in February; and with all the major design 
decisions for the full-size device in place, Joel 
is now building his final prototype. He hints 
that his new friends at Intel might have 
something smaller than the current Edison 
board that he can work with. 

There are also algorithms to formulate, 
life cycle testing to be done and regulation 
hurdles to get over. Even the name Asimov 
is a working title. I assure Joel the sci-fi 
reference sounds cool but he isn’t completely 
sure. Whatever the name, the word is most 
definitely out. Open Bionics’ open-source 
designs are already being used to 3D-print 
robotic hands for bomb victims in Syria 
and people who have lost limbs in Ukraine 
and Palestine. 

As for the long game, other body parts are 
on the agenda – and “we’re aiming to get it 
cheaper and cheaper and cheaper”, says Joel. 
“Initially we’re going to target Europe and the 
USA. We could set up micro manufacturing 
plants in different countries. In five years, we 
want to be developing devices for US$100 or 
so with a dumbed-down functionality to reach 
developing countries.” 

There’s a winning argument next time you’re 
told 3D printing is just for toys. 

make them feel like a superhero. Everyone in 
the school would want one.” 

These custom designs will still be affordable 
(“in the thousands of pounds”, according 
to Joel), with kids making sketches for the 
designers who are being hired with the Intel 
winnings. There’s a lot of wrist inspiration to 
choose from – Spiderman, Power Rangers 
and an Iron Man concept with LEDs. The team 
even know an amputee with a bottle opener 
in his prosthetic. “We won’t be making that for 
children,” laughs Samantha. 

All the hard work paid off when the first ever 
3D-scanned and 3D-printed robotic hand was 
fitted to 23-year-old Daniel Melville, who was 
born without a right hand. In the Vines and 
video of the fitting (pictured opposite), Daniel 
shakes his brother’s hand and says he’s 

Above: Open Bionics 

prototypes with, on  

the left, the Structure 

Sensor that allows 

customers to 3D-scan 

the arm to which their 

new hand will be fitted 

Google X vs the world  
Google’s secretive lab is building a system to 
track cancer in the blood with nanoparticles 
and a wearable to relay data to doctors, plus 
smart contact lenses to monitor glucose levels 
in diabetics. Go get ’em, Goog.

Souped-up incubators 
You might think incubators for teeny babies 
have enough tech going on already, but BabyBe 
has added a new trick: a teddy-sized wearable 
for mums lets little ’uns feel their heartbeat via 
a pneumatic mattress. 

Really smart glasses 
…for partially sighted people are being 
developed by Dr Stephen Hicks at Oxford 
University. The specs capture objects and 
people with cameras then process the images 
into bright light to help guide the wearer. 

Personal air-con 
This MIT project wants to save the world (and 
plenty of money) by slashing office energy bills. 
How? With this bracelet, which cools or warms 
your wrist and one day will learn your routine 
and tweak your temperature automatically. 

The sci-fi concepts for upgrading your fleshware

Wearable tech saves the day
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The world’s awash with affordable tabs. But which  
gets you the most for your piggybank pennies? 

Sub-£150 tablets

g r o u p  t e st  c h e a p  ta b l e t s

What’s the story?
With a 7in screen, a slim bezel  
and a price that will come down 
to two figures if you look for a 
deal, the MeMO Pad 7 has much 
to recommend it. Well, until you 
have to say “no, Mum, it’s not an 
iPad Mini, it’s a MeMO Pad 7”.

Embarrassing name aside, it 
sports the most powerful CPU 
in this test. When we ran a 

Geekbench 3 test on it, the Asus 
trampled most of the competition, 
outdoing even the Tesco Hudl 2. 
That’s down to the quad-core, 
1.86GHz Intel Atom chip, a 64-bit 
beast that’s very rare in devices 
this affordable. 

Any good? 
In the past we’ve found Intel 
CPUs a bit slow with Android,  

but this one performs well. It also 
has a relatively generous 16GB  
of storage, which (along with a 
64GB microSD slot) provides 
plenty of space for large games 
and apps. 

It’s not quite so easy on the 
eye, though. The design is about 
as vanilla as it gets, and while the 
1280x800 display has reasonable 
colour accuracy, the lower 

resolution looks a bit fuzzy when 
you hold it up to the Hudl 2 or the 
smaller Amazon Fire HD 6.

Tech Android 4.4.2 (KitKat) 
● 7in, 1280x800 (216ppi) IPS LCD 
● Quad-core Intel Z3745 @ 1.86GHz 
● 1GB RAM ● 16GB storage (+ up to 
64GB microSD) ● Geekbench 3 
score: 2409 ● Battery: 10hr 15min

Asus MeMO Pad 7 Price £100 / asus.com/uk

stuff says  This is a sound low-cost choice thanks to its powerful processor ★★★★✩

raw 
power

best for...

5 of the best
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g r o u p  t e st  C h e a p  ta b l e t s

What’s the story?
The Amazon Fire HD 6 is  
Amazon’s, er, ‘answer’ to 
the iPod touch. Except it’s 
bigger: your £80 buys you
 a dinky 6in tablet with a 
hefty battery life, allowing 
you to spend a full day 
blasting zombies and 
watching films while your 
phone’s battery is preserved 
for... well, more zombies.

Any good?
The specs won’t blow you 
away, but performance is 
actually very good and the  
1280x800 IPS display is 
pretty great given how little 
you’re paying. With over 10 
hours of video playback, it’ll 
do for long flights, although 
without Amazon’s cloud 
services, that 8GB storage 
may seem measly. 

This is something truly 
different in the tablet world, 

and the best at this price so 
far. However, the Fire HD 6 
runs the Fire OS version of 
Android, and it uses Amazon 
services rather than Google 
ones. This gets restrictive, 
and if you’re used to Android 
you may find its style a little 
annoying at first. Amazon’s 
Appstore is fine, but it’s no 
Google Play.

At 287g and 10.7mm thick, 
the HD 6 is a bit of a porker. 
Amazon will probably fix 
this next year if it sells 
enough of this eminently 
affordable little pocket-filler 
– which we imagine it will. 

What’s the story?
Few budget tablets offer 
mobile internet access. Our 
guess is, most tabfacturers 
have realised that the 
people who scrimp on 
a tablet aren’t the same 
people who splash out 
on an extra data SIM for 
it. Still, if you’re one of those 
people, the Acer Iconia Tab 7 
could be for you.

Any good?
The metal back gives this 
7-inch tab a slightly flashier 
feel, but other elements of 
the design are a bit 2012: 
wide bezels and a stick-out 
camera lens won’t have you 
swooning over the hardware.
The display isn’t as sharp as 
the best here either. That 
said, a 7in display and a 3G 
connection make a good 
pairing when you want to 
download apps and watch 

YouTube videos on the 
go. It is a bit disappointing 
that Acer has chosen to 
bung so many of its own, 
frankly unnecessary apps 
on the Tab 7, though: a nice 
clean version of Android 
could have been one way  
to make itself stand out 
from the Amazon and  
Tesco offerings.

Ultimately, the Acer ends  
up a middle-rung choice, 
but keep an eye on it: we’ve 
seen some recent Acer tabs 
going for a song, so you may 
find it at a bargain price a bit 
further down the line.

Amazon Fire HD 6  Price £80 / amazon.co.uk

Acer Iconia Tab 7 Price £140 / acer.co.uk

stuff says  For those after a small, cheap tablet, this is a great package ★★★★✩

stuff says  A 3G tablet for not much cash, but it’s a bit behind the times ★★★✩✩

Tech Amazon Fire OS ● 6in 
1280x800 (236ppi) IPS LCD 
● Quad-core MT8135 
MediaTek @ 1.2GHz ● 1GB 
RAM ● 8GB/16GB storage
● Geekbench 3 score: 1477 
● Battery: 10hr 25min

Tech Android 4.4.2 (KitKat) 
● 7in 1280x800 (216ppi) IPS 
LCD ● Quad-core MediaTek 
MT8382 @ 1.3GHz  
● 1GB RAM ● 16GB storage
● Geekbench 3 score: 1040 
● Battery: 8hr 50min

your bAck 
pockeT

best for...

mobile 
iNTerNeT

best for...
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test

winner

g r o u p  t e st  C h e a p  ta b l e t s

What’s the story?
Looking at the specs, it’s 
tempting to hand the cheap 
tablet crown straight to the 
Tesco Hudl 2. It has more 
storage, more RAM and the 
only 1080p screen of the 
group, and its quad-core, 
64-bit Intel Atom chip is the 
second-fastest on test.

Any good?
The 9.85mm body contains 
a lot more tech than you’d 
expect, beneath a Full HD 
screen that’s noticeably 
sharper than the rest.

It comes with a bunch  
of Tesco apps pre-installed, 
including its Blinkbox music, 
video and book portals. 
The supermarket has also 
worked its way into the 
interface: flick from the left 
side of the home screen 
and you’ll see ads from 
Tesco and info about your 

What’s the story?
This is the tablet for people 
who can’t be without the 
internet for more than five 
minutes. Very few phones, 
let alone tablets, in this 
price bracket offer full-fat 
4G, but then the whole 
point of this device is to get 
you slurping on (and paying 
for) Vodafone’s data. Slurp 
wisely, though, and you’ll 
be hard pushed to find  
a more affordable screen 
for watching telly on the bus.  

Any good? 
The styling is close to the 
Hudl 2, with an 8in screen 
and a slim, soft-touch 
plastic body. It may not have 
a great deal of personality, 
but the slim screen bezels 
give it that modern edge.

The display resolution is 
noticeably lower than the 

Tesco Hudl 2  Price £130 / tesco.com

Vodafone Smart Tab 4G 
Price £125 / vodaphone co.uk

stuff says  A jaw-dropping bargain, if you don’t mind all the Tesco bloat ★★★★★

stuff says  An 8-inch screen, 4G and fair performance? Not too shabby ★★★★✩

Tech Android 4.4.2 (KitKat)
● 8.3in, 1920x1080 IPS LCD 
(273ppi) ● Quad-core Intel 
Atom Z3735D @ 1.83GHz  
● 2GB RAM ● 16GB storage 
(+up to 32GB microSD)  
● Geekbench 3 score: 2137 
● Battery: 7hr

Tech Android 4.4.4 (KitKat)
● 8in 1280x800 (189ppi) IPS 
LCD ● Quad-core Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 410 @ 1.2GHz  
● 1GB RAM ● 8GB storage 
(+up to 64GB microSD) 
● Geekbench 3 score: 1326 
● Battery: 9hr 5min

local store. The add-ons 
dampen performance a bit, 
but if they really bother you 
then replacing the launcher 
(or more advanced tinkering, 
which may invalidate your 
warranty) could remove or 
mute them. 

That said, as long as you 
have patience and don’t 
mind that it’s on the bigger 
side, it’s a bargain. It has the 
best screen, speakers and 
design, the most storage 
(plus microSD), and there’s 
even a microHDMI output 
for hooking it up to your TV.

Tesco tablet: it’s a good deal 
blockier, and you don’t get 
the auto-brightness setting 
either. Its colours aren’t too 
bad, though.

The Tab 4G boasts a 
64-bit Snapdragon 410  
chip that clearly deals  
well with battery life.  
The benchmark test, 
though, revealed it to  
be only a middleweight 
contender – and we found  
it glitchy: Vodafone has 
clearly had to cut a few 
corners to fit in 4G.

bArGAiN
huNTers

surFiNG
ANywhere

best for…

best for...



It takes two, baby - for true 
stereo ‘wireless’ sound.

Unlike docks and soundbars, the BT3 ‘Wireless’ Hi-Fi 

Speakers from Q Acoustics delivers real stereo sound 

separation via its versatile twin bookshelf speakers.

Stream music via Bluetooth®, plus connect the audio output 

from your TV or set-top box* to the BT3’s built-in 100W 

amplifer and enjoy sound quality that comfortably outperforms 

typical ‘single box’ soundbars and docks.  

*BT3 is compatible with both Sky and Virgin remote controls.

www.Qacoustics.co.uk

“ The sound these speakers make will knock any similarly 

priced soundbars into a cocked hat”

 WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

“ Audio is delivered with superb clarity.”

 AVFORUMS

“ Superb, full-range sound trumps almost every soundbar on 

the market.”

 TRUSTED REVIEWS

“ A neat sonic upgrade for a TV doubling up brilliantly for 

stereo music”

 HOME CINEMA CHOICE

FINISHES

    

Matte  Black Matte White Matte  Red

Gloss  Black Gloss  White Gloss  Red

NOW
available in 
high gloss

fnishes
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lex Garland’s directorial 
debut is a brilliantly realised 
slice of sci-fi about what 

makes us human. Oscar Isaac 
plays Nathan, the billionaire CEO  
of a tech company who wrote  
the code for his Bluebook search 
engine as a child. 

When one of his employees, 
super-nerd Caleb, wins a week  
at his boss’s high-security bunker 
home deep in the mountains, 
Nathan uses it as an opportunity  
to test his new invention: Eva, the 
physical incarnation of his latest AI 
software. Can she pass the Turing 
Test even when the examiner 
knows she’s a robot?

While Caleb is something of  
an off-the-shelf geek, Nathan is  
a cross between Mark Zuckerberg 
and a Bond villain. One minute he’s 

sweating out a hangover and 
dancing with his live-in maid  
like a #LAD Steve Jobs, the next  
he’s intimidating Caleb from his 
concrete-walled lair.

The interactions between  
Eva and Caleb could easily have 
become tedious interviews  
but Garland infuses them with 
flirtatious humanity. Much like 
Joaquin Phoenix’s character in  
Her, Caleb finds a lot to like in his 
artificial companion, with some 
incredible make-up and special 
effects making her equally 
appealing and believable to  
the audience. And that’s what 
makes the denouement of Ex 
Machina all the more shocking. 
Tom Wiggins

stuff says ★★★★★

A

You’re not allowed to just 
make a fantastical sci-fi 
romp these days: including 
a substantial dose of 
quasi-philosophical  
guff about the future of 
mankind and the purpose 
of life is now obligatory, 
even if you’re Luc Besson. 
Lucy is about a drug that 
unlocks the terrifying  
true power of the human 
brain; it’s pretty good, but 
also complete bullcrap. 
Richard Purvis 

stuff says ★★★✩✩ 

Birdman isn’t a standard 
superhero film. There’s no 
origin story or men dressed 
as animals expecting to  
be taken seriously; there’s 
Michael Keaton (as ex- 
superhero actor Riggan 
Thomson) dressed as  
a man trying to do that 
instead. But this isn’t just  
a film about shaking off a 
reputation; it’s about the 
roles we play, right down 
to the ‘you’ on Facebook.
Tom Wiggins

stuff says ★★★★✩

We’ve watched, read and listened  
to the pick of this month’s new 
releases – including androids, 
astronauts and accordions –  
just to make your life easier

Media hoard

Ex Machina_cinema

Lucy_Blu-ray Birdman_cinema

watch
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Wonder Woman makes for 
a problematic feminist icon, 
on account of her big saucy 
knockers. Some appreciate 
her feistily Amazonian 
strength and self-reliance; 
others will never forgive  
her for not looking like Clare 
Balding. It’s a debate that 
has swirled around her 
since 1941.

Now, if we lost you at 
‘feminist’, prepare to stay 
lost: this is an absorbing 

story of free love, failure, 
fraud and the early days of 
experimental psychology, 
but it’s not really got much 
to do with comic books. Its 
anti-hero is WM Marston, 
the brilliant but egomaniacal 
psychologist who created 
WW as unashamed 
propaganda for his weirdly 
hippyish vision of feminism.
Richard Purvis

stuff says ★★★★✩

Either Belle And Sebastian 
have been listening to  
the BeeGees in their time 
off, or they’ve bought a 
mirrorball for the recording 
studio. Whatever the 
reason, a certain amount  
of spacey disco has rubbed 
off onto their latest album. 
It’s not a total departure – 
there’s still enough acoustic 
strumming, artful jangle-
riffing and smart lyrics in 
breathy voices to satisfy 

their fans – but this is more 
experimental than The 
Life Pursuit or Write 
About Love. If you crave 
the classic B&S sound,  
stick to the earlier stuff;  
but if you’ve always wanted 
to know what Belle And 
Sebastian And One Of The 
Guys From Daft Punk would 
sound like, it’s worth a listen. 
Will Dunn

stuff says ★★★✩✩

So it turns out Chris 
Hadfield isn’t just a great 
Bowie tribute act; he’s  
an astronaut too! Here he 
proves he can write as well 
– with stories about life 
both on Earth and above  
it. A fascinating viewpoint 
from someone who’s had 
the kind only very few 
people will ever experience.
Tom Wiggins

stuff says ★★★★★

The Decemberists appear 
to have swapped wordy 
prog-folk for country-
tinged pop. Pushing the 
accordion to the fringes 
are shiny melodies that, 
while too often only 
notable for Colin Meloy’s 
vocals, suggest they’re 
turning into an unlikely 
Americana powerhouse. 
Mark Wilson

stuff says ★★★★✩

Telling the story of British 
POWs during WW1, The 
War Behind The Wire is 
hardly The Great Escape
in book form. However, 
there are stories of great 
escapes by tunnelling out 
and humorous moments 
to offset the horror, 
proving Brits will try to  
see the funny side of 
pretty much anything.
Tom Wiggins

stuff says ★★★★✩

2015’s most commercially- 
minded pop album of the 
year? No, of course not. 
This is a Panda Bear record, 
so it veers between warped 
electrodelia and warped 
psychtronica, stopping 
occasionally to serve up 
melodies from God’s own 
jukebox then burying 
them beneath glitchy 
beats and squelches. 
Marc McLaren

stuff says ★★★★✩

listen read

The Secret History Of 
Wonder Woman_Jill Lepore

Girls In Peacetime Want 
To Dance_Belle And Sebastian

What A Terrible 
World, What A 
Beautiful World
_The Decemberists

The War Behind 
The Wire 
_ John Lewis-Stempel

An Astronaut’s 
Guide To Life 
On Earth
_Chris Hadfield

Panda Bear 
Meets The Grim 
Reaper_Panda Bear
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For the Full reviews and our smartphone buying guide, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/smartphones

Motorola Moto G
Google sprinkled some magical Nexus dust over this Motorola blower: the Moto G  
costs a mere £145 yet has a distinctly non-budget 4.5in 720p screen and quad-core 
processor. Paltry storage and poor camera count against it – but then again: £145!

OnePlus One
Believe the hype. To get one of the best smartphones on the planet, you don’t need 
£500 or £40 a month any more. You just need an invite. In terms of design, performance, 
screen and battery life you simply can’t get better than this for anywhere near £300.

Samsung Galaxy S5
Big, bold and stuffed with tech, the Galaxy S5 is a bona fide superphone that will 
delight Samsung fans, although it has some very stiff competition. It has a faster 
processor, a slightly bigger screen and a more solid (if not quite stylish) feel than the S4.

HTC One M8
HTC’s flagship phone has enough power to take it to the top of the AnTuTu 
benchmarks. It’s a beaut to look at and to use, and it’s even got a whole load  
of Lytro-style post-snap refocus features for photographic fun.

Apple iPhone 6
With its slim, deeply attractive build and software overhaul, the iPhone 6 is the 
freshest-feeling iPhone in years. Its larger screen is big enough to be a useful 
improvement, with gorgeous colours, and this is Apple’s best ever battery. 

Motorola Moto X
After the Moto X, you won’t want to go back to any other Android. It’s smart,  
fast and beautifully crafted. Motorola’s software works together seamlessly to 
make your life that bit easier and its brilliant Moto Maker means a personalised 
top-spec smartphone like never before. The Motorola feels like it’s built for  
everyone, something made even sweeter by the price. It’s no budget Moto G,  
but it is a reasonable £460 for the 32GB model. Who could say no to that? 

STuff SAyS
The frst truly gorgeous, 
seriously-specced Android 
phone that puts you in 
control – it’s brilliant 

from £420 ★★★★★

£585
★★★★★

£470 
★★★★★

from £540 
★★★★★

£480
★★★★★

from £230
★★★★★

from £145 
★★★★★10
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Samsung Galaxy note 4
Samsung was first at the phablet game, and with the Note 4 it’s still the best. The ace 
camera, Multi Window feature and pressure-sensitive S Pen make proper use of the 
extra screen real estate. Plus, it has the longest battery life of any 2K phone we’ve tested.

ho
t

bu
y

Sony Xperia Z3 Compact
This is, without a shadow of a doubt, the best sub-5in Android phone around. The power 
of a full-size flagship, an excellent camera and an impressive battery life are all crammed 
into a device that’s a pleasure to use no matter the size of your digits. Impressive stuff.

best for

vAlue fOr 
MOney

£360
★★★★★

Sony Xperia Z3
The refined Xperia Z3 is the phone the Z2 should have been and every bit as good as 
that sounds. It’s sleeker and easier to hold, but with the same stunning screen, camera 
and hi-res audio. Not to mention the incredible battery life. PS4 Remote Play is due soon. 

£480
★★★★★

Plug into stuff’s  
social network
 facebook.com/joinstuff

6

lG G3
LG surprises us again. There’s barely a single thing wrong with the G3… and so, so 
much that’s right. Upgrades range from sleeker back buttons to the bigger, better  
2K screen and laser-assisted camera. And it still lasts 15 hours. How do they do it? 

£390 
★★★★★

best for

rAW POWer



best for

gaming  
on the go

For the Full reviews and our tablet buying guide, visit www.stuFF.tv/top-10s/tablets

nvidia Shield tablet 
This really is the ultimate gaming tablet. The Shield’s sheer power and gaming smarts 
are incredible, with a console-quality controller and the option of seamless streaming 
from your PC. All it needs now is more made-for-Shield games… lots more.

google nexus 9
The design isn’t as pristine, but this is a real Android contender to rival the iPads. You get 
the new Android 5.0 Lollipop software, bags of power and a super-sharp display. With 
12 hours of video play and two front-facing speakers, it’ll be a great film buddy. 

Sony Xperia Z3 tablet Compact 
A slim, light and reliable couch or commute companion, with a screen that looks brilliant 
despite being ‘only’ Full HD. The waterproofing may sway people away from choosing 
an iPad Mini and every gamer’s eyes will light up at the mention of PS4 Remote Play. 

microsoft Surface Pro 3 
At last, Microsoft has delivered on the promise of the tablet-cum-laptop hybrid.  
It proves there’s space in the world for a design that’s more productive than an  
iPad or Galaxy Note, but easier to hump around than a traditional laptop.

apple iPad mini 2 With Retina Display
The iPad Mini 3 is out now but all it adds is Touch ID. The good news is that the Mini 2 is 
now down to £240, which is frankly bargain-tastic. That’s why the ‘old’ model stays in 
our Top 10 – if you’re after a mini-tablet of real quality, your choice has just got easier.

apple iPad air 2
The iPad Air didn’t really need to be thinner, but that doesn’t mean 6.1mm isn’t 
mighty impressive. This combines with reassuring weight and impeccable build 
quality to make this the most desirable tab on the planet. While the display is the 
same Retina resolution as before, clever screen tech brings the pixels closer to 
the surface, and the whole experience is even faster than before thanks to the 
new A8X chip. Basically it’s the best tablet in the world made even better.

Stuff SayS
thinner, lighter and mightier: 
apple’s iron-fsted reign at 
the top of the tablet charts 
continues unabated

from £350 ★★★★★

from £640
★★★★★

£240
★★★★I

from £240 
★★★★★

£330
★★★★I

asus transformer Book t100
A stonkingly affordable tabtop with raw power, a neat design and great battery life – 
perfect for Office on the go, thanks to Intel’s new Baytrail CPU. The 1366x768 screen 
is a good ’un too, with crisp text, great contrast and colours that pop.

best for

WoRking 
anyWheRe

£300
★★★★★

£320
★★★★★
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Samsung galaxy tab S 8.4
Samsung’s superb screen, design, performance and a wider selection of optimised 
apps mean that against many other Android tabs it’s still a winner. However, the new 
low price for the iPad Mini 2 makes the Galaxy Tab S 8.4 look rather pricey.

£250 
★★★★I

Samsung galaxy tab S 10.5 
Samsung has blessed the Galaxy Tab with one of the best tablet screens we’ve ever 
laid eyes on, plus an impressive camera and some incredible stamina – but there are 
performance niggles and Apple’s tablet app selection is still far superior.

£340
★★★★★

tesco hudl 2 
At this price, the Hudl 2 has far more tech rammed into its 9.85mm-thick body than 
you’d ever expect. It has a Full HD screen, and its 273ppi display offers the sharpest  
of images. This is a jaw-dropping bargain, as long as you can put with the Tesco bloat.

£130
★★★★★

best for

magaZineS 
anD movieS
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For the Full reviews and our hi-Fi buying guide, jump over to stuFF.tv/top-10s/hi-Fi

Sony NWZ-ZX1
The latest Walkman is a premium high-res audio player, and it’s the best-sounding 
portable device we’ve ever heard: you’ll notice parts of songs you never knew were 
there. We’re not so keen on the high price and lack of expandable storage, though.

Cambridge Audio Minx Xi
It might not look all that fancy, but the Minx Xi is like that micro system you had at uni, 
only it gobbles internet music rather than Rage Against The Machine CDs. Just add  
a pair of quality speakers (try Wharfedale Diamond 220s) and you’ve got a great hi-fi.

Audio Pro Addon T10
Available in orange, white or black, the Addon T10 is a Bluetooth speaker that also has 
analogue inputs and a USB socket for charging your MP3 player. Sound-wise it’s 
punchy and deep, with just a little too much bass. It sounds best in orange, obviously.

Cambridge Audio Go
There are loads of very cheap Bluetooth speakers out there, but we reckon it’s worth 
spending that little bit more to get something that’s really good – and that’s the Go.  
It sounds awesome, it’s really nicely built and its battery lasts a massive 18 hours.

Q Acoustics BT3
These ultra-versatile Bluetooth speakers have an optical input for waking up the 
audio of your flatscreen TV. The styling is simple and so is the sound – brilliantly  
so, with perfect hi-fi balance and an impressive focus to the stereo image.

Libratone Zipp
A fuzzy, cylindrical, colourful AirPlay dock that will deliver detailed, punchy 360° sound 
anywhere at all, thanks to a built-in battery that gives it four hours of outdoor life. Direct 
Wi-Fi skills free you from cables, routers and everything but the boogie.

Bluesound multiroom System
Fancy a bit of Sonos-style multiroom but with better-than-CD-quality sound thrown 
in? You want a Bluesound. There are all-in-one speakers, adapters for your existing hi-fi, 
and a Vault that rips and stores all your CDs. All can handle high-resolution audio.

Monitor Audio Airstream S200
It may look a bit like a floppy skyscraper, but the Monitor Audio’s Bluetooth-plus-AirPlay 
speaker makes a lot of sense, mostly because it takes up very little shelf/desk/table 
space but makes loads of lovely noise. It’s a bit of a steal at £200.

Naim Mu-so
£895 for a wireless speaker?! Well yes, but what a wireless speaker it is. Naim  
has ploughed all of its high-end hi-fi experience into delivering a beautifully made,  
great-sounding device with AirPlay, Spotify Connect and aptX Bluetooth all on-board.

Sonos multiroom system
Who needs to drill holes and re-plaster walls to get a multiroom music system? Not 
you. With the addition of the cracking little Play:1 (£170) Sonos has made it easier 
than ever to start spreading your tunes around. Then maybe hook up a Connect to 
your existing hi-fi and router, and add speakers to a Connect:Amp in another room, 
or a SUB for a bass boost. You’ll run out of rooms before you run out of options. For 
a further upgrade, the Arcam rSeries SonLink DAC works a treat with the Connect.

best for

ONe-BOX  
Wi-fi hi-fi

best for

PiCNiC PArTieS

STuff SAyS
infnite music in every  
room without the need  
for custom installers?  
Sign us up now, please

from £340 ★★★★★ 

£200
★★★★★

£190
★★★★★

£350 
★★★★★

£895
★★★★★

from £400 
★★★★★

£450
★★★★★

£120
★★★★★

£300
★★★★★

£545
★★★★I10
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SAVE
£70

SAVE
£150

Wireless Streaming Music System

Bluesound

Digital Sound Projector

Yamaha YSP-3300

£599
Silver Finish

SAVE
£400

Wireless Speaker System with Dock

B&W Zeppelin Air

£349.95
Lightning
Connector Model

Wireless Streaming Music System

Sonos

HURRY! OFFER ENDS 31/12/2014

Includes three months
of music from Tidal 

Worth £60

Buy any Sonos player and claim 365 days
of Deezer Premium+ worth over £100

Amplifi er/DAC

NAD D 3020

£399

Claim Free
AKG Y50 Headphones
Worth £79.95

Also Available:

Yamaha YSP-4300 £769 • SAVE £530

Headphones

B&W P3 RC

£99.99
Recertifi ed Model
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STOCK
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STOCK
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WWW.SSAV.COM

click & collect available www.SSAV.com

Also Available:

B&W P5 RC £149.99 • SAVE £100



Sol Republic Master Tracks
Really tough things are usually really ugly, which is why the lovely styling of the 
“virtually indestructible” Master Tracks headphones is so refreshing. Loud, punchy, 
fast and controlled, the sound is just as attractive as the design. Worth every penny.

£100 
★★★★★

For the Full reviews and our headphone buying guide, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/headphones

Bose QuietComfort 25
The best kind of silence is the kind you then fill with sweet, sweet music, and that’s 
what the QuietComfort 25s give you. The active noise-cancelling quells office 
hubbub, air-conditioning and aeroplane hum, and delivers cracking sound in its place.

Sennheiser Momentum 
Classily styled, cushion-comfortable and smooth-sounding, the Momentums are  
the perfect over-ears for the dapper man about town. There’s also an on-ear version, 
smaller and cheaper at £130, available in pink, blue, green, brown and, um, ‘ivory’.

Sony MDR-EX650AP
If you’re prepared to pay a little extra for your in-ears, these Sonys are even better 
than the SoundMagics above. The sound is that bit bigger, a little more detailed and  
a little more grown-up, and if you don’t like the brass finish there’s a silver version.

Philips Fidelio M1BT
There’s a comprehensive set of controls, while the dark blue-grey design is nicely 
understated – no Bose-esque sticky-out Bluetooth modules here. Cut the cords 
with style and substance: these are the best Bluetooth headphones around.

PSB M4U2
Yes, the M4U2s have got great noise-cancelling, but that’s only half the story. Using 
the built-in amp produces a sound that’s almost unbelievably punchy, clean and 
exciting. They might be a bit heavy, but that audio quality really is worth the weight.

AKG Y50
The bright colour options (they’re available in yellow, teal and red, as well as black)  
and massive logo have a slight try-hard feel about them, but the Y50s make up for  
it by sounding loads better than the more ‘street’ on-ear headphones out there.

SoundMagic E10S
This is actually the third version of SoundMagic’s awesome, affordable in-ears – not 
that you’d tell by looking. They sound even better, though: a little smoother and more 
refined, with tight, weighty bass. Plus there’s now a mic and button for smartphone use.

Philips Fidelio M1 MkII
Your commute deserves a quality soundtrack, and second-generation Fidelio M1 
headphones give you precisely that. There’s oodles of detail to the sound and  
they punch harder than the Hulk. Beats and their ilk can’t touch them.

AKG K451
They’ve actually been around a little while now, but what put the K451 on-ears 
back on to our radar was an official price drop from £130 to £80, and a real-world 
price of just £60 or less. For that money they’re unbeatable – awesomely agile 
and punchy sound wrapped up in a subtly stylish and foldable design. Add both 
standard and three-button control cables for maximising compatibility and 
there’s practically no excuse for not getting brilliant sound from your phone.

STUFF SAYS
Fantastic sound and great 
portability at an almost 
unbeatable price: the  
perfect PMP upgrade

£60 ★★★★★ 

£30 
★★★★★

£155 
★★★★★

£180 
★★★★★

£80 
★★★★★

£200
★★★★★

£60 
★★★★★

£300 
★★★★★

£270 
★★★★★
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49” Ultra HD 4K TV 
LG 49UB830V

Amazing deals on HDTV

HiFi & Home Cinema Specialists

For our very latest prices, ask 
in-store or check online at

www.superf.co.uk

For telephone enquiries, 
call our freephone service

0800 471 4867

Fantastic deals on your 
favourite products

Superf’s biggest  
ever sale is now on*

Check online at www.superf.co.uk 
or contact your nearest store for 

even more great ofers.

LOADS MORE BARGAINS  

AVAILABLE IN-STORE AND ONLINE.  

HURRY LIMITED STOCKS!

   4K – Four times the detail of Full HD

*Sale ends on 2nd February 2015.  **Terms and conditions apply, see website for further details.  †On orders over £75.

£949.99

OUR PRICE

Home Cinema Receiver

Headphones Wireless Speaker

Q Acoustics

10% OFF ALL  
Q ACOUSTICS  
Q2000 SERIES

Home Cinema

Digital Sound Projector 
Yamaha YSP1400

Networked 3D Home Cinema 
Receiver with 4K Upscaling 
Onkyo TXNR535

USB/AirPlay/WiFi Networked Micro System With iPod Dock 
Denon CEOL DRA-N5

Portable On-ear 
Headphones 
AKG Y50

Wireless Speaker 
with Airplay 
Audio Pro 
Allroom Air One

£199.00

RRP: £269.00 
SAVE: £70.00

£159.00

RRP: £179.00 
SAVE: £20.00

£249.00

RRP: £399.00 
SAVE: £150.00

SAVE £70

SAVE £150

SAVE £80

MAY 2014MAY 2014

SAVE £80

MAY 2014MAY 2014

£899.00

RRP: £1299.00 
SAVE: £400.00

Check online for latest price

SAVE £80

SEPTEMBER 2014

£279.00

RRP: £499.00 
SAVE: £220.00

SAVE 
£80
MAY 2014

FREE  NEXT WORKING DAY DELIVERY
†
  SUPERFI SUPER-FAST DELIVERY

PRICE BEAT PROMISE 
IF YOU FIND AN IDENTICAL ITEM CHEAPER FROM ONE OF OUR ONLINE COMPETITORS, TELL US 

AND NOT ONLY WILL WE MATCH THE PRICE, WE'LL BEAT IT BY 10% OF THE DIFFERENCE**

Also Available:

Denon AVRX2100W: £379 WAS: £429 Save: £50 
Denon AVRX3100W: £599 WAS: £699 Save: £100

Networked 4K Home Cinema 
Receiver with Dolby Atmos 

SAVE 
£400



Available at:

Visit us in-store or online at:  
www.superf.co.uk for more 
great products from Denon, 
Marantz, Polk and Chord. 

HiFi & Home Cinema Specialists
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Social netwoRk
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Sony BDP-S5200
There’s no display, it looks a bit cheap and its remote is a bit naff, but this dinky Blu-ray 
player offers a lot of bang for very few bucks. For the money you get a very good 
picture, 3D (if you’re still into that), Wi-Fi and plenty of on-demand apps. Bargain.

Panasonic DMP-BDT700
The BDT700 is the Blu-ray player for the most serious of serious home cinema buffs.  
It’s all high-end materials, sound-enhancing dampening and 4K-upscaling video circuits. 
But yeah, it’ll also stream Vampire Diaries from Netflix if that’s more your kind of thing.

Virgin TiVo
Hardware-wise, the taste-learning TiVo is a Sky+HD-beater, but it loses out on 
content. Mind you, subscribers to the ‘XL’ package now have free access to all the  
BT Sport channels: Premier League football, MotoGP and more, in lovely HD.

Sony BDP-S7200
Sure, you can pick up a Blu-ray player for just £50 these days, but if you’re serious about 
your movies then you want to make sure they look and sound crisper than a Kettle Chip. 
That’s where the S7200 comes in. It even throws Netflix and iPlayer into the bargain.

Humax DTR-T1010 YouView
Delivering free-to-air TV with the convenience of Sky or TiVo, the Humax lets you 
browse the last week’s catch-up TV direct from the EPG or record your own on its HDD. 
The iOS/Android app’s remote record is handy, and it’s all without a costly subscription.

BenQ W1400
What’s better than Inception? Inception on a 300in screen, that’s what. How do you get 
a 300in screen in your house? You buy the BenQ W1400. If your lounge isn’t quite that 
big it can also project an 84in image from just 2m away. Try finding an 84in TV for £900.

Yamaha YSP-2500
If your only requirement for a soundbar is that it should sound better than your telly, 
almost any will do; but if you want one that will fool your ears into thinking they’re 
surrounded by actual speakers, you want the amazingly clever Yamaha YSP-2500.

Sonos Playbar
A characteristically Sonos take on the soundbar, the Playbar hooks up to your TV via its 
single optical input and fills your room with a big, detailed sound. And as with all Sonos 
kit, it can stream your own music files, Spotify and more as part of a multiroom system.

Sony BDV-N5200
A whole (home) cinema (minus a telly) in one box? That’s the Sony BDV-N5200.  
A Netflix-toting Blu-ray player, an amplifier, five speakers and a subwoofer, all for  
a lot less than an iPhone 6. There’s even a wireless adapter for the rear speakers.

Sky+HD
The new Sky boxes come with built-in Wi-Fi, to make it easier to access 
on-demand programming, of which there’s now more than ever, including  
pre-release blockbuster films. There’s now a 2TB drive available that, with more  
than 65 channels of HD, might well be worth the outlay. On the move, the Sky Go 
app is supremely slick. But the most important thing is this: Sky has more movie, 
TV and sport content – and more of it is unique – than any other service.

beSt foR

STReaMiNg 
MuSic

STuff SaYS
The only choice for serious 
TV, movie or sport addicts

from £free 
+ £21.50/month 
★★★★★ 

£600
★★★★★

from £free 
+ £24/month

★★★★★

from £190 
(500gB)
★★★★★

£400
★★★★★

£750
★★★★★

£450
★★★★★

£200
★★★★★

£900
★★★★★

£85
★★★★★10
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best for

affordable 
brilliance

best for

making TV 
fun again

best for

a smaller 
screen

For the Full reviews and our tv buying guide, navigate to stuFF.tv/top-10s/tvs

sony kdl-55W955
With excellent colours and motion this is a very respectable 55in screen - albeit 
lacking in wow factor - but Sony’s ‘wedge’ design gives greater internal volume, 
making this the one to go for if you really can’t have external speakers. 

lg 42lb700V
The performance is very good, but what makes this 42in LG really special is its webOS  
user interface, which treats all sources, apps, recordings and live broadcasts equally, 
getting you to the content you want to watch quicker. And isn’t that what a TV is for?

sony kd-65s9005b
The best curved TV we’ve tested is actually the least curved TV we’ve tested (not 
counting the actual flat ones, of course). How much difference the curve makes  
is hard to tell, but what we can say is this is an awesome-performing 65in 4K TV.

Panasonic TX-42as500b
It’s not the prettiest, it’s not the smartest, and with just two HDMI inputs it’s not the 
most connected TV about, but there’s a really simple, intuitive OS pulling the strings 
here – and a performance that’s very strong given the price and 42in size.

samsung ue46f7000
The 46in F7000 might just be the sweetest spot in Samsung’s current range – the  
same spectacular performance as the F8000 series but without the show-off 
design. Great picture quality and slick online functionality in one box.

sony kdl-50W829b
4K a bit too new-fangled (or pricey) for you? How about a 50in edge-lit LED LCD with 
all of Sony’s smart features for well under a grand? It’s not even like picture quality’s 
been sacrificed – this is an absolute corker of a telly in every way.

samsung ue55Hu7500
Finally, a 4K TV that can be recommended without hesitation. Not only does it 
play the limited amount of 4K material on Netflix with eye-moistening beauty, 
it’s actually just as good as a full HD TV when playing 1080p stuff, and that 
wasn’t the case with last year’s models. Chuck in all of Samsung’s usual smart 
TV whizzbang, remove the silly motion-sensing controls and knock the price to 
something that wouldn’t make a city banker blush, and you’ve got 2014’s star TV.

sTuff says
embrace the 4k future while 
still getting the best of your 
current blu-rays and TV: it’s 
the proverbial win-win

from £1730 ★★★★★

£3500
★★★★★

£380
★★★★I

£740
★★★★★

£1480 
★★★★★

£500
★★★★I

£1580
★★★★I
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lg 55ub950V
LG’s 4K flagship looks gorgeous with Netflix’s 4K content… but as with the other LG 
telly above, the real story here is the webOS interface. This 55in set is by far the most 
pleasant, colourful, multi-task-friendly and downright fun TV there’s ever been.

£1145
★★★★I

sony kdl-32W706b
There’s nothing wrong with sticking with a smaller TV, but you should still make sure 
you pick a good ’un. This 32in Sony is the best, in terms of both picture performance 
and features, which include 1080p resolution and all the smart stuff you can handle.

£330 
★★★★★

£1500
★★★★★

sony kd-55X8505b
If you want to jump on the 4K bandwagon with Sony you could go for the wedge-shaped 
X9, which is great, but we’d suggest that this slimmer, less intrusive ‘entry-level’ 
55-incher is an even better buy. It’s still got all the smart stuff and great performance.
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For the Full reviews and our laptops buying guide, visit stuFF.tv/top-10s/laptops-netbooks

Toshiba CB30-102
Although this Chromebook only includes 2GB of memory, it wowed us with its 
incredible performance. It’s able to juggle the web’s most demanding sites without  
any lag or stuttering and its appealing larger screen makes it well suited for media. 

Alienware 17
A brute of a machine in every way, the Alienware 17 weighs as much as four MacBook 
Airs and probably frags harder than 10 of them. Core i7 Haswell processor at 3.4GHz, 
Nvidia GeForce graphics, up to 32GB of RAM… our trigger finger’s already itching.

Lenovo Yoga Pro 3
The third entry in the Yoga Pro line refines the laptop/tablet hybrid design with  
a power-sipping new Intel Core M processor plus slimness and style to make even  
the MacBook Air look worried. And you can stand it up like a tent. If you want.

Dell Chromebook 11
Well-built, tough and powerful: Dell has delivered pretty much all you could want  
from a wallet-friendly Chromebook. Its high-quality finish, solid keyboard and 
responsive trackpad feel premium and it’s a runaway success in our benchmarks. 

Acer Aspire S7
The Aspire S7 is almost the perfect Ultrabook – it matches the MacBook Air for weight, 
beats it for slimness by 6mm, and has a gorgeous 1920x1080 touch-friendly screen. 
Only its battery, which lasted a mere 5hrs on test, prevents it getting that fifth star.

Asus C200
The holy grail of laptop battery life is 10 hours, and Asus’s C200 Chromebook misses it 
by 17 minutes. That’s as good as we’ve seen from a MacBook Air costing four times as 
much. There are more powerful Chromebooks, but this one just keeps on going.

Apple MacBook Pro with Retina Display 13in (2014)
Choosing between Air and Pro is getting harder. Both now run on Haswell chips, but 
the Pro is faster, with a 2014 processor boost. There’s a 4K-capable Thunderbolt 2 
port, and then that Retina screen, one of the most gorgeous you’ll see. Tough call.

Apple MacBook Air 13in (2014)
The 2014 MacBook Air update means, once again, our favourite old laptop is now 
our favourite new laptop. Nothing’s changed on the outside, and under the skin 
there’s just a slight processor boost from 1.3GHz to 1.4GHz, but combined with  
a price cut of £100 on each model we’re still happy with that. The very top model, 
which comes with a 256GB SSD, is now just under a grand, too. Head to stuff.tv 
for our full reviews of both 13in and 11in versions.

best for

EvERYThing 
BAR ThE PRiCE

best for
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STuff SAYS
it’s not a major upgrade, but 
Apple has improved the Air’s 
already awesome spec and 
lopped £100 of the price 

from £750 ★★★★★ 

£1300 
★★★★✩

£740 
★★★★✩

from £900
★★★★★

from 
£1500
★★★★★

£215
★★★★★

£200
★★★★✩

£210
★★★★✩9
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Olympus Camedia 
C-350 Zoom
£200
Stuff said Digital cameras 
have come of age. They aren’t 
gimmicks any more – this  
feels just like an old-skool  
film compact. If you want 
something practical, this is  
for you. If you want to show  
off, look elsewhere. 
★★★★★

Hitachi 42PD3000 
£4000
Stuff said A great deal of 
effort has gone into making 
this TV as approachable as 
possible; it’s ideal for a plasma 
first-timer. It’s just a shame 
that, while the performance is 
fair, it’s not a match for the top 
performers. We’ve seen better 
for less money.
★★★✩✩

Hummer H2
£49000
Stuff said It has military kudos 
and off-road prowess, and 
loves flexing its oversized 
muscles on the motorway.  
Just don’t blame us when 
you’re pawning your fillings  
to fuel it up. And if you ever 
need to negotiate narrow city 
streets, forget it.
★★★★✩

Elonex Exentia 
Advanced Media Center 
£2000 
Stuff said This is a proper 
lifestyle PC. It’s a first-rate 
entertainment system and 
gaming platform. It also has 
the processing brains to run  
a small business… if you can 
drag yourself away from 
pausing live TV.
★★★★★

this 
month 

in... 
2004

Acer Aspire Switch 10
A Windows laptop and 10.1-inch tablet for just £280? This seriously flexible bundle  
is Asus’s best hybrid yet. Only a bit heavier than a MacBook Air, the square-edged 
ergonomics and battery life are issues, but as a whole package it makes a lot of sense.

£280
★★★★✩

Microsoft Surface Pro 3
The fact that it’s the only device to feature in two of our Top Tens is a testament  
to the Surface Pro’s versatility: it’s a strong tablet, but its full-fat operating system  
and powerful innards mean it’s also a worthy adversary to Ultrabooks and MacBooks.

best for

woRking 
AnYwhERE

from £850 
(with type Cover)

★★★★★
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Microsoft Xbox 360
Yes, it’s been succeeded by the One, but the years have been kind to the 360. With an 
amazing catalogue of recent games that use its full potential, brilliant media streaming 
skills and a low, low price it’s impossible not to recommend it to cash-strapped gamers.

Sony PlayStation 3 
The PS3 has been around a while but, like the Xbox 360, that just means it has plenty 
of great games. Online gaming via PlayStation Network is still brilliant and still free 
(it’s £40/yr for PS4), and it’s worth buying for its Blu-ray and media streaming alone.

nintendo 3dS Xl
The 3D effect may be a gimmick that hasn’t paid off, but put that to one side and the 
3DS is still the king of the portable games machines. The XL is the biggest version 
yet, and there’s now a massive catalogue of inventive dual-screen games to play.

alienware X51 (2014)
The X51 hasn’t changed a huge amount, but the wee size matched with powerful 
components make it perfectly suited to HD gaming. Steam Machines are going to  
liven this market up but right now it’s the best balance of power and form in PC land.

raspberry Pi Model b+
It’s a fully functioning PC that’s barely bigger than a credit card, and now it’s a little more 
flexible than before thanks to two extra USB ports and better power management. 
Don’t expect a ‘proper’ computer – this is for tinkerers after a fun new project.

Zotac ZboX Sphere oi520
About the size and shape of a cannonball or cantaloupe, this striking sphere will 
certainly draw attention. For media playback it’s perfect, but high-end gaming is  
a no-go due to low frame rates. However, even in full swing it barely raises a decibel.

Microsoft Xbox one
This is very different to the Xbox One of 2013. Most significantly, the unpopular Kinect 
feature is now out of the deal, allowing Microsoft to drop the price and releasing enough 
extra power for developers to make their games look and play better.

Sapphire edge VS8
This mini-PC may look like the Terminator’s lunchbox, but it houses AMD’s 1.6GHz A8 
APU and dedicated HD7600G graphics with 4GB of RAM. A capable little fellow, the VS8 
even does a decent job with the latest gaming titles (with the detail dialled back a little).

Sony PlayStation 4
It may not quite be the finished article, but this is the best games machine on the planet.  
It has whisper-quiet operation, a sleek form and bags of power, with full 1080p on all 
titles and not a whiff of lag. When proper media streaming arrives, it’ll be unstoppable.

apple iMac
Other than regular power upgrades and a bit of slimming, the iMac has been largely 
unchanged for a while, but it does now run Apple’s lovely Yosemite OS. There’s also 
now a more affordable version and an eye-wateringly expensive 5K model.

best for

budget 
gaMing

best for

coMPact 
Power

£330 
★★★★★

from £330 
★★★★★

from £330
★★★★★

from £900
★★★★★

from £190 
★★★★★

from £160 
★★★★★

£160 
★★★★✩

from £800
★★★★★

from £25
★★★★✩

£280
★★★★✩
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compact cameras

slrs

best for

extreme 
exploits

sony DsC-rx100 iii 
If you’re looking for the best tiny snapper around, this is it. Excellent image quality,  
fast autofocus, a useful electronic viewfinder and professional video recording, all 
squeezed into a truly teeny package that’ll fit into your jeans pocket. We’re smitten.

Fujifilm Finepix x100s
Fujifilm’s souped up its fixed-lens retro shooter, with faster focusing and a big APS-C 
sensor. It’s not all new, though, keeping the 35mm-equivalent f/2 lens and hybrid 
viewfinder from the X100. A less retro version with black finish is now available too.

Canon powershot G16
The G16 packs a lot into its sturdy body: optical viewfinder, loads of manual controls 
and an f1.8-2.8, 28-140mm (equivalent) zoom lens. Upgrades over the G15 include 
Wi-Fi and faster burst shooting of up to 12fps, while image quality is as good as ever.

sony A6000
Sony’s new system camera may be tiny but it packs a big photographic punch. There 
may be no optical image stabilisation but the incredible speed and accuracy of the 
A6000’s autofocus is a real highlight, as is its large, clear electronic viewfinder.

Nikon D810
The top-end Nikon D810 is a monster camera. Its image quality and performance are 
hard to fault – if you’re a serious photographer willing to stump up the cash then it’s a 
fantastic buy. However, there are some features missing, such as 4K video and Wi-Fi.

sony A7r
We love this camera. It’s lightweight but tough and delivers results that outstrip pretty 
much any other compact system camera on the market. It has a huge full-frame 36.4MP 
sensor and noise-suppression. Your wallet might weep, but your photo album will sing.

Nikon Coolpix AW120
The ultimate rugged camera: almost indestructible, and fit for temperatures as low  
as -10°C, it will even survive a rinse cycle in your dishwasher. The AW120 also takes 
lovely pictures and impressive video in both good lighting and dimmer conditions.

Canon eos 700D
Look, it’s a new Canon at No2. No, wait, it’s the old one. Actually, it’s kind of both. The 
700D is a minor upgrade over the 650D, keeping its 18MP sensor, flip-out touchscreen 
and autofocus during video and adding little beyond a new kit lens. Still great, though.

sony DsC-Hx60
2014’s HX60 isn’t a huge departure from its predecessor in terms of its build quality, 
ease of use, specifications and 30x zoom lens – all of which are excellent. What it 
does add is NFC and a newer Bionz X processor, making it a slightly nippier performer. 

olympus om-D e-m1
The Olympus flagship is armed with the same excellent 16.3MP sensor as its 
predecessor the E-M5, but has an improved autofocus system, a startlingly good 
electronic viewfinder and masses of direct controls. Also look out for the E-M10.

best for

All-rouND 
vAlue

£210 
★★★★★

£350
(body only) 
★★★★★

£260
★★★★★

£800
(body only) 
★★★★★

£550
★★★★★

£660 
★★★★★

£300 
★★★★★

£400
(body only) 
★★★★★

£2000
(body only)

★★★★★

£1300
(body only) 
★★★★★
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For the Full reviews in each category and our buying guides, visit www.stuFF.tv/top-10s

Toshiba CB30-102
£220 / toshiba.co.uk
Where Toshiba wins is in terms 
of performance. We’re not sure 
how, but it’s able to juggle the 
web’s most demanding sites 
without any lag. The larger 
form factor also means Toshiba 
can insert a bigger battery, 
which gives us a decent six 
and a half hours.
★★★★✩

Lenovo N20p  
£245 / lenovo.com/uk
While lying flat is its forte, the 
N20p also falls flat in the areas 
that are most needed. It seems  
that adding a touchscreen  
has increased the drain on  
the processor, and the Lenovo 
cannot keep up with multiple 
tabs open. The keyboard also 
feels cheap and nasty.
★★★✩✩

Asus C200 
£200 / asus.com/uk
Ten hours: it’s the holy grail  
of laptop battery life, and  
the C200 misses it by just  
17 minutes. Unfortunately  
this incredible stamina comes  
at a price – performance. It 
packs the latest Intel Bay Trail 
processor, but when compared 
to others, cracks start to show.
★★★★✩

Dell Chromebook 11 
£240 / dell.co.uk
It’s in a league of its own –  
not just among Chromebooks, 
but among all laptops. The  
solid keyboard and responsive 
trackpad feel like they’ve come 
from a laptop that costs three 
times as much. It’s a runaway 
success in our benchmarks 
too: an absolute bargain.
★★★★★

in case  
you  

missed...
chrome 

books
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LG G Watch R
£225 / lg.com/uk 
It might have all the specs but it looks  
chunky and fairly cheap. However, if  
the design works for you, it won’t let  
you down in use. The vivid, circular 1.3in 
P-OLED screen is the best we’ve ogled 
on a Wear watch yet, performance is 
brilliant and there’s 4GB of storage.
★★★★✩

Samsung Gear Live
£170 / samsung.com/uk 
It might be more screen on a strap  
than watch replacement but at least  
the screen’s a good ’un. Notifications are 
crisp, colours are vivid and text doesn’t 
get cut off as on the Moto and LG. Sadly, 
the teeny 300mAh battery means the 
Gear Live rarely gets above a day’s use.
★★★✩✩

Motorola Moto 360
£200 / motorola.co.uk 
It’s still the classiest option. We prefer 
the Moto’s wireless charging dock, the 
design is comfortable and unisex, and  
its mics pick up Google voice commands 
well. Heart-rate monitoring gives you 
personalised activity goals and faces  
can be customised in the Connect app.
★★★★✩
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garmin Forerunner 920XT
This fitness-tracking watch has so much included, it’s bewildering. The star feature is 
the dedicated triathlon mode, which allows you to hit enter to move between sports, 
counting each bit (including transitions) separately. 

Philips hue
Pair these smart LED bulbs with ‘recipes’ on ifttt.com – set them to change colour 
with the weather or when it’s time to run to the train. They also tie in with Philips’  
own Ambilight TVs, casting the colours from the screen across your entire room..

roku streaming stick
‘Streaming Stick’ tells you all you need to know, really: this is a stick, and it streams. It 
streams plenty, too – Netflix, iPlayer, Spotify, Sky Now and Sky Go to name a few. And 
unlike Chromecast, it’s also a dab hand with your own video and music files. Lovely stuff.

Motorola Moto 360
With its iconic, head-turning design, this could be the first wearable you will want to 
wear. The Moto 360’s our favourite and most comfortable Android Wear watch so far, 
but its battery life might make you anxious and it’s a few specs short of brilliance.

google Chromecast
This USB memory-stick-sized cord-cutter is compatible with Netflix, YouTube, 
Google Play movies and BBC iPlayer: a cheap, simple way of getting web-sourced 
movies and shows onto your living-room TV. 

lg g Watch r
This circular smartwatch won’t win any beauty contests, but that’s about its only 
flaw. The G Watch R’s plastic OLED screen has deep blacks, sharp text and good 
visibility. Its battery easily lasts a day and a half, and using it is a smooth experience.

Fitbit Flex
The Flex delivers all of Fitbit’s activity-tracking smarts but in a form factor that’s less 
fiddly than its belt-clip counterparts. It’s packed with Bluetooth, NFC, vibratamotor and 
an LED display. See also the new Fitbit Charge, with numeric display, for £40 more.

Pebble steel
Unveiled at CES 2014, the Steel keeps the straightforward looks, crisp display 
and five-day battery life that helped the standard Pebble win our hearts. But it 
holds more RAM, apps and customisable faces this time, and swaps the plastic 
for either a ‘Steel’ silver or matte black stylish suit, making it look and feel more 
like an actual watch. The Steel goes beyond the gimmicks and into the world of 
real-world wearable tech. Pop it on your wristwear wish-list.

best for

TraCking 
your liFe

sTuFF says
The best smartwatch money 
can buy… and the original 
plastic Pebble is still 
available for £80 less
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TomTom Multi-sport Cardio
The new version of the TomTom Multi-Sport adds an impressively accurate heart-rate 
sensor to an already strong formula, allowing for more focused and personal training.  
It’ll track runs, cycles and swims, and the companion app is also much improved.

£225
★★★★✩

Jawbone uP24
Now with Bluetooth for hassle-free syncing, the stylish UP24 is worth the extra  
£30 over the Jawbone Up. The app introduces new challenges and tracks your sleep 
patterns. It will also gently nudge you, if you’re lazing around, to get back on the move.

£90
★★★★★
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don’t miss tHE nExt issuE! on salE 4 fEb

ou’re a bit late on this – whales have 
been around for millions of years.
Yes, whales are a bit last-gen. But did 
you know their clicking sounds have 

regional accents? Anyway, this isn’t about real 
Moby-Dicks, as you can tell from the relaxed 
demeanour of those beach-folk. This is about  
a new form of hyper-real augmented reality, 
created by Magic Leap. The Florida-based 
company hasn’t officially announced anything 
yet, but private demos have been good enough 
to convince Google et al to pump US$500 million 
into what Magic Leap is calling ‘cinematic reality’.

My local cinema’s already got ‘cinematic reality’.
Well, this is bit more futuristic than watching a 
film in the dark with a load of popcorn rustlers. 
Magic Leap’s website gives away some clues, 
showing realistic CGI creations overlaid on 
everyday scenes, and they claim this will 
transcend augmented reality and virtual reality 
to create ‘the most natural and human-friendly 
wearable computing interface in the world’. 
Magic Leap’s patents suggest it could be a 
head-mounted ‘light field’ display that gives  
AR actual depth by beaming images onto your 
retina, rather than focusing on a flat screen. 

Not again. I don’t want a computer on my face!
You’ll change your mind when you see Magic 
Leap’s collaboration with Framestore and 
Professor Brian Cox. They’re doing a live show 
called ‘The Age Of Starlight’, which will debut  
at the Manchester International Festival in July. 
The D:Reamy physicist told the BBC: “It allows 
you to put digital images into your field of view 
directly. I saw the prototype in Miami a few 
months ago and it’s stunning. It’s going to be 
transformative technology, there’s no doubt 
about that.” So there you have it – Brian’s never 
wrong about anything. Well, apart from music. [ W
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